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Lower new car
financing rates

keep dealers busy

House fire

1

Murray firefighters Dwight Rutledge and Mate Farley drag a smoldering mattrestfrom'a house at 1109
Elm St. this morning. The Murray Fire Department was called to the scene about 9 a.m. Extent of
MID Orli by David Tact
damages to the house was not known at press time.

News In Brief
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa - A mass for 20 blacks killed
by police in Soweto is scheduled to be held today in defiance of an.
offIttiall ban. The government, however, has issued tough new
prttso restrictions to ensure the news media does not cover the
event.
MOSCOW - Negotiations continue today for the release of an
American reporter accused of espionage, and the plviets say
theyalso may press smuggling charges against the newsman for
failing to file documents on $2,000 worth of family jewels..
MANAMA,Bahrain - Iranian gunboats intercept a Soviet ship
said to be carrying cement in the Persian Gulf and force it to
port. A second Soviet ship also was stopped by Iran but allowed to
go on in the latest escalation of the gulf dispute.
LOS ANGELES - The plane that collided with Aeromexico
Flight 498 struck the jet's tailfin, then the DC-9's horizontal
stabilizer sheared off the small plane's cabin roof, an investigator said.
WASHINGTON - The Reagan administration is blocking a
private relief agency from sending farm tools and other supplies
to leftist-ruled Nicaragua, a decision denounced by one critic as
"the politics-of hunger. BOSTON - Continuous electronic monitoring of the fetal heartbeat, a standard part of childbirth in most U.S. hospitals, is unnecessary for routine deliveries and may increase unnecessary
Caesarean sections, a study concludes.
WASHINGTON --A businessman who twice has been a state
campaign chairman for Ronald Reagan was the focus of grand
jury testimony given in a probe of corruption at the U.S. Postal
Service, sources say.
WASHINGTON - A videotape purporting to show American
prisoners in Laos continues to elude government officials despite
a multi-million-dollar offer from Texas billionaire H. Ross Perot
and the intervention of Vice President George Bush.
0

Today is_Thursday,Sept,4. the 247th day of_19$6. There are 118
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Historritth Sept. 4, 1781, Los Angeles was
founded by $panish settlers. Its original name: "EL Pueblo de
Nuestra Senora La Reins de Los Angeles de Porciuncula."
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YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p rr Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday thrctugh Friday, or
340 p.m! end 4 p.m. Satter;
doys. Office Hours - S a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thru Friday,
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Chance
of showers
Tonight: Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers. Low in the upper
60s. Wind shifting to the northwest at 5 to 10 mph.
Friday: Partly sunny with
a 40 percent chance of
thundershowers.
High in the lower 80s. North
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for warm days and mild
nights Saturday through Monday with a chance of rain
Saturday and Sunday. Highs
will be in the 70s with lows in
the mid 50s to lower 60s.
LAKE LEVELS
356.3
Kentucky Lake
356.3
Barkley Lake

Low finance rates are filling
Bradshaw explained that the
up new car lots in Murray and
news of AMC's interest-free
throughout Kentucky with
financing was "all over the nacustomers and are keeping
tional news" before the local
dealers busy trying to convince
dealership was notified. He addpatrons that the rates are
ed the national corporation is
legitimate.
supposed to send information toTerry Walter, general
day to the dealership concerning
manager at Murray Nissanthe finance rate.
Chrysler-Dodge. said, "it has
Dealers say therates %lir'
produced a lot of people that
not prevent customers from
perhaps have not been innegotiating prices below the
terested in trading."
sticker costs.
The major car makers have
"Whatever kinds of incentives
announced 2.9 percent financing
dealers can make, they will,"
rates for some 1986 models to
said George Johnson, executive
reduce inventories. American
vice president of the Greater
Motors Corp. is offering
Louisville Automobile Dealers
interest-free financing on two:
Assoriation._
year loans on some models.
"They want to move that inCustomers can also opt for
ventory," he said.
cash rebates instead of the low
Local dealers are seeing more ..
finance charges.
•activity on their- lots sirece' thatt.
When a man called Cains
low finance rates Were
AMC Jeep-Renault recently askannounced.
ing about the zero-percent finanJoe Rowl.and, business
cing, salesman Sammy Bradmanager for Parker Ford, said
shaw "thought it was a joke."
business is 175-200 percent more
than normal. Rowland said the
dealership has sold down to
"almost out" but- more '86
models are coming in and will be
available.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet has in
from 8.9 percent in June to 9.3 three days done as much
percent in July.
business as the dealership norState labor market analyst Ed mally does in a month, accorBlackwell said the labor force - ding to owner-dealer Dwain
those working or seeking jobs - Taylor.
.
traditionally grows in the sumTaylor added that while his
mer as students and others app- dealership has sold most of its
ly for temporary jobs.
Inventory, he has a friend who is
"And when some of the state's a dealer in another°state and
manufacturing plants tem- Taylor is helpipg film to sell his
porarily shut down during part units. of July, employees who had not
Wells Purdoth, Jr., owner of
worked long enough to qualify Purdom Motors, Inc. said his
for paid vacations were tem- dealership was perhaps in better
porarily laid offi''-Blackwell shape than other dealers
said in a statement.
because they had been increasFive counties besides Trimble ing their inventory in prepara
reported unemployment rates tion for their recent move tc
below 5 percent: Woodford, 3.8 their new location on Kentucky
121 bypass.
(Cont'd on page 2)
He added that is the dealership had been in the old location
when the low financing rate was
announced "we couldn't have
handled all the customers."
"We have been covered up,"
Only the governor can call a he said. The salesmen have been
special legislative session and "starting early and staying
set its agenda. Collins called the late," Purdom added.
Even with the larger invenlast special legislative session in
July 1985 to deal with raising tory to begin with, Purdom anbusiness taxes to fund im- ticipates selling the rest of the
provements in education.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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County still has best jobless rate in area
FRANKFORT (AP) - Trinble County posted an unemployment rate of 3 percent in July,
while Calloway County continued tahave the lowast rate in
the_Jackson Purchase:July marked the fifth consecutive month in which Trimble's rate was the lowest in Kentucky, according to figures-released by the Cabinet for
Human Resources.
The average unemployment
rate posted in July in the
Jackson Purchase was 9.2 percent, up from - 8.7`percent in
June. Rates ranged from 5.7 pert'
cent in Calloway County to 13.5
percent in Carlisle County.
Elliott County, at 22.1 percent
unemployment, had the worst

rate for, the third straight
month, tile cabinet said in a
news release Wednesday.
Seventy of Kentucky's 120
counties suffered an increase in
unemployment from June to July as more people sought summer jobs and some plant
workers were temporarily laid
off, the release said. Unemployment declined in 47 counties and
rates were unchanged in the
other three.
Compared to July 1985,
unemployment was higher in 52
counties, lower in 64 and unchanged in four, the release
said.
The cabinet last week
reported that the statewide
unemployment rate increased

Special session may be requested
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Reports _due from two task
forces studying workers' compensation and liability insurance could determine
whether a special legislative
session will be called before the
1988 General Assembly.
The task -force on workers'
compensation is to submit its
report to Gov. Martha Layne
Collins by Oct. 1. The report
from the insurance task force is
due Dec. 1.
"I really see no need for a
special session on other issues,
but I do for the insurance crisis
and workers' comp.," House
Speaker Don Blandford, DPhilpot, said Wednesday. "I
think we will know more about
the possibility of a special session after we see the work of the
task forces."
"Time is of the essence on
these two issues," said Senate
President Pro Tern Joe Prather,
D-Vine Grove. "I think a special
session would be in order if concrete recommendations could be
brought forth from the two task
forces that are studying. these
hustles."
Cabinet Secretary Larry
Hayes said the governor was
awaiting the panels' recommendations before considering a
special session.
"Yes, we want to know more
about those two issues, but don't
forget that the governor has said
that the job of education reform
Is just- beginning and that more
should be done to help economic
development," Hayes said
without elaboration.

Kentucky's Constitution requires the General Assembly to
meet for 60 days in evennumbered years and for up to 10
days in odd-numbered years for
an organizational session to pick
legislative leaders.

-Staff photo M 11.s‘id 11,4
City building inspector Phil Owens uses a CO2 fire extinguisher in an attempt to kill insects at thy
Howard Anderson property, 12th and Irvan Streets this morning. City crews today began cleaning tip
the property under an abatement order issued last week by Circuft Judge John C. Lovett.
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Youth tells police
of alleged drug
abuse by parents
JEFFEASONVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — A 13-year-old boy who
wanted police to help his parents
because of their alleged drug
use turned them in to authorities
this week, police said.
He took it upon himself to do
something when he saw
something wrong. He was worried about his parents. In my
opinion he was reaching out for
help the only way he knew how,—
said Clark County Police Capt.
Gerald Crotchett.

Marianna Stubblefield (right) checks the results as
BUILDING A BALLOT — Deputy County Clerk
the ballot in the November school board race. As no
Doris Cella and Vernon Gantt draw for positions on
field drew their postitions for them.
Stubble
g,
other candidates were present for the drawin
Staff photo by David Tuck

Auto sales...(Cont'd from page 1)
Marijuana found
prices to maintain or increase
affected models before the low
their market share," said Alan
in Lincoln County financ
ends.
e rate

Fox, legislative representative
with the Consumer Federation
of America in Washington.
They (the automakers) are

Aubrey Hatcher, owner of
Hatcher Toyota -LincolnMercury, said he has sold out of
the models available with the
low financing but is planning on
offering zero-percent financing
on some of the used cars in his
lot to generate activity.
Walter said that his dealership
is not having a big problem with
inventory because some of
Chrysler's '87 models are
available with low financing and
some of the '87 cars are already
on the lot.
Some people are cautioning
consumers, saying the-low rates
.
Four persons who lived in are merely promotional tadtics
"I think it's continuing
tents and apparently guarded
using gimthe field fled as the officers ap- Detroit's tradition of
micks rather than cutting their
proached, Coyle said.

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Police found over 100,000 marijuana plants possibly worth
more than $50 million in a
southeastern Lincoln County
cornfield Wednesday, officials
said.
Officers from the state pOlice
and Lincoln County sheriff's office, acting on an anonymous
tip, discovered the plants growing in a 15-acre cornfield, with
one plant beside each corn stalk,
said state police• Det. Mike
Coyle.

(Cont'd from page 1)

_
which is comprised of Fayette,
t;
percent; Oldham, 4.3 percen
Bourbon, Clark, Jessamine,
Shelby and Carroll, 4.6 percent
Scott and Woodford counties.
each; and Fayette, 4.7 percent.
It decreased from 7 percent to
Also topping 20 percent were
6.7 percent in the Louisville
Carter County at 21.5 percent
metropolitan area, which is
and Monroe County at 20.7
made up of Jefferson, Bullitt,
percent.
Oldham and Shelby counties in
Joblessness increased from
Kentucky and Clark, Floyd and
5.1 percent to 5.7 percent in the Harrison counties in Indiana.
Lexington metropolitan area,

still going to come out ahead.
They're just confusing pricing
rather than making price
clear," he said.
Fox suggested customers try
to negotiate lower sticker prices
before worrying about finance
charges.
For example, he said if you
can get the price reduced from
$10,000 to $9,000, your monthly
payments would be $290.40 over
three years at a 10 percent interest rate. But Fox said if you
pay $10,000 for the same car at
2.9 percent, the monthly
payments will be $290.37 — very
little iavings.
However Taylor, said on a
$10,000 car with normal 12 percent interest the interest for a
three year period would be
$2,003.79 but with the 2.9 percent
financing rate, interest on the
same amount for the same
period would be $462.68. He said
this difference would mean
payments would be about $44
dollars less with the low
financing.

CORRECTION

Police charged the child's
stepmother, Connie Bump,31, of
Sellersburg, Ind., with possession of marijuana. She was arrested and a warrant was issued
for the boy's father, Mickey
Bump, 32, who was out of town,
police said.
Officers confiscated about 26
grams of marijuana.
The teen-ager called police
about 4 p.m. Tuesday.
"He told the officer that police
officers had come to his school
and he had seen it on TV about
marijuana use and what it could
do to you," Crockett said. "He
felt his parents needed some
help and he wanted us to help
him."
Officers returned that night
with a search warrant and arA Calloway County woman, Linda Engles, 32, was treated and
rested Mrs. Bump, who posted
truck
bond Tuesday night and was
released at Murray-Calloway County Hospital after this
in
pole
utility
a
struck
and
of
control
out
jail.
went
she was driving
released from
"She was somewhat surprisHazel Wednesday afternoon. The accident, which occurred about
ed. There was a real iodic of
4:30 p.m., caused the loss of power to several residents of Hazel
's
disbelief in her eyes, but she
until about 10 p.m., according to the Calloway County Sheriff
on
nor,
The
Mceutche
Gene
by
lot.
photo
whole
Staff
a
say
didn't
department.
just sat on the couch and watched," Crockett said.
The boy was put in the custody
of Clark County Child Protection
Services. Police were told he
was released to his natural
alleged
mother in Indianapolis, Crockett
A Calloway County woman, the businesses where the
ses were
purcha
lent
fraudu
y
has
s
said.
ng,
recentl
Fanelli Birdso
Police and Ron Tarquinio,
been sentenced in Paducah and made.
Birdsong also pleaded guilty
substance-abuse program direcParis, Tenn., courts on similar
l
two counts of attempting to
to
Menta
tor for Life-Spring
charges. The charges involved
stolen
Health Services in Jefferson- 'the fraudulent use of credit purchase goods with a
Tenn.
Paris,
in
card
not
credit
did
ville, said they
cards allegedly storen from
In that case, she was also
remember handling such a case
Jeanette Storey and Annie
ced to two years in the
senten
in the area.
Nance of Murray.
tiary, to be served
peniten
state
Cir"It's really amazing," Tarken
to
ding
McCrac
'Accor
with the Mcrently
concur
do
kids
quinio said. "Sometimes
cuit Court records, she pleaded
ces.
get fed up but it takes an unusual
guilty to two counts that had Cracken County senten
Circuit
Tenn.,
,
County
Henry
do
to
th
amount of streng
been filed there in relation to
suspended
something like that."
purchases made with a credit Judge Julian Guinn
the two sentences and placed
In Orange County, Calif., a
card belonging to Nance. She
Birdsong on unsupervised pro13-year-old girl turned in her
was sentenced to two years in
directed to
two
And
e
use.
parents for cocain
prison on each of the charges but bation. She was also
make restitution in that case.
children in Silver City, N.M.,
the sentence was conditionally
The purchases in Paris were
also recently informed police
discharged.
attempted on Storey's credit
their parents allegedly used
The conditions of the
card.
marijuana.
discharge include restitution to

Calloway CoAty woman sentenced
for fraudulent use of credit cards
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Because of late
shipping, the
Murray Ledger &
Times received
these 2 circulars
out of order.
The top circular
was mistakingly
inserted Wed.
Sept. 3.
The correct'circular,
at left appears in
today's Murray
Ledger & Times and
the prices are good
through Sat. Sept. 6.
The top circular's
prices will be in
effect Wed., Sept. 1 0
through Sat.,
.
sept

-yalaa.rany

We are sorry for any inconvenience.

American Cherry
Pennsylvania
House

Now only

$2329.00

30% off sale

Save $1007.00

bed
Group Includes mirror, dresser,fbest on chest and
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V
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Garrott's Galley

Advice given
for small business
When you consider the
numbers, it's difficult to understand the lack of clout
small business wields with
government. There are more
than 14 million small U.S.
businesses, which are firms
with less than 500 employees.
These companies account for
$1.4 trillion or 40 percent of
the gross national product.
What's more, half the country's civilian labor force is
employed by small business
\ and it has provided almost all
of the 10.5 million jobs created since Ronald Reagan became president.
A few days ago, 2,000 owners of small companies attepded the White House Conference on Small Business.
Unfortunately, President
Reagan wasn't there, but he
at least authorized White
House chief of staff Donald
Regan to announce that he intended to appoint a permanent head of the Small Business Administration. The SBA
has been rumored to be on the
verge of extinction.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed, by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if. possible
and should be on topics of

But there was little other
indication that small business
exercised any influence in accordance with its numbers.
The No. 1 economic issue at
the conference was the difficulty of small business operators to obtain product liability insurance, a battle that
pits them against the American Trial Lawyers Association and the insurance industry. Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole, R-Kan., principal speaker, would not
promise any congressional
action on product liability
this year.
About the most Sen. Dole
could offer was advice — but
it was sound advice. He suggested that the entrepreneurs
needed to do a better job of
lobbying.
"We might be able to accomplish some of your recommendations," he said, "but
you have to follow through,
because if you don't, sqmebody might drop the ball. You
have to go out and organize
and organize and organize.
You've got to make us listen."
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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By 1VI.C. Garrott

Fort Donelson cemetery's last grave
dug for local Marine Iwo Jima hero
History was made the other
day at the national military
cemetery at Fort Donelson over
near Dover in Stewart County,
Tenn.
The last grave to be opened in
the cemetery was dug and received the body of Delton Carter
Roland, a former Marine who
would have been 67 years of age
on Sept. 15.
Although cemetery policy does
permit graves to be reopened to
receive-another casket on top Of
the one already buried — such as
a wife being buried in the same
grave as her husband — the
Roland grave is the last new one
in the Donelson cemetery.
Delton grew up in Fayetteville
in Lincoln County, Tenn. He and
his wife, Ada Marie, had lived in
the Crappie Hollow section of the
county since January of 1982
when he was stricken with a
^heart attack on Aug. 23. He died
'bn the way to the Murray
hospital.
He suffered a severe heart attack some years ago when they
lived in Indianapolis. He worked
there for 28% years with a company that makes chains and link
belts.
• •

*

As a World War II Marine, he
was a member of a detachment
assigned to providing protection
for the squad pictured in the
famous flag-raising scene atop
Mount Suribachi on Iwo Jima.
After three days' of furious
combat and on Feb. 23, 1945, the
Marines hoisted the Stars and
Stripes atop the peak and

Associated Press photographer
Joe Rosenthal snapped the picture which made him famous. It
later became immortalized in
bronze as the huge Marine
memorial near Arlington National Cemetery in Washington.
Delton didn't make it to the top
of Mount Suribachi, though. He
was badly wounded when an ammunition dump exploded near
him as he and his buddies moved
Inch by inch though volcanic ash
up the rocky slopes. The war was
over then as far as he was
concerned.
*

• •

He never lost his pride in the
Marine Corps, though, and in
later years was instrumental in
the organization of the Marine
Corps League, an organization —
now nationwide — made up of
Marine veterans.
When he moved to Calloway
County, he became a member of
a branch of it — the C.B. Case
Detachment — at Paducah, and
served as its quartermaster.
The Paducah detachment is
named for a Marine general who
was a native of Tiptonville,
Tenn., and who went on to
become Commandant of 'the
Marine Corps.
Two area mayors, Virgil
Gilliam of Mayfield — a former
Murray postmaster — and Joe
Viterisi of Paducah are among its
members. Two others are Murrayans — Dr. Frank Kodman, a,
retired professor of psychology at
Murray State and a former Navy
medical corpsman, and Allen
Rose.

Allen was in the Marines for
two years, serving as a lance corporal in the South Pacific. He is
a retired bursar from Murray
State. He recalls a World War II,
South Pacific visit with Barry
Bingham, Sr., the former
publisher of The Louisville
Courier-Journal.
A fellow Marine knew Mr.
Bingham, who was at the headquarters and on the staff of Admiral Chester Nimitz, the top
commander. One day, while in
the headquarters area, they looked up Mr. Bingham and as three
Kentuckians had a nice visit with
him.
The Paducah detachment,
which was formed about three
years ago, is open to all former
Marines in this area. Its annual
dues are $22. It meets at the Executive Inn in Paducah the fourth
Saturday of each month for
breakfast and a business session.
A number of former Marines living in Murray and the county attend regularly.
Six of them served as
pallbearers at Delton's funeral on
Aug. 25 — George Dowdy, Chris
Runyon, Cedric Benson, Ray
Elliott, Ray Pawloski and Chris
Shanks.
Pawloski was a Crappie Hollow
neighbor; while Chris Shanks is a
former lady Marine. Her service
as a pallbearer at the funeral
signaleda break in Marine Corps
tradition.
An Army firing squad from
Fort Campbell also participated
in the service, firing the tradi-

tional volleys over the casket and
handling the folding of the flag
and its presentation to the family.
* *
Delton lacked only one day being in the Marines for four years.
He went on duty as a field cook at
Camp Lejeune, N.C., and was
with the Marines' 5th Division
when he was wounded on Iwo
Jima.
His service awards included
the Distinguished Citizens
Award, the Expert Rifleman's
Badge, the expert's award in
pistol and bayonet and the Purple
Heart for his Iwo Jima wounds.
When he left the Corps in
February of 1946, he went back to
Fayetteville where he married
Ada Marie, his next-door
sweetheart.
They lived there until 1953,
when they moved to Indianapolis,
where he helped organize the
Marine Corps League and its
detachment in that city.
George, Cedric, AlMn, Ray,
Gaylon and the other members of
the Case Detachment are anxious
for other former Marines living
in this area and wishing to keep
in touch with their old branch of
service to join their group.
. If you have ever served in the
Marine Corps — man or woman
— and feel you would like to join
them, any one of those fellows
can tell you all about it:
George tells me, too, that the
mess kit hasn't yet been made
that will hold one of those
breakfasts like they get every
roonth at the Executive Inn in
Paducah.

44ir ,
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Looking back
Ten years ago
The buses of newly-formed
Murray-Callowaj
, Transit
Authority had their trial run
when they provided transportation for the recent Rock-A-Thon.
A provisional league of National League of Women Voters
has been established in Murray.
Plans call for several public service activities in the coming
months, according to Louise
Sickel, local chapter president.
Murray High School
cheerleaders are Laurie Crass,
Becky West, Elizabeth
Whitmer, Mary Smock, Gwen
Purdom, Regina Bumphis,
DeAnn Thornton and Donna
Hughes.
New officers of Women's
Society of Murray State University are Mrs. Donald Bennett,
Mrs. Ellen Spencer, Mrs.
Howard Keller and Mrs.
Virginia Strohecker.
Twenty years ago
Seaman Recruit Robert G.
Sanderson, USN,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Voris R. Sanderson of Murray, has graduated from basic
training at Naval Training
Center, San Diego, Calif.
Calloway County 4-H
members participating in Purchase Area Achievement
meeting at Mayfield were Gail
Furches, Kent McCuiston, Ellen
Watson, Kthleen Madrey, Nancy
Williams and Judy Kelso.
Miss Margaret Ruth Crider,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas H. Crider, and Roger
Alan Neal, son of Mrs,
Katherine Neal of Mt._ Vernon,
M., were married Aug. 7 at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Cohen Stubblefield of
Calloway County .and Joe Tom
Haltom of Marshall County attended a meeting of Western
Kentucky Chapter of Kentucky
Sheriffs' Association held at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park.

Letter to the editor
439 students are enrolled in upper six grades of Murray High
School; 141 at Douglas High
School; 442 in six grades at
Austin School; and 155 in six
grades at Carter School.
Calloway County 4-H Club
members winning blue ribbons
at Paducah District Fair were
Phyllis Jones, Cynthia Ezell,
Janice Peery, Darlene Miller,
Linda Darnell, Joyce Hargis,
Brenda Smith, Lila Cathey,
Janet Like, Jennifer Riley, Donna Ruth Grogan, Marinell
Myers, Linda Lawson and Annette Palmer.
Murray Woman's Club has
selected "The Youth of Our
Community" as its project for
the year. Officers are Mrs. J.I.
Hosick, Mrs. H.T. Waldrop,
Mrs. L.E. Owen, Mrs. Matt
Sparkman, Mrs. James Lassiter
and Miss Frances Sexton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley
and son, Bud, have returned
from a vacation at Pensacola,
Fla.

(*RAIFF

I9/34 McN•ught Synd . Inc

Thirty years ago
Murray City Schools opened
Sept. 3. Supt W.Z. Carter said
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Writer thanks Garrott for writing about Hamlin
To the Editor:
Several weeks ago I wrote
M.C. Garrott on behalf of the
Hamlin Post Office Centennial
committee asking for some
space in his "Galley" to seek out
information and pictures of and
about the early Hamlin family
or early postmasters.
Thanks to the generous
amount of space he granted, I
heard from 13 irople with information and several others seeking information themselves.
Most importantly, I now have a
copy of the Peter S. Hamlin

family genealogy.
Through this letter I now hope
to reach more descendents both
of the Hamlin family and the
early postmasters of the Hamlin
area. We want them to know
they are more than welcOme to
come back to Hamlin on Sunday
afternoon, September 14 and
join us in celebrating the centennial of Hamlin and the post
office.
Your readers have thus far
been mast generous and we hope
they will help spread the word to
those they know have Hamlin

roots.
Finally, I make another plea
to the descendents of early
Hamlin area settlers for pictures of their ancestors or old
buildings from 1850-1930. The
number of pictures acquired to
date for copying is somewhat
disappointing, but we still hope
to establish a meaningful permanent scrapbook that will be
available to future generations.
Any i-eaders who have information to give or who need information may reach me at
436-5444, more readily in the

Commonwealth Comment
This article is the second of
four dealing with the most recent changes in our criminal
justice system which was
enacted by the 1986 Kentucky,
General Assembly.
Unquestionably, the parole
procdure in Kentucky haslrawn
more criticism and engendered
more confusion than any other
aspect of our criminal justice
system.
Traditionally the Parole
Board has exerted more power
over convicted felons than the
courts, yet a very small portion
-Ot the general public know
anything about the makeup of
that board or its operating
procedure.
The 1986 Kentucky General
Assembly made a few, but
substantial, changes in the law
as to the parole system which
are very noteworthy.
First of all, up until July 15 of
this year, Parole Board proceedings have been closed sessions. The new law will require
the parole hearings to be open to
the public. One exception to this
requirement is where the victim
of the crime committed by the
criminal being considered requests to appear before the
board and expresses concern
about their own safety if the
hearing is open.
This latter provision
highlights one of the main
thrusts of the new law. That is
the increased attention that will
now be given to the victim in
parole proceedings.
Under the new law, upon
receipt from the victim of their
current advireaq and telephone_
dumber, the ConiniciniVean Ail
torney aha.11 promptly notify him
or her when the offender is coming before the Parole Board. The
victim can then submit a written

impact statement to the board
which shall be considered in its
decision as to the release of the
defendant. This impact statement can contain, but is not
limited to, a description of the
long term consequences of the
crime to that person including
physical, psychological, and
financial harm which has been
suffered.
Another change in the law
which appears insignificant at
first glance will have substantial
long range ramifications. That,
is the establishment by statute
of minimum time served before
persons convicted of certain
violent crimes can be considered for parole. Prior to the
new law, with the exception of
those convicted of being persistent felons in the first degree,
the Parole Board could
technically parole any offender
the first day they stepped into
the penitentiary. Now certain
additional restrictions are placed upon the board.
More especially, persons
receiving a sentence of years in
the penitentiary for the offenses
of crimes carrying more than
ten years and which involve the
death of the victim, or rape in
the first degree or sodomy in the
first degree of the victim, or
serious physical injury to the
victim, will be required to serve
half of their sentence before
becoming eligible for parole.
An offender being sentenced
to life in the penitentiary will
have to serve twelve years
before they can become eligible
for parole. And therein-lies-an
_
_ _
obvious flaw with the change.
For a person is better off now being sentenced to life in the
penitentiary than they would be
being sentenced for a term of

evening.
The Post Office Centennial
opening ceremonies will be at 1
p.m. on the 14th with the meal
line to begin about 1:15 p.m. The
festivities will conclude in time
for people to attend evening'
church services.
Thanks, Mr. Editor, for the opportunity to reach these good
Hamlin folk.
Sincerely,
William R. Lumry
HCR Box 58-A
Hamlin, Ky. 42046
(502436-5444

By Michael D. Ward
more than twenty-four years. A
person sentenced to life will be
eligible for parole in twelve
years. Upon receiving a
sentence of thirty years, they
will not be eligible for fifteen
years. No one can seem to explain how this glaring error got
into the statute.
In passing this law extending
__the time for parole eligibility for
violent offenders, the legislature
has done much to enhance the
safety of the general public. But
they have also written
themselves into an absolute
need to appropriate money for
additional prison space.
No one knows for sure how
much of an increase in our
prison population will be
brought about within the next
few years because of the new
parole laws. But for a state
which already needs at least one
additional prison in order to
comply with the Federal Court
Decree at Eddyville and
LaGrange, a lot of prison construction is in the offing.
As in all new laws, especially
those having such an impact as
these, there are many questions
which will only be answered in
time.
One concerning the increase
in prison population has already
been raised. Another one is what
kind of practical ernd logistical
problems will the Department of
Corrections and the Parole
Board have in opening up its
hearings? At the present time.
the Parole Board meets
periodically at the maximunit-_,:
security prison_ in, Eddy,
•Coderse, a
represenis,'
tremendous contradiction in our
correctional procedure. A max'mum security prison is defined
not by the thickness of the walls,

r

but by the classification of the
inmates incarcerated there. The
Cabinet of Corrections through
its classification system determines that those people who go
to Eddyville cannot function
securely and safely in medium
and minimum security
facilities. Yet the Parole Board
goes to Eddyville and paroles
these maximum security inmates out onto the streets. It
doesn't make sense.
Now with the Parole Board
hearing being open, what kind of
security problems will this
cause when the Parole Board
goes to the maximum security
prison at Eddyville to consider
cases?
Since in my instances when
parole hearings are held for offenders convicted of crimes
committed many years before,
victims may lose interest, and
those appearing at the parole
hearing — fifteen years later for
instance — may be only
relatives and friends of the inmate. There is nothing especially wrong with that excet when
anyone from the general public
can waltz in and out of the maximum security gates at Eddyville, a serious security problem arises.
A likely result of the new law
will be that eventually no inmates will be considered for
parole while in a maximum
security prison. They will be required to work their way into
medium and minimum security -before they appear before the
Nw.rd.
any regard. the*e questioincanntihers will mostlikely arise
in the upcoming years making
the changes in our parole
system interesting innovations
to observe -

4
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• Need Line will meet

Camera Club will meet
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will
meet Monday, Sept. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in annex of
Calloway Public Library. A slide show of"how to
do tabletop and still life" will be presented by
Robert Crenshaw. Each one is invited to bring a
print to the meeting. All interested persons are
invited, a club spokesman said.

Fashion show Monday

Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line
Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will meet
Monday,Sept.8, at noon at Pagllai's. This will be
the first board meeting since June and all
members are urged to attend. Reports will be
given on the summer activities and plans for the
fall program will be presented. Sid Easley is
president of the board.

Kayleigh M. Delk born,

A special fall fashion show will be Monday,
Sept. 8, at 7 p.m. at Murray Middle School. This
will include fashions by 22 merchants and eight
styling salons. This event is being sponsored by
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers. Tickets
are $6 each and may be purchased at any of the
participating beauty shops or at the door the
night of the event.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Delk of 20 Timberland
Valley, Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, ICayleigh Marie, weighing seven
pounds and 11 ounces, born on Tuesday, Aug. 26,
at Murray-Calloway County. Hospital. The
mother is the former Cathy Girton.

Lodge meetingSaturday

Lampkins will speak

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276, Free and Accepted
Masons wW meet Saturday, Sept. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east of Almo.
Robert Jourden, master of the lodge, invites all
Masons to attend.

"Ishc-Rev. Mitch Lampkint, formerly of Ben:
ton, will speak at special
revival meetings Sept. 6
and 7 and in SymsOnia
and Murray.

BPW meeting Tuesday

are schedulServices
.

Murray Business and Professional Women will
meet Tuesday,Sept. 9, at noon at The Boston Tea
Party, Holiday Inn. Cathy Crecelius, state BPW
vice president. and Merryman Kemp; regional
BPW officer, will be guest speakers. The officers
will share exciting news about what is happening
both locally and, statewide in BPW. "All
members and other interested individuals are
encouraged to atted this informative meeting," a
Murray spokesman said. Reservations should be
made by noon on Monday by calling Pam Shay at
753-5171 or-Jo Beth Robertson at 436-2794.
—

Band meeting Monday

Murray Band- Boosters will meet Monday,
Sept.8, at 7:30 p.m. in band room of Murray High
School. Several important items of business will
be discussed, according to Glen Hendren, president, who urges all members and interested persons to attend.

• •••-•••

Dana Carol Boyd born
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Boyd of Rt. 1, Water Valley,.
are the parents of a daughter, Dana Carol, born
on Saturday, Aug.9, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents.are Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Boyd of Rt. 1, Sedalia., and Robert McGuire
of Mayfield and the late Mrs. McGuire.

iv 1.1111AY
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The Rev. Daniel
Gueh, a leader In the
Liberia Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church, will
be the speaker for the
Old - T-yme Camp Meeting on Sunday,
Sept. 7, at Manley's
Chapel United
'Methodist Church near
Paris, Tenn.
Sponsored by the
Paris District of the
United rethodist
Church, the camp
meeting will include
singing, fellowship and
a dinner -on -the grounds. The event will

John Candy
—
Armed And
Dangerous ()DO- 13)
1:15,1:25
NDS

SN

ANTHONY PERKINS
Min g
' 7:114 LIZ

Central Center 753-3314

e/LeA-i-•

Demi
Moore

Rob
Lowe

ed Saturday at 7 _p.m.
and Sunday at 11 a.m. at
Bethesda Bible Church,
seven miles west of Ben-

About last
night... E
7:15, 9:25 Only

begin at 3 p.m. with
gospel music by fndividuals and groups
and a visit from Gene
Rollins and "Little
Jimmy."
Participants will meet
in small groups at 3:45
p.m. to share their
witness of God's work
with mission interpreters._A puppet show
for children will be at
the same time.
The meal is scheduled
at 4:30 p.m. with meat
and soft drinks furnished. Those attending are
asked to bring their own
picnic baskets to round
'
out the meal.
Rev. Gueh will speak
at 6 p.m. Described as
"the best preacher on
the African continent,"
he has served the United
Methodist Church in
Africa in a variety of
capacities, including
district superintendent,
youth leader and
evangelist.
An ordained elder in
the Liberia Annual Conference, Gueh currently
is a student at GarretEvangelical Theological
Seminary in Evanston,
Ill. He serves West
Englewood UnitedMethodist Church in
Chicago. He and his
wife, Musu, have four
children.
The public is invited
to attend this special
event. In case of rain the
supper and program
will be at First United
Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn.

Daniel Gael)

1ff
We are pleased to announce that Jennifer
Lovins, bride-elect of
Nelson Sosh, has
selected her china,
crystal, stainless and
accessories'from our
bridal
complete
registry. Jennifer and
Nelson will be Married
September 20.

NESS TONIGHT•7:15, 9:10
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE
Part 2 R
STARTS TOMORROW

ONE CRAZY
SUMMER fv-lc
TOM HANKS• JACKIE GLEASON

NOTH I NG
IN COMMON
7:1111,111:1111

Offloof•Clar•
Yournablood
Car• boors ii
Faros Of D•eth II
Mora. Sat. II am, i p.m
Son . Ho! I p.m Ha p. m

•

Yards of the month selected
The Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club has selected the'residential and business yards of
the month. Chosen as the residential yard was that of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis (Buck) Bucy of 818 South
Ninth St., top photo. Chosen as the business yard was that of Miller-Churchill Funeral-Home,311 North
Fourth St., bottom photo. Members of the department make these selections each month to give special
credit to residents and businesses for continuing to keep their yards neat and pleasing to the public, a
department spokesman said.
Staff photos by David Turk

Old Tyme Camp meeting Sunday

— 110-VAT—
fES
••••

Mitch Lampkins

ton on Highway 348:
A third service will be
Sunday at 7 p.m. at
Bethesda Ministries,
located on east side of
courtsquare in
downtown Murray.
Lampkins -was raised
in Benton. Before joining the ministry he was
associated for several
years with Larnpkins
Buick Company in
Benton.
A graduate of Murray
State University and
Southern Baptist,
Seminary, he has
preached in crusades in
India and Mexico. In addition to pastoring for 12
years, he is moving into
a revival ministry in
other local churches.
"We look forward to a
challenging message
from Brother Mitch,"
says Pastor John H.
Lindsey, Bethesda Bible
Church. "We 'invite all
of his friends and the
public to attend our
meetings."
For more information
call 753-1622 or
1-527-1059.

The

Shc4case

763.4641
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The Dakota
features
Roast Prime Rib
n Saturday night
A very large cut of
the best prime rib, potato,
bread and salad bar
(at no extra charge)

One Too Many Maids
to Honor Is a Dilemma
for Bride-to-Be
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I recently became
engaged and am now in the process
of planning my wedding. After my
of5cial engagement, I hinted very
strongly to my best friend that she
would be 'My maid of honor. My
mother heard about it and said that
my sister, who is close to me in age,
would be very hurt if she were not
asked to be my maid of honor. I am
very close to both girls; however, I
did not consider asking my sister
because I thought it was customary
for the bride's unrelated best friend
to be the maid of honor. I think both
of them are expecting to be asked.
I want to avoid hurting any
feelings. What should I do?
UNDECIDED BRIDE
DEAR UNDECIDED: Choose
your sister. Friends come and
go, but sisters are forever.
•• *

DEAR ABBY: In reference to
"Unexpressive Mother," who offered to pay you well to compose a
beautiful two-page letter for her to
send to her 17-year-old daughter,
telling her how much she loved her
and how proud she was of her:
You were correct when you told
her, "A single sentence sttaight
from the heart will be far more
meaningful than two pages filled
with fancy illithrases from a
stranger."
My father was never one to write
letters. In fact, I had never seen a

•

ON

letter that he had written until I was letter. It will be something your
in college Mid received an award for daughter will always treasure.
REBECCA IN LAS VEGAS
some special achievement. Much to
my surprise,I received the following
letter from my father:
Dear Son,
•* *
I am proud of you. Keep up the
good work. — Dad
Abby, I still have that letter. It
wasn't two pages long, and it
DEAR ABBY: I don't know the
wasn't written by Shakespeare, but title of the booklet my son sent
it meant the world to me. I still keep away for when he was 19, but he is
it in my desk drawer, and if I ever 27 now,and I remember that he and
become discouraged, I take it out his friends wore it opt passing it
and read it.
around. It had some very good tips
So, as the old saying goes, it's not for people of all ages on how to
that
quality
the quantity but the
make interesting conversation and
counts.
popular. My teen-age daughter
be
KEVIN M. PADILLA,. wants one as she has heard' how
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
useful it was. Please list the titles of
••*
your booklets and how to get them.
The one I saw was not only great,
but it was priced so that almost
DEAR ABBY:This is in regard to anyone could afford it. Thank yilu.
the letter from "Unexpressive
PAT MILLER, FORT WORTH
Mother": One recent holiday season
I was feeling very depressed and
DEAR PAT:I have four:"How
had that "nobody loves me"feeling. to Be Popular: You're Never
I live 2,800 miles from my family Too Young or Too Old," "What
and was not looking forward to Every Teen-ager Ought to
another Christmas alone. While Know,""How to Have a Lovely
opening Christmas greetings, I Wedding" and "How to Write
found a note from my mother. Letters for All Occasions." Each
Simply written were these words:
one is $2.50 (check Or money
, I love you — Mom
order) and can be 'obtained by
I tell you,this brought tears to my sending a long, self-addressed,
eyes. You see, my mother never stamped (39 cents) envelope
learned to read or write English, witiryour check to: Dear Abby
except to sign her name. So,"Unex- (Booklet Title), P.O. Box 38923,
pressive Mother," write your own Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

BIG BOLD GOLD SALE!
NOW THRU SEPT. 30th
ArtCarved H.S.Class Rings —
All with Custom Options FREE!

are Necenities
ly Capime

ifw• Prices like these don't last long. So make your
Gow

I.

-

,
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big bold move before September 30 and wear
the best gold class ring — ArtCarved.
This otter expires Sept 30,1986 and a to be used only tOr the purchase
0(14K and 10K gold AnCarved H S class rings

ARTVRV
clASS EU

442-1804
Paducah
224 Broadv.a•
Largest selection of women's and
children's dancewear, lingerie and
accessories in the entire area.
- sDknce France, •Flezatard. •Baltogs, *Body
by Gilda Marx, *Tickets
•
TJ Names like •Spenco Aeroic Weights and
*Welder Products
Also Specializing in Lingerie, Panties,
Slips. Robes, Gowns. Garter Belts,
Stockings and Body Gels
., *Great Ideas for Bridal Showers,
' Bachelor Parties and Anniversaries
BRING THIS Al) IN FOR

RINGS
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The Dakota
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''A. tuti setv.ce fomily restouror.t. "
1510 Chestnut St.
759- 9755
••.•
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Murray
1-4713
843
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Cocik's Jewelry —

Central Shopping Center
753-1606
Murray, Ky.
•
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Reeder-Lee wedding is scheduled Newborns-and dismissals released
Three newborn admissions and dismissals
at Murray-Calloway&
County Hospital for
Tuesday, Sept. 2, have
been . released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
M.cCutcheon baby
boy, mother, Paula, 730
Nash Dr., Murray;
Fries baby girl,
parents, Judie and Benny, 401 Carol St., Paris,
Tenn.;
Hart baby girl,
parents. Terri and
Nathan, Mur-Cal Apt. s.
538, Murray.
Dismissals
'Mrs. Linda Stalls and
b a by girl, 1307
Kirkwood, Murray;
Mrs. Cathy Watkins and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Debra Storts and
baby girl, 811 Sunny
Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Gail Cherry and baby
boy, Rt. 3, Box 118D,
Paris, Tenn.;
- Kevin Black, Rt. 1,
• Box 238A, Farmington;
Edward Charles
Kniker, 511 Hudson,
Paris, Tenn.;
_
Mrs. 011ie Sykes, 923
North 16th St., Murray;
Mrs. Myrtle BOlen, 618
Broad St., Murray;
Mrs. Hattie Elkins,
Rt. 6, Box 296, Murray;
Mrs. Naomi White, Rt.
1, Box 219, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Les Bostick, Rt. 1,

Miss Laurie Ann
Reeder and Barry Joe
Lee have announced
their engagement and
forthcoming marriage.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Coleman Reeder of
Kirksey.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Reeder and of
Mrs. Herbert Crouch
and the late Mr.Crouch.
A 1982 graduate of
Calloway County High
School, she now is
employed at West View
Nursing Home of
Murray.
The groom-elect is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Lee of Murray.
He is the grandson of
Mrs. Reba Parrish.
A 1982 graduate of
Murray High SChool, he
employed at Ryan
Milk Company.
The wedding is planned for Friday, Oct. 31.

Laurie Ann Reeder and
Barryjoe Lee to marry

Clinton; Mrs. Elsie
Allen baby boy, Blair St., Murray;
Jones, Rt. 1, Box C6, parents, Vickie and Robert Henry Ford, Rt.
Dexter4.
...
Allen, Rt. 8, Box 363, 2, Box 12$14, Buchanan,
Mrs. Lochie Hart, 1313 --Murray.
Tenn.;
Payne St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Frances
John Lovins, 306 North
HUrt, Rt. 4, llox 131,
Dismissals
Eighth St., Murray.
Mrs. Mary Jo Bishop Murray; Charles Irvin,
and baby boy, Box 19, Rt. 1, Box 17, Hazel;
Mrs. Gaynelle
Three newborn ad- New Concord; Mrs. JenWilliams,
Rt. 4, Box 28,
nifer
Duncan
and
baby
missions and dismissals
at Murray-Calloway boy. Rt. 1, Box 40, Murray; William Roy
Suggs, Rt. 1, Box 140,
County Hospital for Farmington;
Mrs. Amelia Houston Farmington;
Wednesday, Sept. 3,
Jesse Maupin, 1602
have been released as and baby boy, 1611
Parklane, Murray; Ryan Ave., Murray;
follows:
Mrs. Juanita Duncan, James C. William, 1303
Newborn admissions
Adams baby girl, 505 North Fifth St., Doran Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Josephine Futrell,
parents, Kimberly and Murray;
Dean Alexander, 505 503 Vine St., Murray.
James, Rt. 1, Box 37,
Springville, Tenn.;
No known taking of a grizzly bear has occurred
Moon baby boy,
in
the American Southwest since 1935, when a
parents, Loretta and
two-year-old was shot in Arizona.
Mark, Rt. 3, Fulton;

•

Smirrs
HAs'ALIVE
SUPPORT
SALE

• •
September
4-13
•

Beautiful support and unmatched value all in one!
, Hanes Alive support pantyhose and stockings are on sale!
Youll find regular'values from 4.95 to 6.95 now-4.10 to 5.75.

Plus this special mail-in offer:

BUY 3 Get 1.Free!

Coming cpmmunity events listed
Thursday,Sept.4
National Scouting
Museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will have enrollment night at 8 p.m.
with officers to meet at7
p.m.
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7.
p.m. in third floor
classroom of Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closectmeetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Church-wide visitation will start at 7 p.m.
at Memorial Baptist
Church.

Thursday,Sept.4
rpha Delta
Xi
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
•
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi is scheduled to meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Commerce Centre.
- -„
Baraca Sunday School
Class of First Baptist
Church, James C.
Williams, teacher, will
have a social at6 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of
church.
----

Friday,Sept.5
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Mothers' Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
------Alford Chapter No.
Civitan Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 445 of Order of Eastern p.m. at Homeplace Star will meet at 7:30
Family Restaurant.
p.m. at lodge hall at
---Aurora.
----

Friday,Sept.5
Mr. and Mrs 0. B.
Eldridge will renew
their vows on 50th wedding anniversary at 6:30
p.m. at Faith Baptist
Church, Hazel. A reception will follow atHazel
Community Center.
---Twilight golf is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
---Kentucky State Police
Trooper Chuck Robertson will present
seminars on "Home
Security" at 9 a.m. and
.11 a.m. at Tress Do-ItCenter. These are open
to the public.
---Games will start at 8
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
---National Scouting
Museum will be open
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
---Prof. Stanley Costello
will present a slide lecture on "Tradition in
Theme and Innovation
in Form" at 7 p.m. in

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
All Jeans 20% Off
All Esprit and Emanuelle
Sportswear 20% Off
One Rack of Jeans 20% Off

Friday,Sept.5
lecture room 423, Fine
Arts Center, Murray
State University. This is
open to public at no admission charge.
AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Dorothy Group of
First Baptist Church
VVMU will have a social
, at 6 p.m. at home of Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Tarry.
Van will leave the
church at 5:30 p.m.
---W MU Leadership
Conference is scheduled
at 7.:.30 a.m. at Jonathan
Creek Baptist
Assembly.
---Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Star Gazing at 8
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center. Also
Visitor Center, Empire
Farm, The
Homeplace-1850 and
Woodlands Nature
Center are open daily.
---Girl Scout uniforms to
be sold in swap on Saturday morning must be
brought to the Girl Scout
cabin from 5 to 7 p.m.

gRA
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Your Fashion
Expression
There is no restraining the dramatic effect
of a beautifully tailored suit. With an air of
assured control, a suit from Bright's will
take care of fashion while you take care of
business. You will find striking new ideas
like this one button, flange front & back
with a dirndl skirt or, perhaps a more traditional style will suit you better. You can rely on Bright's to have it.

Square and round
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Ronnie's Place.
--- Round ank Nuare
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
---Saturday,Sept.6
Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
---Shower for Tommy
and Tina Elkins who lost
their home and contents
by fire will be from 1 to 5
p.m. at Russell Chapel
United Methodist
Church.
---Early childhood conference of WKAEYC
and WACUS will be
from 8:30 a.m. to noon
at Curris Center, Murray State University.
---First day of Festival
'86 Arts and Crafts

HiqltITS
.

Sweaters, Sweaters,
Sweaters, Etc. Etc.

(Cont'l on page 22)

What is the number one garment for the
woman of the Eighties...What is the very
foundation of a fashionabk wardrobe for this
fall...is there any doubt about it? Sweaters,
Sweaters, Sweaters and more Sweaters!!!
With delightful stylings in every color and
pattern, Bright's offers you enough sweaters
to compkte a well balanced wardrobe for
work, play and partying.

HAPPY
6TH
BIRTHDAY
TO
'JENNIFER
BURKEEN

Also..,
Sununer Closeout 2/3 off
$5, 10 Rack of Summer
Clothin4

DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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Farley-Mayfield vows solemnized

Couple
honored
at event

Miss Donna Kay
Farley and Marc Alan
Mayfield were married
on Saturday,:July 26, at
2 p.m. at Membrial Baptist Church.
Miss Glenda StubThe bride is the
blefield and Larry Mardaughter of Mr. and
tin who will be married
Mrs. Max Farley of
Sept. 20 were honored at
Murray. She is the
a household shower on
granddaughter of the
Friday evening, Aug. 22,
late Mrs. Minnie Belle
in Martin office building
Shrader and of the late
at Buchanan, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Hosteses were Uldine
Farley.
Moody, Carloyn Ellison,
The groom is the son
Dorothy Whitworth and
of Mrs. Ralph Emerine
Brenda Green.
and Billie Mayfield,
The honoree, Miss
both of Murray. He is
Stubblefield, was
the grandson of Mrs.
presented a corsage of
Sue Morton of Murray
burgundy and whie carand the late Joe Morton
nations complimenting
and of Mrs. Thelma
her black outfit.
Mayfield and the late
Games were played
Ernest Mayfield.
with Phyllis Osborne
The altar was
and Gayle Chandler as
centered with an arprize winners.
chway covered with silk
The bride -elect's
pink magnolias, pink
chosen colors of pink
Japanese blossoms,
and burgundy were used
baker's fern, jade and
in decorations
baby's breath accented
throughout the room.
with two shades of pink
The serving table,
ribbon. The window was
overlaid with a burgund ecorated with
dy anti beige lace cloth,
greenery and pink ribwas centered with an arbons. The family pews
rangement of pink
were marked with arcandles, pink roses and
✓ ange m.e n t s of
a doll bridal cake. Pink
greenery, baby's breath
punch, mints, nuts and
and silk pink magnolia
cake were served.
blooms.
Stacy Green and
John Dale performed
Jamie Scarbrough
the double ring
assisted in serving the
ceremony. Music was
Richard Bailey Barnett celebrated his first birthday on Tuesday, Aug. 12.
guests.
presented by Mr. and
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Steven C. Barnett of Murray; the grandson of
Honored guests inof
Mrs. Jerry Bolls, Miss
Adams
Richard
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Murray
of
Barnett
L.
Toy
Mr. and Mrs.
cluded Mrs. Myrtis
Kaci Bolls and Mrs.
and the great-grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Barnett and Mr.
Coldwater;
Stubblefield, mother of
Margaret Wilkins.
and Mrs. Orvis Hendrick of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Ezzie Turner of LynnvWe
the bride-elect, Mrs.
The bride, escorted to
the,
at
12
Aug.
on
held
was
party
A
Adams.
Aide
Mrs.
and
Mr.
late
the
and
Jean Martin, mother of
altar by her father,
the
AttenAdams.
Richard
home of his maternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
the groom-elect, and
wore a formal gown of
Mr.
and
Adams
Ricky
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
parents,
his
ding were the honoree,
Mrs. Hinds Rowlett,
white crystal organza.
and Mrs. J.W. Reynolds, Mayfield, Mr. and Mrs. Norris McNeely and
grandmother of the
An elongated bodice and
held
was
party
second
A
Fla.
Cocoa,
Jason,
and
Matthew
children, Denise,
groom-elect.
sweetheart neckline
on Aug. 18 at the home of his paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Toy L.
were applied with pearl
Johnny
Mrs.
and
Mr.
On the basis of assets,
and
parents,
his
Barnett. Present were the honoree,
beaded silk venise
and
Phillips Petroleum says
Prescott and Becky and Christopher, Mr. and Mrs. Kip Dyer and Kimberly.
lace. Off-the-shoulder
Mrs.
and
Mr.
it was the 20th largest
Hendrick,
Mrs. Gary Jones and Jeremiah, Mr. and Mrs.Orvis
short melon sleeves
industrial company in
Ben Hendrick and Angela, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hendrick and Mrs. Bailey
were adorned with ripthe United States at the
Barnett, all of Murray.
ple ruffles centered with
end of 1985. ,
a narrow venise lace
edging.
The bouffant skirt and
semi-cathedral train
were encircled at the
hemline with a border of
silk venise. Her waltzlength veil of silk illu(AP)
MINNEAPOLIS
sion was attached to a
the
— Lillian Gish is about
What kind of day will tomorrow be'? To find out what the stars say, read
tiara spray of silk
sign.
birth
your
for
given
106th
her
forecast
to embark on
with pearl
flov4ers
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1986
movie in a career that
centers.
at
ago
began 84 years
'-- LIBRA
ARIES
For her something
age 5.
Zet
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
old, the bride carried a
apDuring a weekend
Research activities and serious
With the help of a seascrned
silk handkerchief
mental endeavors are highlighted. A
pearance for a tribute to
adviser, you'll be able to see the flaws
belonging to the
understandrequires
member
family
sister
are
her late actress
in a proposal. Mental efforts
maternal
groom's
ing. Help out a sibling with a project.
Dorothy, Ms. Gish showhighlighted. Judgment is on the
g randmother;
SCORPIO
tear
and
wear
money.
ed little
something new was her
CIE
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
TAURUS
and was gracious, witty
dress; something borThose making public appearances
(Apr.20 to May 20)
enthusiastic.
and
were pearl earrrowed
group
in
are
Participate
and
favored.
favored
are
children
with
Talks
"She's the more
ings, necklace and
functions. Later, you'll want time to
so are hobbies. A down-to-earth
of
two
the
of
talented
bracelet from the
unwind by yourself.
approach is needed on the job. A pet
us," the actress said of
mother; and
groom's
SAGITTARIUS
check-up.
may need a physical
her sister, who died in
fie
something blue was her
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
GEMINI
1968. "And I'm here to
It's a good time for making preserk.
garter given to her by
(May 21 to June 20)
prove it."
higher-ups.
with
and
dealing
tations
deciMake important domestic
her matron of honor.
Ms. Gish starts on
Do what you can to help a friend out
sions. Some go shopping for books.
The bride carried a
on
Maine
in
location
of trouble, but don't be imposed
Put aside romantic fantasies. Show
cascading bouquet of
Sept. 8 for a new film
upon.
loved ones they are appreciated.
silk gardenias and
with Bette Davis. She
CAPRICORN
CANCER
baby's breath., acwas the weekend guest
ONE
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(June 21 to July 22)
cented with hot pink ribof the Society for
An urge for self-improvement takes
It's a good time to make important
bon. Two long-stemmed
hold. Investigate courses. Some
Cinephiles, an organizaphone calls and to answer corresponwhite roses werebrEmovreceive news from a distance. A
tion for fans of early
dence. Attend to household repairs
from the bridal boued
study.
homecareer matter needs further
and necessary shopping. Be a
film.
and presented to
quet
AQUARIUS
maker.
"I Was put to work at
groom's mother by
the
18)
Feb.
to
20
(Jan.
LEO
the age of 5," Ms. Gish
the bride and to the
Bookkeeping and other financial
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
said. "I never went to
concerns are accented. It's a good
Where money is concerned thinkschool. We were poor.
time to meet with bankers and
ing is sharp, but don't gloss over
We went to bed hungry
oblirepresentatives. Fulfill a social
important details on the job. Return a
but we lovsometimes,
gation tonight.
favor to a neighbor. Get financial
each other. I had a
ed
PISCES
estimates.
)40shappy life."
4sibio
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
VIRGO
The Gish girls made
Partners see eye to eye today. It's
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
The Day-Time WMU
leap to fame
their
make
decisions
to
sharp-witted
right
time
and
the
Though articulate
through D.W. Griffith, of Poplar Spring Baptist
affecting your joint interests. A
today, you still need to keep your feet
who signed them in 1912. Church presented prohigher-up has a request.
on the ground in romance. Avoid
involving
inventive,
are
TODAY
YOU
BORN
activities
Gish starred in his grams at West View
Ms.
speculative
hut also inclined to expediency.
money.
1915 film "The Birth of a Nursing Home and Fern
Terrace Lodge on TuesNation."
day, Aug. 19.
-- —
Ruby Fannin opened
The Catholic Church
declared the marriage the program with the inof Catherine of Aragon troduction. Several
to England's King songs were sung by the
Henry VIII void in 1533. group. The Rev. Chester

4.0

Celebrates first birthday

Lillian Gish
will Start
new movie

Your Individual
llorokope
Fraaces Drake

Pit

A

111
Mr. and Mrs. MIrc'--Alan -Mayfield
bride's mother by the
groom as they left the
church.
Mrs. Steve McDougal
of Murray was matron
of honor. Bridesmaids
were Mrs. Coy Taber of
Rosiclare, Ill., and Miss
Debbie Farris of Murray. Miss Shea Bryant,
cousin of the bride, was
flower girl.
The attendants and
flower girl wore floor
length dresses of hot
pink taffeta with puffed
sleeves and sweetheart
necklines. They carried
bouquets of ivy, baby's
breath and pink
Japanese blossoms
centered with pink
magnolia blossoms.
Mike Mayfield of Murray served as his
brother's best man.
Groomsmen were Gary
Emerine of Murray,
brother of the groom,
and Tony Bybee of
Union City, Tenn.,
cousin of the groom.
Ushers were Ken Farley
and Keith Farley of
Murray, both brothers
of the bride, and Jim
Jennings of Bloomington, Ind., and John
Jennings of Shelbyville,
both cousins of the
bride.
The groom wore a
charcoal gray tuxedo
with tails. The
groomsmen and ushers
wore matching
tuxedoes.
Chris Parker, cousin
of the groom, served as
ringbearer. He ire a

white tuxedo with tails
with a black cummberband and bow tie.
The mother of the
bride chose a floor
length dress of
periwinkle blue
Georgette fabric. The
mother ot the -groom
wore a floor length
dress of cranberry colored crepe de chine.
They wore corsages of
white orchids. Grandmothers of the couple
had corsages of white
carnations.
Miss Sherry Emerine
of Murray, sister of the
groom, kept the guest
register and handed out
thank-you scrolls.
Mrs. Kenny Hoover of
Murray directed the
wedding.
A reception followed
at the University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
The bride's table was
covered with a white
cloth. Appointments
were in silver. The wedding cake, three tiered
with five inch columns
between each layer, was
iced in white accented
with hot pink roses. It
was topped with two
white wedding bells.
The groom's table,
covered with a white
cloth, held a one-layer
chocolate cake
decorated with an
airplane and the letters
USN.
Serving were Miss
Karen Carraway, Miss
Donna Marine, Mrs.

Mike Mayfield, Miss
Sherri Mills, Ms. Susan
Rogers and Miss Lori
Schanbacher.
Miss Becky Emerine,
sister of the groom,
handed out rice bags.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Mayfield are both 1983
graduates of Murray
High School. They now
reside in Millington,
Tenn., where the groom
is an airman apprentice'..'.-.
in the United States '—,
Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Emerine hosted a
rehearsal dinner at The
Dakota. Covers were
laid for 26 persons.
Prenuptial events
given in honor of the
couple include the
following:
A shower was given
by Mrs. Doug Goins in
he home;
A shower was given
by Ms. Suzanne Parker,
Mrs. John Hina, Mrs.
Allen Russell, Mrs. Billy
Paschall, Mrs. Rob McCallon, Mrs. Freddie
Beach and Mrs. Carmon
Morton in the Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples
Bank;
A shower was given
by Mrs. Jerry Bolls and
Team No. One at the
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ;
A shower was given
by Mrs. T.P. Farris in
her home;
And a shower was
given at the home of
Mrs. Jim Bryant.

Poplar Spring Baptist Church WMU gives programs
at West View Nursing Home and Fern Terrace Lodge

Come To The

P. Culver, church
pastor, gave the devotion and played a piano
solo.
Those attending were
the Rev. and Mrs.
Culver, Louise Short,
Muriel Wright, Helen
Nance, Ruby Fannin,
Lois Smith, Volene
Roberts, Lola Chadwick
and Laurene

JUST ARRIVED!
Fresh Frozen Frosty Acres Vegetables
23 Varieties
••••••••••••••••

Weekend Special
5,Movie Rentals only $ 10
6 Movie Rentals Only $ 10 movie

Non Members
Club
Members

VCR Special
only $9.cm For The
*#"" Weekend

Your movie professionals
liivèôvêF 30-11,CR's and
over 2025 Movios
Open Til 8 Fri. & 6 Sat.

'

•:!t-,a1111040.11011%.e.

Join Our Movie Club
Get 27 Free Movies
and Daily Discounts

.

s 1899
'1799

Baby Limas

20 Lb. Box

Purple Hull Peas

20 Lb. Box

Breaded Okra

20 lb. box

Cut Corn

.20 lb. box

McCuiston.
The WMU had its
regular meeting on
Tuesday, Aug. 12, at
12:30 p.m. at Poplar
Spring Church.
A sack lunch was
served before the group
practiced music for the
programs at West View
and Fern Terrace.
Laurene McCuiston
presided and Fredia
Culver, secretary treasurer, gave her
reports. Mary Burgess
was elected publication
chairman.

iclhr

•
„ We are pleased to announce that
•Crystal Pitman, recent bride of
Jay Pitman, has selected her
crystal, pottery and stainless from
our complete bridal registry.
Crystal and Jay were married
August 9

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

Gibson Ham Co

Phone 753-1601
107 N 3rd St.

-Only Federal

wins Ir+l•
0
•

$ 1 739
1459

a
Accept
i.
We
Mon.-Fr
p.m.
am
7
Food Stamps
a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

Helen Nance, mission
study chairman, led the
Bible study group
lesson. Muriel Wright,
mission support chairman, read the prayer
calendar of missionaries having birthdays on Aug. 12.
Present for the program meeting were
Louise short, Muriel
Wright, Fredia Culver,
Laurene McCuiston,
Ruby Fannin, Helen
Nance and Mary
Burgess, members;
Lola Chadwick, guest.

•The'Sho*ase
2634641
Akilor-.4

121 Se•Pies
11,W111010

*
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Anniversary event held by Murray chapter

Grind Offjcers present at 50th anniversary event of Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star were, from left, Luther Proctor, Grand
Warder, Jane Guier, Grand Chaplain, and Thelma McKinney, Worthy
Grand Matron.

Past patrons of Murray Star Chapter No.433 Order of the Eadtern Star present at 50th anniversary celebration of the chapter were, from left, front,
William Slmis, Hardin Aiderdice,back Howard McNeely,Eunice Henry and
Cecil Dodds.

One would have to be
odd to complain about
the food in our hospital.
A three-fold pamphletlike-menu is given patients a day ahead.
Seven choices are listed
— soup, two meats,
three vegetables, two
salads, four desserts,
drinks. Seasoning is just
right. I thought spinach
was a "no no" until late
it here.
• • •

I mentioned in this
column last week a
number of civic projects
that the Murray
Woman's Club had promoted, and suggested
other things that might
be profitable to the community. I forgot to mention the hospital patio

that is near completion
on the second floor —
redwood — reminds me
of one I knew in a San
Diego hospital. This
patio is the result of
cooperation between the
Medical Auxiliary and
the Woman's Club. I've
learned that the Kentucky Fire Department
ordered all work on it
stopped.
• • •
Had I not gone to the
hospital (as a patient) I
would not have become
acquaint.e.d with
Maurine Elwell R.N.
Not only is she qualified
in nursing (she
graduated in nursing
from Murray State
University in December
1985), but has an-M.A. in
business,. "How are

you?" was her opening
statement when she just
dropped in about 4:30
p.m. one day — that
time of day when we all
need a "pick-up." She
teaches one course,
business communication, at MSU. Her fouryear-old, Megan, plays
in a local play school,
Mary's.
• • •
Murray may have a new
downtown business.
Helena Celano, Eddyville, has bought the
E.S. Diuguid residence,
603 Main St., and plans
to open a "Bed and
Breakfast" place, according to Ms. Edna
Knight, owner. Edna
liv esin
Washington,D.C., where
she has a government
appointment.
The Diuguid place is
listed in the National
Historic places. It was
built around 1900. Edna
is here to "clean out the
old residence," according to Rebecca Dublin

Conference on Saturday
Students of Apple Tree School are pictured at a recent outing. They are
reminding persons to attend the Early Childhood Conference of Western
Kentucky Association for the Education of Young Children and of Western
Kentucky Association for Children Under Six to be held Saturday, Sept. 0,
from 8:30 a.m. to noon in Curria.c"--*der, Murray State JTn1fersIty.
-thetheisset iimaessmferenie.-All early childhood and primary educators. ',mots and all interested persons are invited to attend.

Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star celebrated
50 years of service on
Sunday, Aug. 24, at 3
p.m. in a beautifully
decorated hall at the
Masonic Temple on
Highway 121 North.
The chapter honored
their charter members,
past matrons and past
patrons; also Thelma
McKinneY, Worthy
Grand Matron, Bob
McKinney, Past Grand
Patron, Jane Guier,
Grand Chaplain, and
Luther Proctor, Grand
Warder.
As members and
yisitors registered, they
were given a yellow
paper carna4fon made
by members of the Past
Matrons and Patrons
Club of Murray Star
Chapter.
Louise Short,
organist, presented a
program of appropriate
music before the
meeting started.
Frances Churchill,
worthy matron,and Roy
Clark, worthy patron,
pre_sided for the
occasion.
Mrs. Churchill
welcomed the members
and friends of Murray
Star Chapter. Mr. Clark
gave the invocation.
Mary Beth Carruthers
entered carrying a
basket decorated with a
gold bow and containing
gifts for the charter
members and yellow
silk rosebuds for the
-Grand officers.
Thelma McKinney,
Worthy Grand Matron,
presented the 50-year
pins to the charter
-members or their
representatives.
Connie Jones was pinned by her sister, Jessie
Robinson Nell Robbins'
pin was receitred by her
friend, Frances Churchill. Pearl
Shackelford's pin was
received by her
daughter, Pat Rogers.
Anna Kuhn's pin was
received by a friend,
Lola McClain. Maggie
and Aubrey Woods' pins
were received by a
friend, Charlotte
Wilson.
who met her in a
grocery.
I remember Edna being a leader in civic projects. We roomed
together in Lexington
when we attended the
state convention of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs. She
was president of Murray Woman's Club.
Edna lived inithe
Diuguid house a short
time. she told Rebecca
that in the process of
cleaning the closets,
basement and attic, she
found things she didn't
know existed. One interesting thing was the
baby book that recorded
the birth of William G.
(Bill) Swann to Mrs.
Grey Gatlin Swann and
Warren S. Swann1,13111
(deceased) was the
father of Mrs. Stephen
Sanders, the former
Mary Warren Swann,
Canterbury Drive.
A grandson,Ed Frank
Kirk and his wife, Reba,
lived there before they
went to Louisville. They
refinished the curved,
oak stairway — a beauty. The location and the
building are ideal for a
,"Bed and Breakfast" —
parking and traffic may
be a problem. I'm planning to be among the
first to make a
reservation.
• • •
Although she's a Tennesseean, Puryear,
Tenn., she considers the
Murray Ledger & Times
her choice, says Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, the
daughter of Mrs. Estelle
Morris, a patient in the
local hospital. Mother
. and daughter are nextdoor neighbors so they
share the L&T and the
Tennessee paper.
Mr. Gallimore is
county school
superintendent and has
served in that office
since 1972. Mrs.
Gallimore serves as
bookkeeper for the U.S.
government education
program for that
county.

w

iea 7tIrnair
withaeton Pool, a nurse
In the hospital here. He

Mrs. Churchill
presented 25-year pins
to Irene and James
Mitchuson
Janice Pritchett
entered carrying a
basket decorated with 4
gold bow and containing
yellow silk rose buds
which she presented to
the past matrons of
Murray Star Chapter.
The meeting was dos:
ed by all present forming a circle around the
meeting room and
clasping hands and singing "Blest Be the Tie."
A social hour followed
in the reception hall.

.4

4
I J-

The tea table,
overlaid with a white
cloth with gold bows at
the corners, had a
centerpiece of cut
flowers in a brass container flanited by a
brass candelabrum
holding five yellow
tapers.
Nuts and mintis were
served in brass dishes.
The cake was decorated
with _gold writing and
gold flowers on white
icing.

Connie Jones, center, was one of 50-year members of Murry Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star honored at 50th anniversary chapter
event. At left is her sister, Jessie Robinson, who pinned her at the event. At
right is Prances Churchill, worthy matron of the chapter.
Other tables in the
room were spread with
white runners. In the
center of each table was•
a single brass candle
holder with yellow taper
and surrounded by bits
of ivy.

During the social hour
an afghan was given
away with Mrs. Thelma
Farley as the winner.
Serving on the
refreshment committee
were luta Hutson, Brenda Newberry, Dixie

Alderdice, Doris ....,
Bradley, Twila Coleman
and Dollie Clark.
June Crider was
responsible for all
decoration,s.
Photographs were taken
by Peggy Shoemaker.

Past matrons present at the 50th anniversary celebration of Murray Star Chapter No.433 Order of the
Eastern Star were, from left, front row, Alma McNeely, June Crider, Mildred Bell, Clover Cotham,
Virginia Furches, Edna Parker, back row, Susie Allen, Betty Dodd, Beatrice Henry,Iuta Hutson, Lola
McClain,Sybil Lasater, Brenda Newberry and Janice Nesbitt.Doris Bradley and Dixie Alderdice, past
matrons of Cuba Chapter and now members of Murray Star also were present.
was in my home often,
the guest of a Murray
State student, who is
now Maj. Stan Evanko,
stationed in Belverde,
Texas.
Ron and Stan were
leadersof the Campus
Crusade for Christ project. My living room
was the meeting place
for the group occasionally. Stan and his
wife have an adopted
son, Nathaniel.
Ron is hewry married
to the former Carolyn
Venable, an accountant
for Paschall Truck
Lines. He is active in
and a past president of
the local Civitan Club.
He and Carolyn reside
at 907 Story Ave.
• • •
If one wants to meet
former local residents,
try being a patient for
two weeks in the
hospital. I've been
pleased that some of
them came .to visit.
• • •
Mary Helen Waters
(Mrs. Kirk O'Keefe)
was here to get her
mother, Mrs. Mina
Waters, located in Long
Term Care Unit of the
hospital here. A former. student of
mine, Mary Helen is an

executive assistant. Her
husband is an engineers
They reside in San Jose,'
Calif. Their two children
are Richard and
Catherine. Mary
Helen's father was Neva

have arrived with brand names
such as Connie, Bass, Andiamo,
Naturalizer, Selby, 9 West, Plus
Many Other Brand Names

FOR ONLY

$ 095
1

Ladies Soft Leather
Boots
Lace-up, in black, red, yellow,
fuchsia, blue; winter white

2495
Men's & Women's
Dingo Boots

A\
with 30% off
On 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
birthday gift
Rules to qualify:
Must show prOol

•

Factory Discount
Shoes

birthday.
2. A days hefgre or
days after.*
-3. Can't be used with
any other promotion
4. Under 18 must' ht.
accompanied
guardian
-iitswv English Sok
759-45-3

who is moving from
Florida and will be
residing in Murray; and
A.B. Waters (named for
his deceased grandfather, A.B. Beale) who
lives in Duncan, Okla.

New Shipment
Ladies Fall & Winter
Shoes

Happy Birthday
from
«14a

•

Waters, deceased. The
O'Keefes'Ian to retire
early and establish a
travel agency and see
the world.
•
Her brothers are
Sidney Albert Waters,

a.
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Kentucky News In Brief
BOWLING GREEN (AP) L-Complaints about
South Central Bell's new local measured service
have dwindled considerably since the phone
company began testing the billing plan in Bowling Green two montha ago.
"I'd say we've neceived about 20 letters complaining about LMS," said Constance Parrish,
spokeswoman for the -state Public Service Commission. "And Bell officials have told us that the
number of inquiries from Bowling Green
• customers about billings haven't been nearly the
amount they,expected."
Under local measured service, customers are
charged for each local call. The PSC approved
the trial despite heavy opposition from many
Bell customers, who complained the plan would
cost them more than the 'old rate. The trial
period ends Dec. 31.
Although the PSC and Bell may not be receiving many complaints, state Sen. Frank Miller, DBowling Green, said he still hears from
customers who do not like the new service.
Miller said he and other opponents of
measured service will ask the PSC not to implement it permanently or statewide when the commission reviews the experinrnt.
•••
FRANKFORT(AP) — The head of Kentucky's
programs that house delinquent and emotionally
disturbed children will leave Sept. 15 to take a
job with Colorado's agencyfor juvenile services.
, BM Verbeten, 39, has been director of the Division for Children's Residential Services for two
years.
His resignation comes while the Cabinet for
Human Resources is reviewing 13 state-run
residential institutions, which house about 530

juveniles. Verbeten said his resignation was not
related to the review.
He said he was "folro—wing a,lifelong ambition
to ski. ff I'm going through a change of life„I'd
rathendo it on the slopes in Colorado than in Kentucky with hay fever."
Verbeten said he believes Kentucky's system
for treating juveniles is well organized, but "you
can always do things better." More
psychologists and other professionals are needed
at some cehters, he said, but the state does not
pay them enough.
•••
BEREA (AP) — The Rev. Daniel Berrigan, a
Jetbit priest who was a leader of the Vietnam
War protests in the late 1960s, will be a visiting
professor at Berea College next semester.
Ordained in the Roman Catholic priesthood in
1952, Berrigan is founder of the Catholic Peace
Fellowship. He will teach two religion courses at
Berea.
During this semester, the Rev. Thomas Hopko,
an archprlest of the Orthodox Church, is serving
as visiting professor. Hopko is an associate professor of dogmatic theology in Orthodox
Theological Seminary in Crestwood, N.Y.
•••
OWENSBORO (AP) — Paula Jo Steele, the
new Daviess County remedial reading teacher,
will use her private collection of 500 children's
books in her classes this year.
The veteran kindergarten teacher decided to
let her students use her books as the county's
remedial reading program grows and she waits
for the books and learning materials she ordered
to arrive, said Bob Pettit, director of elementary
Instruction for county schools.
The Reading Assistance Program was created

to fill in gaps left in four elementary schools that
did not qualify for federally financed reading
programs.
•••
BEREA (AP) — A Berea policeman was
charged with stealing money from city parking
meters Wednesday and suspended without pay,
Mayor Clifford Kerby said.
Sgt. Doug Lakes was arrested at 4:30 a.m.
Wednesday and charged with theft by unlawful
taking, said Berea Police Chief Ray Brandenburg. The charge is a misdemeanor. Lakes was
released until a pre-trial hearing, scheduird for
Tuesday.
Lakes, a 17-year veteran of the Berea force,
was suspended until further notice. He was arrested after a two-week investigation, Brandenburg said.
Kerby said Lakes had been suspected of the
thefts for some time.
"We've started an investigation to find out how
long and how much" was involved, he said. "We
had observers out there watching him."
At least $22 was taken in the thefts, Kerby said.
Lakes could not be reached for comment
Wednesday.
•••
FRANKFORT (AP) — A legislative committee on Wednesday approved a resolution condemning dual regulation of surface mining by
state and federal officials and threatening ter
give up primacy unless the situation is change.
The resolution from the interim joint Committee on Agriculture and, Natural Resources said
overlapping enforcement violates the intent of
the federal law that established mining regulations and of the primacy program, which gives

state responsibility for enforcing reclamation
laws.
-The committee seriously questions continued
participation in (primacy) unless the full congressional intent and the intent of the Kentucky
General Assembly are restored," the resolution
said.
Rep. Herbie Deakins, D-Pikeville, a cochairman of the committee, said the coal industry finds the problem most annoying when a
state inspector orders one thing and a federal inspector another.
Deskins said there is a growing feeling that if
such dual enforcement continues, Kentucky
should return regulation of its coal industry to
the U.S. Office of Surface Mining.
•••
HENDERSON (AP) — Four juveniles are facing a total of 351 charges stemming from a twoyear spree of crimes ranging from burglary to
arson, police said.
"It was a combined effort. They've been all
over town," said Henderson Police Sgt. Hugh E.
Stone, who led the investigation. "But it wasn't a
big-time ring, although the charges look like
that. It was just opportunity, more or less."
Henderson Police Chief Larry Ivie said at least
one of the juveniles, whose names have not been
released, was 9 years old when the group
allegedly began committing the crimes.
Stone said the youngsters were linked to the
crimes after they were questioned about a minor
incident. "One thing led to 300," he said.
Many of the charges stem from small amounts
of money taken from homes and businesses, he
said.
The juveniles are in their parents' custody,
Stone said. A court date has not yet been set.

Air controller does not remember
seeing small plane, say officials

4

Reg.66.99 Tii-n.99
Fall Suits in Junior
& Misses sizes. Choose
from a variety of
traditionaland fashion
styles. Many fabrics
& colors in rich Fall
coiors.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The the final flight path of the singer --engineer John White laid.
engine Archer that collided with
air traffic controller handling
White offered no opinion on
the jetliner at 6,500 feet in the
Aeromexico Flight 498 doesn't
which aircraft hit the other, and
Los Angeles Terminal Control Lauber said no conclusion would
remember seeing the plane that
Area, killing 67 people in both
collided with the DC-9 although
be drawn as-to faultuntil the inplanes and an estimated 24 on
the small aircraft was visible on
vestigation is completed.
radar screens for several • the ground.
The wreckage plunged into a
minutes, officials said.
Cerritos neighborhood abotaLlik
The controller was working at
miles southeast of the airport,
another position while directing
destroying 11 homes.
the landing of the Aeromexico
In Wednesday's flight,the
DC-9, said John Lauber, chief inplane showed up on radar
vestigator for the National
Peter
screens with and without its
Transportation Safety Board.
Gott, M.D.
electronic equipment operating,
An estimated 91 people died in
to
appeared
said.
This
Lauber
Sunday's crash over suburban
confirm earlier digital readouts
Cerritos after the Piper Archer
of the computer tapes from the
collided with the DC-9.
air controller's radar, he said.
The controller told inAsked how the controller
vestigators he did not recall seecould fail to see the small plane,
ing the Piper, Lauber told a
Lauber said the controller had
news conference Wednesday
many otter things to do at the By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
night.
time.
The controller also was workEarlier, Lauber said the radar
ing a hand-off position in the
DEAR DR. GOT'!' — I have a lot of
signal emitted by the Piper's neck and facial pain, ringing ears,
coastal control radar facility; In
transponder showed its location, gaunt-looking face, my hair has not
the hand-off position, the radar
but did not indicate an altitude. grown in two years and my neck
controller transfers blooming
Transponders broadcast a structure is slipping forward. Doctors
flights to controllers in the airsignal that produces an aircraft have told me there's a possibility that
port tower.
identification on radar screens I have a ruptured or slipped disc
It is not unusual for one conthose operating in a certain around C-6 or C-7. What is causing my
and
troller to be working both posiwhere do I go for diagmode show a controller the symptoms and
tionz. and the controller connostic work?
altitude.
sidered air traffic to be light at
DEAR READER — A ruptured
Thus, even if the controller disc could cause some of your sympthe time, Lauber said.
had seen the Piper's radar blip, toms,such as pain and an alteration in
Lauber also said the Piper had
he would not necessarily have the shape of your neck. The ringing
been tracked for about two
realized the imminent danger ears, gauntness and lack of hair
minutes after entering
because he would not have growth are more difficult to explain,
restricted airspace surrounding
that the two aircraft were however. I think that your problems
known
Los Angeles International
should be investigated by a neuroloat the same altitude.
Aiport, and that if the pilot had
gist, who can coordinate an evaluaPiper
the
collided
The
with
seen the jetliner, "two minutes
tion that may include X-rays and exjet's
the
tailfin,
DC-9's
then
would have been plenty of time"
and
horizontal stabilizer sheared off aminations by a dermatologist
to avoid a collision.
otolaryngologist.
roof,
small
plane's
the
cabin
Safety board officials WednesDEAR DR. GOT'!' — I know that
NTSB senior aerospace salpingitis is an infection of the feday used another Piper to repeat
male organs, but how does one get it?
Can it be cured? What are its lasting
effects?
BOBBY WOLFF
DEAR READER — Salpingitis
means inflammation of one or both
Fallopian tubes — the structures
through which ova pass each moth
on the way to the uterus. Salpingitis
9-4-A
NORTH
"Who has good luck is good,
usually is due to ascending infection
47
Who has bad luck is bad."
— that is, an infection that works its
•K 10 8 5
— Etertolt Brecht
way into the Fallopian tubes from the
•K 8
lower reproductive tract. Many sexu4 A J 10 9 7 6
ally transmitted diseases cause FalloEAST
pian-tube blockage (and infertility} in
East suffered a horrible result on WEST
46 A J 10 6 4 2 this way. This type of infection also
today's deal in a duplicate game. 4 9 8 3
can be an unfortunate consequence of
•J 6 3
Study the facts to see if you agree •42
intrauterine devices (IUDs) for
•
J
Q
9
10
2
3
4
6
7
•
with all of East's actions.
contraception.
There was little to the play. East •K 4 2
Acute salpingitis usually can be
SOUTH
won the spade ace to keep from loscured by antibiotics. However, many
•K Q 5
ing it, and the club finesse won,
women may.not know they have such
IP A Q 9 7
an infection until chronic inflammayielding 12 tricks and a super score
•A 5
tion and scarring have affected the
for North-South.
4 Q 8 53
tubes and the women discover that
At six hearts, the slam would
they are infertile Microsurgery may
have made in the same way. Only a Vulnerable: North-South
be necessary to open a Fallopian tube
beathave
Dealer: South
club lead by West would
thathasbeen blocked by chronic
en the slam, East scoring a club ruff The bidding:
salpingitis.
East
North
West
South
to go with his spade ace.
DEAR DR, GOTT — After a diffi2
24
Pass
Was East wrong to have doubled 1 NT
cult delivery, my newborn son was
Pass
34
Pass
six hearts in topes of securing a 3•
thought to have Erb's palsy. What is
Pass
•
4
Pass
NT
3
this? Also: What causes birthmarks'
club lead? My vote and my sympaPass
64
Pass
thies lie with East. His butt-in of 5•
DEAR READER — Erb's palsy, a
Dbl.
Pass
Pass
complication of childbirth, is a trautwo spades was a normal action, 6•
Pass
Pass
Pass
matic paralysis of the infant's shouland his double of six hearts was cer- 6 NT
Opening lead: Spade nine
der and arm nerves (brachial plexus).
tainly a well-intentioned move.(The
Physical therapy and splinting may
Lightner slam double asks partner
BID WITH THE ACES
be necessary to improve the function
to make an unusual lead and bars
damaged muscles and to prevent
of
South holds:
the lead of one's bid suit or a trump.)
contractures (frozen elbow)
What would West have led
4 A J 10 6 4 2
A birthmark is a colored area on
against six hearts doubled? We'll
the skin that is present at birth. Other
•J 6 3
never know, of course, but probably
than the cosmetic problems it pro•Q J 10 9
it usually is harmless Birthduces,
a diamond. From West's point of
4
marks are not the result of the birthview, East is probably doubling on a North South
ing process. and they are not related
1•
void, and it's most likely in dia- 14
to Erb's palsy
2•
monds West can't know that the op- 1 NT
Dr Gott's new Health Report on
34
ponents have concealed a 10-card
DISEASE discusses
ALZHEIMER'S
ANSWER: Four!spades. Even with
club fit
symptoms, management and new
game
the
dummy,
in
cards
right
the
East was unlucky on two counts.
studies a this tragic and irreversible
chances
First, he chased South to the top mliy Hop, but it may have
disease For your copy. send $1 and
your name and address to P0 BON
spot of six no-trump -second, even if even with the wrong cards.
South had left the double in, it is un- Send bridge questions to The Aces. P 0 Box 91428. Cleveland, OH 44101-3428 Be
title
likely that West would have found 123d3, Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed, sure to mention the
W
stamped envelope for reply
1 ISS4 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
the killing lead.

See neurologist
for diagnosis
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Dressy Blouses
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Jacquard & Novelty
Sweaters
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Your favorite styleivf sweaters in assorted styles & colors. S.M.L.

Central Shopping Center
I. -
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Hosiery in many patterns
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Juan Hornbuckle
Jeffrey Duncan
Greg Bennett
Debbie Buchanan
Ronald Nelson
Jimmy Tripp
Chris Norsworthy
David Daughaday

Robert Weatherly
Donnie Breier
Terry Rippy
Ray Ferguson
Steve Carroll
Matt Ferguson
Shannon Wilkins

Tammy Stom
Marty Williams
Kevin Warren
Brian Anderson
Ricky Nelson
Alvin Duncan
Brock Peyer
Brian O'Neill
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Toxic waste fund smaller than expected but still effective
"We did not know how
much hazardous waste
was being generated at

Armstrong-Cummings, uncertain about haw_
Kentucky's deputy com- much the fees would
missioner for en- raise.
vironmental profection. •
•
The law also has inspired companies to
neutralize hazardous
waste, cut down on
waste and recycle
materials, she said. The
law imposes fees on
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
companies based on the
amount of hazardous (API - C.H. Butcher
Jr. and James E.
waste they produce.
Hugh Archer, a Steiner, accused of
former lawyer for the scheming to commit instate Natural Resources come tax fraud, had
Department, helped another date in federal
write the law, but he ad- court today.
The arraignment
mits the authors were
before U.S. Magistrate
Robert P. Murrian
comes less than a week
after the pair's acquittal
in Chattanooga on
federal fraud charges.
Butcher and Steiner
were named Tuesday in
unc
2
1
136/
I.B.M.
+06.89
Industrial Average
59% .1/4 a 41-count indictment by
Ingersoll Rand
1886.95
Previous Close
fedecal grand jury.
94% 4.1%
8A a
/
/4B 207
203
Jerrie.)
Air Products
The income tax
4
/
4 +1
/
511
Kmart
25 unc
American Telephone
charges came three
83% +1%
Kroger
32% -1/•
Briggs & Stratton
days after the two were
Overnight Trans.
2 +%
1
32/
Chrysler
991/4 + 1/1
found innocent of
JCPenney
4 + 1%
1
77/
CSX Corp.
293/s -1
4
/
securities, mail and
49 +1
Peuwalt
4
/
Dean Foods
4 1111c
1
29/
wire fraud in connection
Quaker Oats
4A
1
141/4B 14/
4
/
2 +1
1
79/
Dollar Gen. Storer
with Southern Industrial
Sears
69% +7/4
44% +
Exxon
Corp.
Banking
Texaco
84% -1
4
/
2
1
/
Ford
57% '
SIBC, which folded in
Inc.
Time
77% -1
4
/
36 -i/s
G.A F
March 1983, was an
U.S.Tobacco
44% +3/8
General Motors
69% -3/4
uninsured loan and
2
/
+1
2
1
/
46
Wal-Mart
%
+
4
/
763
GenCorp, Inc.
2 thrift of which Butcher
/
12% -1
Wendy's
4
/
2 +1
1
40/
Goodrich
was chairman.
5.84
C.E.F.Yield
Goodyear
4
/
34% -1
Authorities said investors lost $25 million
BETTY BOSTON
WOODMAN BUILDING
JACK UDDBERG
300 MAPLE STREET
PAT GOSSUM
753-3366
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

LOUISVILLE,(AP)- A fund used for
cleaning up toxic waste
in the state has not accumulated very much
money, but officials say
it is working as a deterrent to dumping.
Kentucky's fund has
amassed about $630,000,
far less than the
average cleanup funds
in other states, which
average about $1 million
to $2 million annually.
State Officials had projected the fund would
have accumulated more
money when it was
begun in 1980.

Many of the 22 states
with hazardous-waste
funds had overly high
hopes for the amount of
money they could raise,
said Sue Moreland, executive director of the
Association of State and
Territorial Solid Waste
Management Officials.
However, the state
believes that just the
threat of using the fund
money to clean up sites
and then billing the
dumpers worked successfully against 10
companies, three cities
and three individuals
since 1982, said Karen

Butcher and Steiner
appear in court again

the time," Archer said:
He said enforcement is
complicated by the division of duties between
Environmental Protection, which keeps the
records of who
generates hazardous
waste, and the Revenue
Cabinet, which collects
the fees.
The fund is used when
it is impossible to find
the polluters or to make
them pay for the
cleanup. The fund also
covers hazardous-waste
sites that arie not serious
enough to qualify for
federal Superfund
dollars but could pose a
public health risk.
Officials first used the
fund during the summer
for projects in Carrollton and Louisville.

in the failure of the
thrift.
The latest indictment
alleges that Butcher and
Steiner, former SIBC
president, set up
fraudulent tax shelters
through two real estate
transactions.
University of Tennessee football Coach
Johnny Majors was an
investor in one of the
business deals, the indictment said. The indictment did not charge
Majors with any crime.
Butcher, who has remained in jail since his
Feb. 5 arrest on the
securities, wire and
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
mail fraud charges, also (AP) - Local officials
faces federal money- will appeal a court rullaundering and ing that clears the way
bankruptcy fraud for a pre-release center
_charges.
for federal prisoners to
'Butcher and Steiner open beside a. Memphis
also face state charges high school, a county atthey allegedly lied to torney said Wednesday.
regulators on SIBC
The Legislature passfinancial reports.
ed a law last year to
Butcher currently is keep such facilities
being held in the Knox away from schools or
County Jail.
day care centers, but
U.S. District 'Judge
Odell Horton ruled
Tuesday that the center
was being readied for
occupancy before the
law was passed..
The center, to -fie
Burkeen.
operated by Bannum
Burial will follow in Enterprises Inc. of
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Louisville, Ky., will
house federal prison inMrs. Workman, 93,
mates who are about to
widow of Amos
be paroled.
Workman, died Tuesday
at 2:05 p.m. at Calvert
City Convalescent
Home.

Stock Market

They .were the first remove the bags, which
since the law was pass- "he said his brother, now
ed in 1980 that met all deceased, left in the
the criteria, said Alex garage.
The state hired a
Barber, director of the
state Division of Waste private contractor to
put the bags in barrels
Management.
last month. Those barThe Louisville case in- . rels will be shipped to an
volves removal of 40, Indiana landfill as soon
bags of the banned as Indiana officials give
pesticide DDT from a approval, said Lou MarLouisville garage and tin, a spokeswoman for
will cost about $10,000, the Kentucky EnBarber said.
vironmental Protection
A health inspector Department.
The removal of a barfound the bags, some of
which were leaking, rel filled with an oily lisaid environmental quid containing PCBs,
specialist Lois Well- or polychlorinated
inghurst. The case was biphenyls, cost about
turned over to state en- $2,000 in June, Barber
said. The drum had
vironmental officials.
Property owner washed ashore from the
George Flahive said he Ohio River onto private
could not afford to property in Carrollton.

Pre-release center may open

OBITUARIES

Mrs. Lois Naomi Workman

Spacemaker
Microwave Oven
Fits Over
Your Range

Se/vices for Mrs. Lois
Naolltri Workman are today at 2 p.m. In the
chapel of Miller Churchill Funeral
Home.
The Rev. David
Brasher is officiating.
The Warren Family is
presenting the music.
Survivors include one
Pallbearers are Bill
Carrol, J.B. Burkeen, daughter, Mrs. Isola
Charles Burkeen, Ovie Billington Everingham;
Lee, Graves Burkeen, three sisters, Mrs. MyrHaft,on, Garner and Bill tle Hopkins, Mrs. DellCrawford and Mrs,.
Everingham.
An honorary group in- Allen Lindsey; three
cludes Dot Lovett, Bob- grandchildren; seven
bie Burkeen, Eva Lee, great-grandchildren;
Mary Alice Garner, three great-greatHelen Cerro] and Jo grandchildren.
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Model JVM130
• Replaces existing range hood.
• Built-in exhaust fan with cooktop light.
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• Time Cook up to 99 minutes.
• 10 power levels.
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Save big on this
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ECHO 18 bar, 44cc
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use on counter or "Hang-up"
under your kitchen cabinets
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tackle tough jobs the easy way.
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Time-saving ECHO blowers
make outdoor clean-up a breezel
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•
Model JEM2
• 6 Cu. ft. cavity.
• Time cooking with 35-minute timer
• Variable power levels.
• Woodgrain finish cabinet.
• 5-Year Limited Warranty-Carry-In
Service (Parts & Labor). See
warranty for details.
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YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
212 lost Main Street

753 1586

Howard Coy t. John Simmons Owners
•

\.

ONLY

$13999
Moe
CSSIMA.
onowni

EASY TERMS-FINANCING AVAILABLE-LAYAWAYS
Low Interest Rates!
Free Warranty!
Long Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service,
Home Owned
Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

.

When you re
ready to tackle
tough jobs the
easy way

$165.99

GE. We bring good things to life.

-

PB210E Rog. $165.99

SAVE ON POWERFUL
PRO-QUAUTY CHAIN SAW

ONLY

CS290E

CS510
16" Bar
Rog. $394.99
Sale

The
is
prisoners ease back into
.free society by living at
the center while working or looking for jobs.
Earlier this year, city
officials learned that
Bannum was housing
prisoners at a Memphis
motel.
The prisoners were
moved after city of,ficials complained that.
Bannum was violating
zoning restrictions.
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Saturday, Sept.6
Saturday,Sept.6
Wild Foods at 2
Edible
Scout
Great Girl
Show, sponsored by Tr Woodlands
County Arts & Crafts Uniform Swap will be' p.m. at
Our Mn.
Center;
Nature
Guild, will be from 10 from 9 a.m. to noon at
at Golden
p.m.
3
at
Sun
on
Cabin
Scout
Girl
Paris
at
p.m.
5
a.m. to
Sharpe Street, between Pond Visitor Center.
Land State Park.
---North Eighth and North
Sunday, Sept. 7
Streets.
10th
Men's Golf Club
AA will have a closed
---Championship is
at 4 p.m. at
meeting
by
music
with
Dance
scheduled at Oaks CounCountry Feeling Band American Legion
try Club.
South Sixth
will be from 8 p.m. to Building,
---Streets. For.
Maple
and
Couples' bridge with noon at Murray Moose
information call
for
is
This
Lodge.
Fred and Mayrelle
753-0061, 762-3399 or
Clark as hosts is members only.
753-7764.
---scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
National Scouting
at Oaks Country Club.
National Scouting
Museum will be open
---will be open
Calloway Band from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Museum
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
from
Unknown
"The
with
Boosters will have a car
"The Unknown Scout"
wash from 11 a.m. to 2 Scout" to appear at 11
will appear at 11 a.m.
p.m.
2
and
a.m.
p.m. behind Sirloin
and 2 p.m.
Stockade.
---AA and Al-Anon will
---56 meeting of
Legion
Murray High School meet at 8 p.m. at
Order of Moose
Loyal
Legion
American.
Tiger Band will comstart at 10:30 a.m.
pete in Trigg County In- Building, South Sixth will
at Mayfield.
Streets.
Maple
and
vitational Band Contest
-----at Trigg County High
day of
.....Second
BetLand
in
Events
School. The event will
Arts and
'86
Festival
start at 5:30 p.m. at Per- ween the Lakes will inCrafts Show will be
at
Match
Shooting
clude
due Field, Cadiz.
Firearms Range; Curv- from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
---Two-Patch Quilting Paris Landing State
ed
Early Prenatal Class
Park.
will meet at 9 a.m. in Workshop from 9 a.m. to
---Farm;
Empire
at
p.m.
4
of
third floor classroom
Lampkins
Mitch
Rev.
Workshop
Murray-Calloway Coun- Cotton/Wood
will speak at 7 p.m. at
at
p.m.
4
to
a.m.
10
from
ty Hospital.
The Homeplace-1850; Bethesda Ministries,
---east side of courtsquare,
Murray.
---Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Wilkerson will be
honored at a reception
in celebration of 50th
109 S. 4th St.
wedding anniversary
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Bell
753-1462
City Church of Christ.
---Events in Land Bet.r
ween the Lakes will include Archery Tournament at Field Archery
Range; Hare Raising
Business at 1:30 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Hummers Galore at 2:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
---Baptist Men of First
Baptist Church will
meet at 8 a.m. in
Fellowship Hall of
church.
---Old Tyme Camp
Meeting of Paris
District of United
Methodist Church will
start at 3 p.m. at
Manley's Chapel United
Methodist Church,
Paris, Tenn. In case of
way!
rain the event will be at
First Church, Paris.
Saturday,Sept.6

Add a

'special(ouch" to your
Country home.
Many unique gifts have
lust arrived, lots more on the

15 k

'33999

All Seasons Lawn & Leisure
205 N. 4th Murra

Community...

tempts to operate a prerelease center in Memphis have met with local
opposition for several
months.
Bangum has a contract with the U.S.
Bureau of Prisons to
house federal prisoners
whose homes are in the
o h, elp the
regiton
ea
s
Memphis

HOLLAND DRUGS

Rog. $329.99

laworee pas powele *townie
,wes and booms
• Ller leaves clippings dr 101 snow
• Lghtweqht well balanced no cad
• E.clus..t Po fee- OICII0MC gl•Ita•
ity tail, $talls
• Gurt pec.s.cr 2 stoke engine

J. Minor Tait Jr., a
lawyer for the Shelby
County attorney's office, said Horton's ruling will be appealed.
City and county officials don't want the.
a six-unit
center at
_
apartment complex
located beside Catholic
High School of Memphis
In a midtown residential
neighborhood.
Scott T. Wendelsdorf,
a. lawyer-for Bannum
Enterprises, said the
company plans to move
prisoners into the apartment complex within a
month.
"We came into this
community to be good
neighbors and we will
continue to be good
neighbors,"
Wendelsdorf said.
His company's at-

7534110

off on all
cash prescriptions.
Free Delivery!

Dr. Bill Whittaker will
show slides of his mission work in Philippines
at 6 p.m. at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
----

r,

•
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Meet

GOOD
LUCK
TIGERS!

Frankie McNutt
of the

Home Team
*Auto

•Commercial

0Home

•Forrn

See.Frankie For All
Your Real Estate
Needs

Ross Insurance
Agency

401 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

600Main

Murray

•

753-0489

Iariu.Lrc

•

_

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

-00 TIGERS!
Come by each week and
pick up your Z100's
COAST TO COAST
FOOTBALL CONTEST CARD
$100
given away weekly
GRAND PRIZE: Trip for two
to three big pro games in
San Francisco, Dallas & Miami

Murray High vs. Reidland
7:30 p.m.
Reidland, Kentpcky
Reidland High School philsophies are and
head coach Steve what he likes to do on ofTraynham watched fense and defense."
Murray High play
Traynham is in his
Calloway County last fourth year as the head
Friday night.
coach of the
He left Murray believ- Greyhounds. Last year,
ing his Greyhounds Reidland was 2-9, losing
have a chance to upset five games by six points
the Tigers.
or less.
"I think we match up
"When I took over
pretty well with Mur- here, I knew..I.• had to ray," TraPiham said. change the attitude of
"I feel good about our the kids," Traynham
chances, but then it is said. "I had to get them
hard to say because we believing they could win
haven't played anybody football games.
yet."
"I think we are makTraynham said wat- ing some real progress
ching Murray play at doing just that."
"enlightened" him.
Murray edged
"It was an advantage Reidland-21-i9 last
for us to get to see Mur- • season.
ray play," he said. "I.. "Murray is always
knew Tony Franklin's very physical, and it is
sysiem, but I didn't always a physical game
know Coach (Jack) when Murray and
Cain's. I was able to get Reidland play,"
an idea of what his Traynham said. "We

mos/cent

usually play Murray
real tough."
Traynham said a key
to ,the Greyhounds having some success this
year is the offensive
line.
"I feel that if we can
just get some ,decent
play out °Lour offensive
line we can win some
ballgames," Traynham
said. "We've had trouble in the past
establishing our ground
game.
"As our line goes,
we're going to go."
Traynham doesn't
have any returning
startcers on his offensive
line, but he has been encouraged by the performances of his young
linemen in Reidland's
preseason practices.
He said his linemen
have fair speed and
range in size from 260 till
1

"A lot depends on how
they develop," he noted.
With Jamie Ousiey at
quarterback last
season, the Greyhounds
put the ball in the air
quite a bit. This season,
however, Traynham
wants to use his running
gamd more.

Senior Jeff Hyde will
be the Gizgyhounds main
running threat,
Traynham said. The 5-9,
160 Hyde runs a 4.7 40
and is "strong and
quick." He plays
tailback.

The Greyhounds' "Goins is 5-11, 215 and
fullback is 6-0, 210 junior very quick and strong,"
Mike Howland, who he said. "He runs a 4.8
runs a. 5.1 40 and ben- 40."
Goins also plays
ches 310. "He's our
power runner," fullback.
Traynham mainly
Traynham said.
Junior Darren Hack uses a 50 scheme on
•
replaces Ousley at defense.
quarterback. Traynham "I telliny kids that we
said Hack lacks will be in the game
(with Murray) if we can
experience.
Besides Hyde, split create mistakes, then
end Tim Henneke,,,wide capitalize on them We
receiver Gordon Pace are not a sit-back team.
and flanker Eddie We go after people and
Doughty are the return- try to cause mistakes."
ing starters on offense.
Hyde was the leading
tackler for Reidland last
year from his
linebacker position.
Hennecke plays safety,
while Pace and Doughty
man the corners,.
Traynham said nose
guard Jimmy Goins is
one of the Greyhounds
best defensive players.

Purdom
Motors

•

607 S. -Ith

753-8809

"Official Murray High
Photographer 1986-1987"

We Put Pride and That Little Extra
Into Our Cakes Because
We Make Our Cakes To Be Remembered

JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY
407 N. 12th

Murray

Autos Home
Cornmercial•Farm
Life•Bonds
HOLTON, MELUGIN & HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY
206 Main St., Murray, Ky.
753-3415

TJ's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
753-0045
Chestnut St.

Murray

437-4455

759-4492

753-1725

SmtKE

753-5312

MURRAY HIGH "TIGERS"
1986 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
August
29 Calloway County.:.. A 8:00 p.m.
September
A 7:30 p.m.
5 Reidland
H 7:30 p.m.
12 Mayfield
H 7:30 p.m.
19 Edmonson Co.
H 7:30 P.m.
26 Fulton County
October
A 7:30 p.m.
3 Trigg County
10 Ballard Memorial H 7:30 p.m.
A 7:30 p.m.
17 Lone Om(
•
24 Caldwell County . H 7:30 p.m.
Homecoming
A 7:30 p.m.
31 Heath .

Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries
Club Parties. Church Events,
Novelty Cakes made to Order

ore our main Concern"

401 Olive

753-5273

Good Old Fashion Homemade
'Cakes For All Occasions • ,

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac&
Buick
"Satisfied Customers

753-5315

PARKER FORD

PAM'S CAKE HUT

INC.

121 Bypass

.

701 Main Street

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT
We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
State Auto
what we mean. with quality
Insurance
protection and service Call
Companies
us today.

407 Maple
Southside of the Ct. Square

753-4451

. -•
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Following NCAA suspension of53 players for one game

Cornhuskers may forfeit first game
LINCOLN, Neb.(AP) no quarterback, no I- and friends were iden— Nebraska football back.
tified on pass lists as becoach Tom Osborne said
"In order to field a ing family members
his team may forfeit its team Saturday, we'd and students, said Tom
opener against Florida have to un-redshirt Simons, NU associate
State because the NCAA about 10 guys and play sports information
suspended 53 Cor- freshmen that are in no director.
nhusker players for one way prepared, to play
Each player receives
game and seven other Florida State- and face four complimentary
players for two games.
humiliation on national tickets per game. About
The suspensions stem TV. So what do we do? I 20 percent of the passes
mostly from the misuse don't know."
weren't used last year,
of complimentary
Osborne said.
Osborne revealed the
tickets and
"Evererbody likes to
about 30 of Nebraska's penalties after practice have somebody up there
top 40 players, Osborne Wednesday. He said in the stands who cares
most of the suspended about them. In'a lot of
said.
The eighth-ranked players gave tickets to cases the players said
Cornhuskers are people not authorized to these people (receiving
scheduled to play No. 11 use them.
passes) were closer to
Family members and .them than blood
Florida State Saturday
night in a game to be students are the only relatives."
people allowed to use
shown on ABC-TV.
Osborne said he was
"It wouldn't be a players' passes, accor- dumbfounded by the
game. It'd be a joke and ding to NatiOnal Col- penalties because
an embarassment to legiate Athletic Associa- Nebraska coaches and
college football," tion rules.
players had been "totalhi'
Fiancees, girlfriends ly open and honest"
Osborne sa

with the NCAA. Players
Osborne said the
confessed to violations NCAA offered Nebraska
that investigators other- two alternatives_All 60
wise wouldn't have players could sit _ out
known about, the coach Sattkrday:a garne, or 10
said.
players could sit out
"We cooperated fully. each of the next six or
We could've destroyed seven games. He said
our pass gate lists. We the school would make a
left them as they Were." decision today, adding
The university will ap- that he didn't think the
peal the penalties to the Cornhuskere would
NCAA Council Sub- choose the second
Committee on Eligibili- • option.
ty Appeals, Chancellor
Martin Massengale
ABC planned to
said.
review the contract ,for
, He said the infrac- the game, according to
tions were minor and Donn Bernstein, the netthe penalties "excessive work's director of coland unreasonable." The lege sports in New York.
rule on complimentary
"We've never had
tickets has been chang- anythiag like this haped four times in the,last pen before," Bernstein
five years, most recent- said. "We need to hear
ly on Aug. 1, 1985, from Nebraska how
Massengale saM in a they plan to resolve the
situation."
statement.

Wilkison's dream ends,as does America's
chances of keeping men's U.S. Open title
By BARRY WILNER
-AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Tim Wilkison's dream is
over, and with it went
America's Chances for
keeping its men's tennis
championship at home.
Either a Swede, a
Czechoslovak or a German will wear the U.S.
Open singles crown on
Sunday. The =seeded
Wilkison, the last
American remaining in
the tournament, was
routed by No. 4 Stefan
Edberg of Sweden 6-3,
6-3, 6-3 ,Wednesday
night.
'
"I know how much fun
it is to do well and what
is available fbr you,"
Wilkison said. "And I
don't want to be the kind
of guy who did well and
then is never heard of
again.
"I'm afraid of that
and I will push myself to
do well."

Edberg playt4 topseeded Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia in a
semifinal match on
Saturday. Lendl beat
No. 8 Henri Leconte of
France 7-6, 6-1, 1-6, 6-1
Wednesday.
-In women's play,
Chris Evert Lloyd,seeking her seventh Open title, moved into the
semifinals for a record
16th straight gear by
romping past No. 9Manuela Maleeva of
Bulgaria. She'll play
No. 7 Helena Sukova of
Czechoslovakia, who
downed Wendy Turnbull
of Australia 6-4, 6-0, in
one of Friday's
semifinals while top&ceded Martina
Navratilova will meet
No. 3 Steffi Graf in the
other.
Today's men's
quarterfinals had No. 7

Joakim Nystrom of early, Wilkison became
Sweden against No. 16 the fans' hero, their
Miloslav Mecir of hope against the power•
Czechoslovakia, and ful Europeans.
But Edberg, seeking
Boris Becker, the twotime Wimbledon cham- his second Grand Slam
pion from West Ger- championship — he won
many who is seeded the 1985 Australian
third, against unseeded Open-- took care of that
Milan Srejber, also of in devastating fashion.
He simply never let
Czechoslovakia.
Wilkison get going,
Wilkison took the tour- keeping the crowd out of
nament spotlight with the match as well.
his attacking style,
"I felt I sortof let the
celebratory manner and people
down," Wilkison
unorthodox baseball cap said.
"They came to see
planted atop his head. me win.
At the end,
The 27-year-old left- when they
left, it was
hander from Asheville, quiet
and cold and wet."
N.C., upset No. 5 YanLendl historically has
nick Noah in a sensa- had trouble with
tional five-setter earlier Leconte, who carried
a
in the tournament, then 5-5 record into the
S wept Andrei match against the topChesnokov of the Soviet rated
Czechoslovakian.'
Union in the fourth Only McEnroe has a
round.
better mark against
With American stars Lendl among the
John McEnroe and Jim- world's top 10 players,
my Connors eliminated though Edberg is 2-2.

Riggs returns to Atlanta's camp
BylbeAmmocistedftime

Running back Gerald
Riggs doesn't think he
has been compensated
fairly by the Atlanta
Falcons for his accomplishments. But
he's back in camp
anyway, because he
couldn't stay away from
football.
"I am a competitor, I
want to play football,"

Riggs said Wednesday
after ending a costly
43-day holdout. "I feel I
really need to get in
there and get the ball
rolling."
Riggs had hoped to
force the NFL team to
renegoiate his contract,
but talks broke down
last month and the
Falcons said they would
withdraw a $2.41 million

contract until Riggs
"I know it's a lot of
showed up and paid a money, but fair is fair
$1,000-a-day fine.
and business is
The Falcons' offer in- business," Riggs said.
cluded a $450,000 signing "The backs who have
bonus that would raise achieved what •I have
Riggs' income to and some who haven't
$700,000 this year and achieved what I have
average salaries of are making con$579,000 on a three-year siderably more money
extension through 1989. than the Falcons are ofRiggs wanted closer
(Cont'd on page 13)
to $3 million.

Best GMAC Financing
In History
1/
1 11111111/

111111111111111111

AddroW
A.P.R.
Financing
for 36 months
, on all Buicks, Pontiacs,
Oldsmobiles & Cadillacs
in stock.

PURDOM MOTORS
INCORPORATED
4,11LalOtr,.-

OLDSMOBILE - BUICK-- OONTIAC - CADILLAC'
Customers are our Main Concern"

121 Bypass (Next to MSU Stadium)

753-5315

Top
Quality
Heavy
Duty
Gabriel
Shock
Absorbers

In the first set,
Leconte was leading 5-4
with three break points
before Lendl stormed
back, aided by a superb
get on a drop shot by
Leconte to save a set
point.
.
•
"I don't know if you
noticed," Lendl said,
"but after „he hit the
drop volley, while I was
running, he raised his
racket; he thought he
had it.
"Then he realized I'm
getting the ball. I didn't
believe I'm going to get
to the ball when I was
running but all of a sudden I was there.
"That point won me
two sets."
Leconte, who made
the, semifinals at the
French Open and
Wimbledon this year,
agreed that Lendl's
spectacular recovery on
his drop shot was a key
point in the match.
"I was feeling that I
had the point when I
made the drop shot,"
Leconte said, "and Ivan
was very quick and he
made a, big point. After
that, I was a little bit
disappointed because I
was thinking I had the
set."
Lloyd cruised past
Maleeva, who had upset
No. 6 Claudia KohdeKitsch to advance to the
quarterfinals. Lloyd is
14-0 against Sukova,
though the last six matches have been close, including three threesetters.
"I can play better. I
don't think I'm playing
the best I've ever played
in this tournament. I
think with each match
I'm getting a little
sharper," she said.
Sukova fen behind
Turnbull early, then
'blitzed the Australian,
winning the last nine
games.

Est. 1956
514 N. 12th

753,1750

By
HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Football Writer
The calendar says
summer is still here but
from the looks of Saturday's attractive college
football schedule it
could be Jan. 1 just as
easily as Sept. 6.
Any bowl would be
delighted with such
matchups as No. 1
Oklahoma vs. No. 4
UCLA, No. 3 Miami vs.
No_13 Florida and — until Wednesday night
vihen the NCAA
suspended 53 Nebraska
players for one game
and seven others for two
games, primarily
because of the misuse of
complimentary tickets
— No. 8 Nebraska vs.
No. 11 Florida State.

AT THE

BIG BURLEY MART
(Across from Ky. Oaks Mall)
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Tennessee Chattanooga at No. 14
Auburn (no line):
Auburn 45-7.
Utah State at No. 18
Brigham Young (no,
line): BYU 38-7.
Lamar at Rice (no
line): Upset Special of
the Week . . . Lama's.
21-20.
Air Force (by 15) at
Texas-El Paso: Second
Upset Special ... TexasEl Paso 28-24.

Worrell gets.,
31st save

2,ro,

'tea
MC° INC 360X

Mil

s'mob

•

FREE FLORIDA VACATION
INCLUDII(T AIR -FARE
(No Purchase Necessary)
Come In and see our complete line of Honda Power Equipment.
All at reduced Warehouse-Prices

•
•,

each of the next six or Jayhawks in each of
those four years but
seven games.
Whatever happened to three of them were
the days when teams 4-point games). "It's an
would open against exciting event. The
what prize fighters call players want to play
an "opponent" — so- Oklahoma. I don't think
meone who might give we're any different than
you a workout for a anybody else.
"But We not going to
while but turns out to be
be a national championa guaranteed victory?
UCLA is the highest ship shootout for me. It
ranked team the might be for other peoSooners have faced in ple; it's not for me. I'd
an opener since 1968 rather win a (Pac-10)
when they lost to No. 3 conference game than a
non-conference game."
Notre Dame 45-21.

WAREHOUSE SALE

•Plus
Installation

GERRALD
BOYD'S
AUTO
REPAIR
& SERVICE
CENTER

Several top teams open
their seasons 3aturday.

Oklahoma, playing at
"We're a better football team than we were home, is a 7-point
that day," jokes Coach favorite in this first
Barry Switzer, who was meeting between the
Oklahoma's offensive two schools. The pick is
coordinator back then. ,Oklahoma 24-14.
The first week of the
And for the second
season
produced an 8-4
year in a row UCLA
opens on the road prediction mark, 2-2
against the defending against the spread.
Nebraska was to national champion (the
Miami, Fla. (favored
decide today what to do Bruins defeated
about its penalty, Brigham Young 27-24 by 4) at Florida: It's
although one observer last season).
Miami 28-21.
said the Cornhuskers
Florida State at
were "mad enough" to
Nebraska (by 6%):
"The Oklahoma game
seek an injunction is a big game national- Nebraska 24-21.
Vanderbilt at No. 5
against the NCAA.
ly," says Coach Terry
Alabama
(by 22):
The NCAA offered two Donahue, who was the Alabama 31-13.
line
coach
at
players
defensive
60
options — all
Temple at No. 6 Penn
can sit out one game or Kansas from 1967-70 State (by 131,4): Penn
beat
the
out
(Oklahoma
sit
10 players can
State 28-14.
New Mexico at No. 10
Tennessee (by 23): Tennessee 42-14.
FREE HOT DOGS & COKES
No. 12 Baylor (by 20)
FIJI zualukal
at Wyoming: Baylor
34-13.

$850.
*Also, struts,
brakes and front
end alignments

Chris Evert Lloyd advanced to theternifinals of the U.S.Open Tennis Championships Wednesday by beating No.9 ranked Manuela Maleeva. She plays
No. 7 Helena Sukova in the semifinals. Lloyd is 14-0 against Sukova.

Cardinals 5, Braves 3 '
Terry Pendelton had
four hits, including an;
RBI single in St. Louise
threesrun first inning..
and Todd Wpri:e11 earn.t.--ed a league-leading 31st
'save with 21-3 innings of •
-relief work, leading the
Cardinals Zver Atlanta.

•
_

-•

Feix 'elated' to be back in athletics
Long-time football coach
now WKU athletic director
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
Jimmy Feix is back
where he belongs at
Western Kentucky
University — in the
athletic department.
*Feix was an AllAmerican _quarterback
with the Hilltoppers in'
1952, and after three
years as a pilot in the
Air Force, he was a
coach in the football
program for 27 years,
the last 16 as head
coach.
But three years ago,
Feix called it quits as a
coach and took a job in
the alumni affairs office
at Western. Last year he
was the alumni director,
spending more time on
the road visiting with
alumni and friends of
the university than watching his beloved
Hilltoppers play football
at L.T. Smith Stadium.
Now he's the athletic
director.
The popular ex-coach
admits that he was
"very happy" in alumni

Jimmy Feix
affairs, but he's elated
to be back in athletics..
"I do feel like a fish j.n.
my water in this area,"
he said with a laugh. "I
was a little lost ball in
high weeds working
with the various activities in alumni affairs, but I was learning
the job and felt very
happy and was getting
more comfortable in it."
From July 1 to Aug.
15, he worked with his
retired predecessor,
Johnny Oldham, in the
athletic director's office. He's been on his
own the past three
weeks.
•

Riggs returns
Green was working on a
pass rush drill Tuesday.
fering me."
Green, a linebacker
Riggs was the NFL's
of Syracuse, was the
out
second-leading rusher
17 draft pick
No.
last year.
overall.
Among other NFL
Meanwhile, the
Falcons announced that developments, the
first-round draft choice Cleveland Browns
Tim Green has a nip- • claimed veteran outside
tured calf muscle that - linebacker Brad Van
will sideline him for. Pelt on waivers from
three to six weeks. The the Los Angeles
injury occurred as Raiders.
(Cont'd from page 12)

"It's been wild," Feix
said In the telephone 111:
terview from Bowlini'
Green. "I tried to talk
Johnny into staying a
little bit longer, but he
said, 'Adios."
Feix, 55, wants to
have more than winning
athletic teams at
Western.
"I want us to have an
excellent relationship
with the public schools
— high schools and
secondary schools in
Kentucky," he said. "I
want good public relations. I see athletics as
an instrument in student
recruitment.
"I saw a university
losing enrollment, going
in a different direction
that I was accustomed
to as far as its relationship with public schools
and • student recruitment. I see athletics as
a way we can increase
funds for our university,
not just in gate receipts.
Using the ball team in
places where it can help
people who want to help
the university in other
ways.
"I'm interested in
recruiting students and
building our enrollment
and revenue base. I see
that as a need."
Feix said working in
alumni affairs changed
his perspective on
athletics in the campus
setting.
"I think it was a
'tremendous preparation
for me," he said. "After
being so narrow in my
vision about the university as long as I had
been here, of course I
had my head down with
Xs and Os and just sold
the football program.
When I got involved
with our alumni, I was

exposed to all five of our
colleges, all the activities going on in arts
and theater and the
academic areas
"It really helped me
make contaots_ with the
people outside of
athletics and realize the
support we had across
the board for our school,
and really what a part
athletics was — really a
small part of the total
effort.- That's why Iwanted to get involved
here, and maximize our
small part in promoting
the university."
Feix came to Western
Kentucky in 1949 from
Barrett High School in
Henderson, where he
had played under
coaches Frank Camp,
Turner Elrod and Si
Prewitt.
"Frank Camp taught
me to be a quarterback," he said of the
man who would later be
head coach at the
University of Louisville.
Three years later,
Feix became the
school's first AllAmerican football
player, and led the
Hilltoppers to a 34-19
victory over Arkansas
State in the
Refrigerator Bowl his
senior season.
He was drafted by the
New York Giants of the
National Football
League, and was slated
to be a backup to
Charlie Connerly before
an injury during the exhibition season ended
that chance.
"It looked like I had it
made," Feix said.
"They were looking for
a backup and a replacement. The Korean War
had taken some of their
people off the team....

Louisville on network TV 9 times
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville will
begin its defense of the national basketball
championship on Nov. 28 when it faces Northeastern in the Great Alaska Shootout, the
school announced Wednesday.
The Cardinals, 32-7 last year, will appear on
network television nine times, including seven of
the eight last weekends of the college basketball
season.
Not including the Alaska tournament,
Louisville will play 10 teams that participated in
the NCAA tournament last season. They include
Kentucky, Kansas and North Carolina State.
"This is truly a national championship
schedule," Athletic Director Bill Olsen said.
"I'm very pleased that we were able to negotiate
for the quantity of national television appearances this season. We've got a good mix of
regional and national opponents with a good
home slate of games."
Two starters, center Pervis Ellison and forward Herbert Crook, will return from the championship team.
Here is the Louisville schedule:
Nov. 28 — Great Alaska Shootout
Dec. 3 — Athletes in Action, exhibition game

SCOREBOARD

but I caught an elbow
across the face in an exhibition game and it
ended my career. That
was in the days before
they had face guards on
helmets."
He said he had signed
a contract with the
Giants for the grand
sum of $4,800.
After three years in
the Air Force, he came
back to Western in 1957
aaa graduate assistant
He became a full-tirnt
assistant the, next
season under Coach
Nick Denes.
In 1968, Feix was
named head coach, and
during his 16-year reign,
the Hilltoppers compiled a 106-56-6 record, including Division II national runnerup finishes
in 1973 and 1975. They
also won or shared the
Ohio Valley Conference
title six times.
Feix remembers the
feeling of watching a
game from the stands in
1984.
"That was the first
time, except for the
three years I was in the
service, that I wasn't on
the field since 1949 with
the Western football
team," he said ; -I
couldn't believe they
could have the dang
garne without me but
they did. When they
came on the field it really felt strange to see
them on there and me
not down there."
While it would seem
that his new role would
guarantee Feix a spot
on the sidelines this
season, that won't be the
case.
"They tell me I'm
supposed to be with the
fans making sure there'
is ice in the cokes and
the water fountains are
working and the officials are paid," he
said. "I'll be busier than
a one-armed
paperhanger."

Dec. 6 — Eastern Kentucky
Dec. 8 — Middle Tennessee
Dec. 10 — at Western Kentucky
Dec. 13 — pePaul
Dec. 17 — Tampa
Dec. 23 — at Indiana
Dec. 27— Kentucky
Jan. 3 — Rutgers
Jan. 5 — Nevada Reno
Jan. 7 — at Florida State
Jan. 10 — at Wyoming
Jan. 14 — at Southern Mississippi
Jan. 18 — at Purdue
Jan. 20 — Virginia Tech
Jan. 22 — Cincinnati
Jan. 28 — Memphis State
.Jan. 31 — Kansas
Feb. 2 — South Carolina
Feb. 5 — at Virginia Tech
Feb. 7 — North Carolina State
Feb. 11 — at South Carolina
Feb. 14 — at Syracuse
Feb. 16 — Southern Mississippi
Feb. 18 — Florida State
Feb. 22 — at Memphis State
Feb. 25 — at Cincinnati
Feb. 28 — at UCLA
March 6-8 — Metro Tourney, Columbia, S.C.
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BAS BALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Pct
GS
1.
W
594
54
'79
Boston
580
59
75
Foronto
530 84
63
71
New York
519 10
65
70
Ifetroit
496 13
67
86
Baltimore
493 134
68
66
Cleveland
485 144
68
64
Milwaukee
West Division
571
57
76
California
714
515
69 65
Texas
467 14
63 72
Oakland
459 15
72
61
Kansas City
439 174
74
58
Chicago
437 18
76
59
Seattle
436 18
58 75
Minnesota
Wednesday's Gaines
Oakland 5. New York 3
Tdronto 3, Cleveland 1
Boston 4, Texas 3
Kansas City 2. Chicago 1, 10 innings
Minnesota 11. Milwaukee 5
Seattle 3, Detroit 2
California 5. Baltimore 2
Thursday's Games
Chicago i DeLeon 3-4 at Kansas City Gubicza 8.6
in)
Cleveland Bailey 9-81 at Milwaukee Leary 9-11 ,,
in)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Minnesota at Boston. n
n
Chicago.
at
Toronto
Seattle at Baltimore, n
Kansas City at Texas, inJ
Cleveland at Milwaukee, n
Detroit at Oakland, in
New York at California,
— — —
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
666—
89 44
.519 20
69 64
504 22
67 66
492 234
66
64
414 34
78
55
409 344
78
54
West Division
.571
57
76
Houston
8
511
65
68
Cincinnati
.496 10
87
66
San Framisco
13
174
70
63
Los Angeles
.470 134
71
63
San Diego
.470 134
70
62
Atlanta
Wednesday's Games
Houston 8. Chicago 7. 18 Innings, comp soap game
Houston 8. Chicago 2
Los Angeles 5, Montreal 3
New York 4, San Francisco 2
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 3. 10 Innings
San Diego 7. Philadelphia 5
St. Louis 5. Atlanta 3
Thursday's Games
San Francisco LaCoas 9-10 at Montreal ( Smith
•
r
.
08), BO,
Only mane seheciiiii—
Friday's Games •
San Francisco at Montreal, n
San Diego at New York, n1

New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
Montreal
Chicago
Pittsburgh

bustfr.""r
• *my,

Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Chicago at Ciric Milan f nr
Pittsburgh at Atlanta In ,
St. Louis at Houston n )

753-8355
n

MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
_.
AME MAN LEAGUE.- G (318 at bats —Boggs, Boston. 349.
BATITN
York, 337,
New
MatUngly,
.349.
Minnesota,
Puckett.
Bell. Toronto. 326, Rice. Boston, .326, Tabler,
Cleveland. .326.
RUNS —FtHentkrson, New York. 117; Puckett, Minnesota. 104; Bell, Toronto, 92 Boggs, Boston. 90, Mat.
tingly. New York, 90.
RBI —Canaeco. Oakland. 104. Bell. Toronto. 100.
Gaetti. Minnesota. 96, Barfield. Toronto, 93, Mattingly, New York. 93
HITS —Puckett, Minnesota. 198, MatUngly. New
York, 190: Fernandez, Toronto, 181, Bell, Toronto,
175: Boggs. Boston. 167. Rice. Boston, 167
DOUBLES—Mattingly, New York. 42, Boggs.
35,
Boston. 37, Buckner, Boston, 37: Bell, Toronto.
Puckett, Minnesota, 35.
TRIPLES—Butler, Cleveland, 9, Fernandez. Toronto, 9. Sierra, Texas. 9; 9 are tied with 6.
HOME RUNS—Deer, Milwaukee. 31. Kingman.
29,
Oakland. 31, Eternal& Toronto, 30, Bell. Toronto,
Canseco, Oakland. 29; Gwent Minnesota. 29
77,
York.
New
STOLEN BASES—RHenderson.
Cangelosi, Chicago, 46; Pettis, California, 35, Moiseby,
Toronto. 29: Gibson. Detroit. 28; Wilson. Kansas City,
28
PITCHING 111 decisions,—Clemens. Boston. 20-4.
.833, 2,§7; Rasmussen, New York, 14-4, 778, 3.69.
Eichhorn. Toronto. 12-4, 750, 1.73; Henke, Toronto.
9-3. .750, 3.21; Cerutti. Toronto. 8-3, 727. 4 31.
STRIKEOUTS—Clemens. Boston, 207: Morris,
Detroit. 187; Langston. Seattle, 183: Higuera,
Milwaukee. 177: MWitt. California. 174.
SAVES —Ftighettl.. New York, 34, Aase, Baltimore,
31; Hernandez, Detroit, 21, Henke, Toronto, 20:
DMome. California. 18.
NATIONAL LEAGLA
BATTING 1318 at bats —Raines. Montreal. -335,
Gwynn, San Diego. 334. Backman, New York, 326,
CBrown. San Francisco. 321. Sax, Los Angeles. .317.
RUNS—Gwynn. San Diego. 87: Kliernandez. New
York, 82, Hayes, Philadelphia, 81, Coleman, St. Louis.
78; Murphy. Atlanta. 78, Schmidt, Philadelphia. 78.
RBI—Schmidt, Philadelphia. 96, Parker. Cincinnati, 97. Carter, New York. 90; GDavis, Houston, 81:
Hayes. Philadelphia. 79.
HITS—Gwynn. San Diego, 177: Sax, Loa Angeles.
163, Raines. Montreal, 161; Bass. Houston, 152:
Hayes. Philadelphia, 150.
DOUBLES—Hayes, Philadelphia, 36: Sax. 1.116._41)
Angeles, 34, Raines, Montreal, 32: DunstorAlicjiicagolW
30: KHernandez. New York. 30: RReynol
sburgh, 30.
TRIPLES—Raines, Montreal. 10; Samuel.
Philadelphia, 10; Webster. Montreal, 9: Coleman, St.
Louis, 7; Dykstra. New York, 7; McGee. St. Louis, 7.
HOME RUNS—Schmidt, Philadelphia, 30; GDavia,
Houston. 27: Murphy. Atlanta. 28. Parker. Cincinnati.
26; EDavia. Cincinnati, 22.
STOLEN BASES—Coleman, St. Louis, 88. EDavis,
Cincinnati. 85, Raines. Montreal. 55: Duncan. Los
Angeles, 44; Doran. Houston, 38.
PITCHING (11 decisions)-0)eda, New York. 16A,
.800. 2.58: Fernandez, New York, 15-4. 790, 357.
FtFtobinson. Cincinnati, 9-3, 750, 2.97; Tekulve,
Philadelphia, 9-3, 750, 2_62 Gooden, New York, 13-5,
722, 3 03

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 S. SYCAMORE
411.

• BIG
•

DOLLARS
•

FF

•

Plus 7.9% A.P.R. Financing
MODEL 224-MYDROP
• 14 hp Kohler cast iron engine

• Electric start
• Safety-key ignition
• HYDRIV® hydraulic drive
• Variable speeds
• Channel steel frame

The Portable Computer for Business, Home or School

• Perforated footrests
• Rubber isolation engine mounts
• Gear & sector steering
• Rear drawbar
• Deluxe foam-padded seat
• Spring suspension on seat
• Parking brake
• 12 volt electric system
• Band brakes
• Cast iron front axle
• 3 gal. fuel tank
• HYLIFT7, hydraulic lift
• Color coded operator controls
• Snap-Fast attachment system
• Optional attachments available:
— 38", 44" and 48" three-blade,

:Iandy 102
Ready to Go to Work
Anytime, Anywhere
With 24K Memory,Five Built-In
Programs, Self-Contained Phone
Modem and 40 x 8 Display

side-discharge mower

NEW!

— 44" rear discharge mower
— 48" HYDRACUTTER"

499

best-selling portable—
the famous Model 1(X)—into an even smaller
package that weighs just 3 lbs. Use the new
Tandy 102 as your personal word processor,
address/phone directors, appointment calendar and telephone auto-dialer. Access other
computers or information services by phone.
You can even write your own proms in the
BASIC language,„Easy to expand, too.

Radio y„
lhaek '

Less

System Overview
Microprocessor: 8-bit 80085 CMOS,2.4 MHz
Memory: 32K ROM. 24K RAM. expandable to 32K
Keyboard: Full-size typewriter-style.
Display: 40-char:at:ter by 8-line LCD.
Upper/lowercase ASCII characters. 240x 64
dot-matris graphics.
Input/Output: Parallel printer, Rs-232C serial
coinmuniCations, cassette tape and bar code reader
interfaces

WI

SALE

nVoisk

fevoiving credo from Citibank Payment may vary depending on balance

illifgrerINIMMINOMAIMITNIMMOVWegliffierr
''

collection system
— HYDRABAGGEIr hydraulic
collection system
— 44" and 54" utility blade
— 38" and 48" HI CAST"' snow blower
— HI HAUL" dump carts
— HI SWEEP"' lawn sweeper

$3400

— All weather cab

McKee!
Equipment Company
Ingersoll

•

— 41" HYTILL' hydraulic tiller
— HYSPLIT* single and dual-acting
hydraulic log splitters

Big Dollars
OFF

COMPUTER
CENTERS

Check Your Phone Book for the Rads()ilsaek Store or Dealer Nearest You

— HYDRAVAC' hydraulic

$4621
1221

Reg.

2f1-38L1

We've redesigned our

hydraulic brushcutter

Model 244 & 44" Mower

Murray-503 Walnut-753-3062

`""

—

%ALIT, IN TNII. %AMMAN TIIIADRION

n-------

-

-•
•
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MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

Meet

Frankie McNutt
_of_ the _
Home* Team

• iust w.onllind hotter value for your in-,.
surance premium dollar than a Homeowners
policy from the Stale Auto Companies. As An independent agency representing State Auto, we
offer truly outVanding pro- .
state Auto
tection packages for houses, Ni/ktmlfene•
•
Companies
conapartments 'and
dominium units

See.Frankie For All
Your Real Estate
Needs .

PURDOM, THURMAN
Agents
& MCNUTT
Dan McNutt

OPPER D
REALTY

_Home 753-1580

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1986

407 Maple
Southside of the Ct Square

Office: 753-1222

753-4451

Bill Thurman

Pete Purdom

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.
GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

*Automotive Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th

753-4563

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

"We'll pass the
savings on
to you."
TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUY!
Your Complete Auto Repair & Service Center

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC
Established 1956
753-1750

514 S. 12th

1--

Shell

1201 Chestnut
753-0894

Good
Luck
Lakers

WALEMMT
Calloway County vs. Daviess County
Friday 8:00 p.m.
Laker Stadium

Calloway

County High School
Varsity Football Schedule - 1986

Aug. 29 Murray High
Daviess County
Sept. 5
Sept. 12 Open
Sept. 19 Lone Oak
Sept. 26 Union County
Caldwell County
Oct. 3
Hopkinsville
Oct. 10
Webster County
Oct. 17
Paducah Tiighpan
Oct. 24
Reidland
Oct. 31
Marshall County
Nov. 7

8:00
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

A

A
A
A

GO LAKERS!
Come by e- ach week and
pick up your Z100's
COAST TO COAST
FOOTBALL CONTEST CARD
$100
given away weekly
GRAND PRIZE: Trip for two
to three big pro games in
San Francisco, Dallas & Miami

PARKER FORD
701 Main Street

MUM

NAPAO

WNW

753-5273

Top Quality
Parts
At Discount
Prices

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
605 Maple St.
641 North

753-4424
753-7771

Best
Wishes

wroR/GM
•

401 Sycamore
—Murray,
-

The Daviess County
Panthers are 0-1, loSing
their opener 32-,14 at
Union County.
Bill Taylor guidgs the
Panthers. He has been
at Daviess County for 18
years, six of them as
head coach. Taylor gave
up the head coaching
position a few years
ago, after holding it for
three years. He returned to the job and is now
in his third year.
The Panthers were 4-7
last year.
"We feel like we have
some good, young
players at Daviess
County and two of .the
premier running backs
in this area in Will
Worth and Ken Blue,"
Taylor said. "We think
we are going to be a
good football team."
Worth, a senior, is a
5-11, 180 halfback 'with
4.6 speed in' the 40,
Taylor said, adding
Worth is the only returning starter on offense.

Taylor said Worth
averaged six yards a
carrY last year, gaining
over 800 yards for the
season., Worth also accumalated over 150
,yards through his passcatching ability, Taylor
said.
Blue is a 6-2, 225
senior fullback, with
speed, Taylor
said.
"We look to these two
for a lot of our offense,"
Taylor said. "They do a
real ftne job for us."
Taylor has employed
a wing T offense for the
past three years.
Senior Matt Howell is
Daviess County's
quarterback. Taylor
said Howell throws well
and runs the offelise
well.
"Our offense is going
to come around,"
Taylor said. "It seems
our first game is always
a disaster. It takes
awhile to get our offense
clicking."
Villgood19

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

On defense, Daviess
County uses"a lot of different sets. It „just
depends on the situation," Taylor said.
Worth, at linebacker,
is the Panthers best
defensive player,
Taylor said. Worth was
the leading tackler last
year.
"In Worth, you are going to see a player who
is all over the field,"
Taylor said.

"In our offense, it's
hard to find the ball," he
said."We try to use a lot
of deception and motion
to throw the defense off.
You'll see a lot of
misdirection plays from
us.

"We think this offense
gives us an advantage,
because defenses have
to react very quickly to
what we are doing."
Taylor said his offense "didn't do that
badly" against Union
County. He noted the
Panthers ran 51 offensive plays, but "didn't
do a good job of getting
the ball into the
endzone."
Worth gained 90 yards
against the Braves, a
"subpar" performance
for him, Taylor said.
The Daviess County
mentor said Blue, at
linebacker and defensive'end, andpavid Mitchell, at linebacker,
"are two other players
you are going to see a lot
of out there."
The 6-2, 185 Mitchell
also plays end on
offense.
Defensive tackle Paul
Ray weighs 230, bench
presses 375 and dead
lifts 525. He was the

Good Luck
Lakers!
ECONOMY
TIRES &
SERVICE
203 E. MAIN ST.
753-8500

to do it, but I'll probably
put in Howell back
there."
Taylor said the Panthers held the Braves to
19 yards rushing in the
first -half, but gave up
over 100 yards passing.
In the second half, they
did a good job against
the passing game, but
let the Braves run the
ball against them.
"We just have to put it
all together," Taylor
said.
Taylor expects "a
real good game" Friday
night. "I feel we are going to be very competitive with Calloway
County."

Fit1011IC

ti It'

4101111r1r14=11
41te

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 1-6

Sout ern tates

GOdd

Luck!
Steele-Allbritten
2 4/1. 3rd, Murray
-4 -753-5341
'

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
•Feed & Seed
•Fertilizer, Bag or Bulk
•Farm & Garden Supplies
'Horse Car Products

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"A1.1 The Hay Lakers"

Indtp•triatitt-r-WOray 753-1423

401 Olive

•
•

runner-up to Al Baker in
the state powerlifting
championships in his
weight class.
Blue won his weight
class at the powerlifting
championships. He
bench presses 390.
Taylor has one
lineman who weighs 308,
but who is "not in very
good shape yet."
"We have some talent
on defense, but I was
real disappointed with
the way we played
against Union County,"
Taylor said. "Our
secondary fell asleep a
couple of times and
gave up the big plays.
Union County had a
good quarterback and
some other talent at the
skill positions. We
started a freshman, d
sophomore and a kid
who hadn't played
before in the secondary.
We are probably going
to make some changes
back there. I don't want

753-5312

p
.
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UNCLE JEFF'S
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 South
Murray
(Next to Holiday Inn)
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 1-6

SUPER

*We reserve the right to limit quonitites.
*SALE GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY, SEPT. 7TH

EASY-OFF
WINDOW
CLEANER

,JONTUE
COLOGNE
•1.15 Oz. Spray
41-$11.00 Value
0419__

032 Oz.
•Reg. 1.59

99

cologne
spray

SAVINGS.
JERGENS FACIAL
BAR SOAP - --

...-ar

I —

-

-

_

oisampecriin

i

•6 Bar Pack

,- 99

50
.,,..,...„

.

GILLETTE
FOAMY

-‘.Yor

CREST TOOTHPASTE
•6.4 Oz. •Regular,
Cool Mint Gel,
Tartar Control or
$ 1 29
'
Mint Flavor

,

Cotton Maid

.aal
,
..NM
.
UAW
ao,..Ap
..apt•

.

..e.....4"

...r.
li_Yr-•"---;"

79

HUMMING
BIRD FEEDER

dill.

$499
ALSO •AQUARIUMS
•PET SUPPLIES •SIRD
CAGES •SIRD FOOD
SUPPLIES
& MORE

•AQUARIUM
Aspen

WOOD BURNING

CIRCULATION
HEATER

•

39
'
bra
$1

411101
WA
ifAilli,7 ,1 \

24" or 30"
Swivel Wood

BAR STOOL
/611 v ik :i lizi nfi .e9d5

*Covering .65 Oz.
*Vanishing .65 Oz.
*Adult .6 Oz.

• $229

'Odor controlled
'Litter box filler
•10 Lb. Bag

CAT 'N
KITTEN
LITTER
4.....„S.4)

$

Rush Bottom

LADDERBACK
CHAIRS
(Unfinished)
•Reg. 19.95

lop 1 _
4
1
1

CAT IN
KITTEN
LITTER

CLEARSIL

99
\' $17

$

a
,

.

gm
.,.--

1699 1

PREMIERE SHOWING!
Spectacular sale prices plus

1 29

20 TINE
LEAF
RAKE
Reg. 3.99

$ 1 99

A

American Made

4 PIECE
CAR FLOOR
MATS

2PE
$5.00REL
from Valvoline means you

•Non-skid carpet
*Fits most cars
*Asst. colors 'Reg. 10.99

save twice. That makes this
a sale of epic proportions!

$899
TRUCK BED MATS

of4 :1,
t 0',
• -

cleaner

.

•Glass with four feeding ""
stations w/bee guards. I
i:
•Reg. 6.19

17 Oz. Aerosol Can

Your Choice

9
$ 16

, -'/

oisanteciant ,
•
-,
1ASIN W I('

.

I1

•22 Oz.

thik0

.,

229

s

BASIN TUB &
TILE CLEANER

A
&

Your Choice

ODORS

ODAV
STARCH

K...., ..,.::,4

i2

DISINFECTANT SPRAY
•Regular or Scent II
•14 Oz. Aerosol Can

r_

_

•Regular, Tropical
Coconut, Menthol,
Lemon-Lime
•11 Oz.

\

EtIMIIIIArf

LYSOL

....

LYSOL

1

We carry
a large
selection of
Stove Pipes,
Stove Boards, Triple
Wall Kits and more
all at DISCOUNT PRICES.

by Rubber Queen
'Ford, Chevy 8t-Dodge

: - -

HP0 30 or 10W40

*Limit 1 Case Per Customer
r

•"
1 ,40!1"mweriPlirr_r_k
4 4".""rt,7
0"
"

QM*

#
n.#
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Fear cause of coach moving
MOREHEAD, Ky.
(API — Charles Coleman .has many pleasant memories of
Rowan County High
School, where he had intended to stay as head
football coach and assistant principal.
But he also has two
very unpleasant
memories that inspired
him to move.
"There's no sense
standing around some
place when someone's
trying to kill you," he
said.
Coleman was
assaulted at the high
school on May 22 after
he disciplined a 15-yearold student. On July 1,
someone shot two
bullets into his home,
but no one was injured.
In the first incident, a
student who allegedly
disturbed
class while
taking a final exam was
told to wait in an inschool suspension area
before taking his next
final. However, the student left school and
returned with his

--LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.
Grand Rivers, Ky.

ASPHALT
PAVING
•Streets
•Roadways
•Parking Lots
•Shopping Ctrs
*Residential
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

362-8661
Plant Sites
Paducah
Lake City
Mayfield

relatives, Principal
Marvin Moore said.
State pollee Saki the
group allegedly would
not let Coleman leave
his office, and Gordon
Benson Lacy, 51, whom
Moore identified as the
student's uncle, hit Coleman in the jaw.
Lacy and Willie Jesse
Littleton, 48, the student's father, were tried
last week and found
guilty of unlawful imprisonment and
disorderly conduct.
Lacy was also convicted
of fourth -degree
assault.
The jury acquitted the
student's aunt, Missouri
Jane Lacy, 36, of
disorderly conduct and
complicity to unlawful
imprisonment. Charges
against Robert Earl Littleton, the student's
18-year-old brother,
were dropped because
of insufficient eVidence.
No arrests were made
in the shooting incident,
and police are uncertain
if the two incidents are
related, said Capt.
Charles Johnson, commander 'of the
Morehead State Police
post.
Nonetheless, Coleman
felt it was time to leave,
particularly for his
family's sake.
"I'm In the business of
educating young people.
I'm not in the business
of being attacked," he
said.
"I put up with a lot,
and I know things hap-

pen. ... But I've jot
three little children, and
that bullet OUld have
hit either one pf,them as
well as me."
The Pendleton County
school system offered a
job to Coleman's wife,
Kathy, who had taught
elementary art in
Rowan County. Soon
afterward, Coleman.
received an offer to
become a teacher and
assistant football coach
at Covington Holmes. The couple are excellent teachers, said
John Brock.
Brock said he was.
disappointed in the Colemans' decision but
acknowledged he has
never known of a
harassment case as
serious as theirs in his
25 years in education.
Moore, the principal,
said weathering incidents of harassment
have, made him a
stronger principal, but
he said, "I can understand why Charlie would
make that decision.... If
you didn't leave and
something happened to
your family, you'd
never forgive yourself."
Moore said he thought
Coleman would prefer
to be at the Rowan
County school, and Coleman concurs.
"I certainly wanted to
stay there and coach.
It's always been a
dream of mine to coach
football, and I hope to be
a head coach again,"
Coleman said.

30-Day Precipitation Outloo

by businessman
BELOW

THIRTY DAY WEATHER OUTLOOK — This is the nation's outlook for the
next 30 days in terms of precipitation and temperature according to the National Weather Service.

-NOTICE TO ALL'PATIENTS'OF
NORMAN A. PARROTT,
All future appointments will be
honored by hisformer partner Gary
L. McMillan, M.D. Board Certified
Dermatologistin practice since 1975
at 2315 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Office Hours By AtipOintinent
(502) 443-2471

If you are a county
subscriber or a new
customer and have not
received your tube,
please call and let us
know where you live.
If you have already
contacted us as of
8-23-86 we will be putting up your tube as
soon as possible.

S.

Testimony given

If you have your tube
and do not have a blue
dot, please call us and
we will send you one.

Nobody can protect your

BUSINESS

thanw
betrany eca ni

Look to us for the quality Business Insurance coverages you need, including
Liability, Fire, Crime and special Package
plans. Call us today.

PURDOM,THURMAN &
McNUTT INSURANCE
407 Maple
Southslde Ct. Square
753-4451
Agents:
Dan McNutt
Bill Thurman
Pete Purdom

Represent rg

State Auto
Insurance

Court papers filed by
the U.S. attorney's office say illegal payoffs
to Woes on the Recognition Equipment contract were funneled „
through the firm
operated by Gnau, who
was Reagan's campaign
chairman in Michigan
in 1976 and 1980.
Recognition Equip- ,
ment officials have said
they were unaware that
Gnau was splitting
paymentsfrom the company with Voss.
Moore has said he
recommended Casey's
name for the postal job
when he was contacted
last fall by William A.
Spartin, an executive
head-hunter who at the
time was president of
Gnau's public relations
company. Spartin
subsequently was
granted immunity from
prosecution, and supplied prosecutors with
evidence that led to
Voss' guilty plea.
Casey., a former
chairman of the Fort
Worth, Texas-based
American Airlines,
served as interim
postmaster general until the middle of last
month,.when the board
of gbvernors selected
Preston R. Tisch as his
successor.
Voss, who has been
cooperating inth prosecutors gince his May
30 court appearience,
faces up to seven years
In prison for his guilty
plea to two felony
counts. He is -Sdheduled
to be sentenced Sept. 22.,
-

—

Hog market-Federal-Stste Market -News Service September 4, ISIS
Kentucky Purca•••—Ares bog
Mnrket Report Inchoate S &EON&
Stations
Receipts: Act. 714 Est1111114wreire
& Gifts .64 higher Sews Om*Is .S•
higher.
US 1-2 220-354 lb..
....112/01412.7S
US 1-2 200238 lbs.
US 2-3 131-263 lbs.
13113.01342.19
US 3-4350-255 lbs.
1211.05.12.10
Arm
US 1-2 MX& lbs
$23.1046.120
US 1-3 240-430 lbs.
152.1655.33
#65.511-55.50
US 1-3 4541-5441 lb*
US 1.3 Over 300 lbs
*54.50-50.50
*51.01-53.00
US 2-3*WM lbs.
Nam 1144.40411.4*
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WASHINGTON (AP)
— A businessman who
twice has been a state
campaign chairman for
Ronald Reagan was the
focus of grand jury
testimony given in a
probe of corruption at
the U.S. Postal Service,
sources say.
The activities of John
Gnau, a leading figure
In the Michigan
Republican Party, were
outlined in several
hours of testimony last
week by Peter Voss,
former vice chairman of
the Postal Service
Board of Governors,
said the sources, speaking on condition they not
be identified.
Voss, who pleaded
guilty May 30 to taking
kickbacks, also testified
on the circumstances
surrounding the appointment last year of
Postmaster General
Albert Casey, the
sources said
Wednesday.
Voss has pleaded guilty to accepting illegal
gratuities while trying
to steer a 8250 million
postal contract to a
Texas company,
Recognition Equipment
Inc.
At Voss' suggestion,
Recognition Equipment
hired Gnau's public
relations firm to lobby
for the postal contract.
In addition, Recognition
Equipment President
William Moore has said
he rebommended Casey
for the job of postmaster
general.
The award of the contract is pending, and
Casey, several months
after becoming
postmaster general,
withdrew himself from
any consideration of the
matter.
•
Amording to the
sources, Voss in hia
grand jury testimony
last Thursday supplied
prosecutors with details
of meetings he had with
Gnau and others and
outlined for grand
jurors what process was
used in selecting Casey.
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Violence in Soweto; mass funeral postponed
workers staged a protest strike
JOHANNESBURG, South
police-using tear gas forced
--and
7
barricatr
Africa(AP)7-2ouths
to abandon a mass
clergy
in
buses
stoned
and
streets
ed
today for at least 20
funeral
.
of
Soweto, tens of thousands

blacks killed by police.
Witnesses said one woman
was killed when militant youths,
using whips to prevent workers

from going to their jobs in
Johannesburg, chased her in a
train station an she fell in front
of a train. They said a man was
injured when he jumped from a
train to escape the youths.
"All Soweto has been declared
an unrest area," said Brig. Gideon Loubscher, divisional
police commander. The South
African Press Association said
youths built barricades of rocks
and burning tires.
"The funerals are off • indefinitely," said Simeon
Nkoane, Anglican bishop in
townships east of Johannesburg,
after meeting with Soweto
clergy, whcr had planned to defy
an official ban on the funeral but
yielded to a show of force by
police and soldiers.
The Sowetan newspaper said
today that families of the blacks
killed by police last week were
told by authorities on Wednesday they could bury their dead,
four at a time, and only on
weekdays.

Police power to seize publications
overturned by South African court
PIETERMARITZBURG,
South Africa (API - The Natal
Supreme Court today overturned emergency powers allowing
the minister of law and order to
seize or ban any publication he
felt contained a subversive
statement.
Ruling in a challenge of the
emergency regulations brought
by several newspaper groups,
the court declared invalid a prohibition against possession of
any statement deemed
subersive.
The three-judge court also
declared void the emergency

regulations empowering the
police commissioner to prohibit
anything he felt interfered with
the public order.
There was no immediate reaction from the government to the
ruling.
The court challenge was filed
last month by Natal
Newspapers, the Natal Witness,
the South African Associated
Newspapers and The Argus in
Cape Town.
They said the emergency
regulations were unreasonable
and exceeded the president's
power under the Public Safety

Act, and argued that Parliment
could never have intended the
president to-delegate such
powers.
President.P.W . Botha
declared the state of emergency
June 12, based on his powers
under the act.
In their 54-page opinion, the
judges said the regulation
against possession of any
subversive statement had to be
strulk down because "the application of it was so farreaching and horrendous that
Parliament could never have intended to countenance it."

Witnesses said police entered
Jabavu Stadium in the White City neighborhood and fired tear
gas at 10:15 a.m. to disperse
more than 2,000 people who had
gathered for the funeral. Some
in the crowd said mourners had
earlier brought two bodies to the
stadium but that police had
taken them away.
Tens olthousands of Sowetans
stayed home rather than go to
their jobs in Johannesburg 15
miles away.
More than 2,100 people have
been killed, nearly all of them
blacks, since the current wa,e
of anti-apartheid violence began
in September 1984.

CHICAGO (AP) - Average
mortgage rates for singlefamily homes in 14 metropolitan
areas as of Sep. 3, as compiled
by the Chicago Title Insurance
Co. The rates are for 30-year,
fixed-rate mortgages for 80 percent of the Value of the house. A
point is a one-time fee equaling
one percent of the mortgage.

By law and custom, apartheid
establishes a racially
segregated society in which the
24-million black majority has no
vote in national affairs. The
5-million white minority controls the economy and maintains
separate districts, schools and
health services.

Prey Wk
3
percent•poluts
9 75 • 1 5
9.75 • 1 5
Atlanta
10.25 • 2.6
9.75 + 2.0
Boston • 3.0
10.25
10.25 .2.875
Chicago
10 00 + 2.5
10.00 • 2 5
Dallas
10.37 • 2.0
10.37 -• 2.0
Denver
9 75 + 3.5
9.75 • 2.0
Houston
10.25 • 2.0
2.0
•
10.25
Los Angeles
10.25 • 2.0
10.00 • 20
Minneapolis
10.25 • 225 .10.375+ 2.35
New York
10 00 • 3 0
0
3
+
10.00
Philadelphia
9 75 2_5
9.50 • 2.75
Phoenix
1025 • 2.0
.._ 10.25 • 20
Seattle
10375+2125
.. 10.375.2 625
Tampa
.. 1000 +2 375 10.00 + 2.375
Washington.
•••
CHICAGO IAP ) - Chicago Title Insurance
Co 's average of variable rates available in the
above cities for a new 1-year adjustable mortgage. based on a 30.year loan for 80 percent of
the value of a single-family house
Prey Wk
3 k.
Sep.
percent +points
,
8.00 • 20
8.75 .2.375
Average
Sep
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COCA COLA
& COKE /7
PRODUCTS(Ty

Tropicana 64 oz. crt.

Sunflower Self Rising

MEAL

Larsen Mix 1/eq

Liquid Dishwashing Detergent

IVORY

13
1- • 1

Limit 2

64 oz.

BEANS

With $ 15 00 (Jr More Additional
Purchase Ex, hiding fohai co
Dairy & Dra)kc on Special

1 19

32 oz.

Fasweet Liquid 6 oz

BUY 1,
Save $1.49 GET 1
FREE

Heinz Tomato
$1

KETCHUP

POPCORN

790

5 Lb.

8 oz

Bush Chilli

HOT BEANS

Crave Seafood Recipe

16

159
_

9
$ 15

18 oz.

Peter Pan Crunchy or Smooth 18 oz. $

PEANUT BUTTER
PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS

Kraft Dinner Bonus Pack

MAC, & CHEESE
$ 169

Kelloggs All Flavors 11 oz

POP TARTS

Charmin 4 Roll Pkg.

590

•

99° 2% MILK

TOILET TISSUE

$149

USDA Choice
Western Grain Fed

CHUCK

ROAST

2189'
99"

Flav-o-rich Gal.

$18

154 oz

Prairie Farm Gal.

12% MILK
/

Instant Coffee

9

Double 0 Pink

Blue Ribbon 2 Lb Bail

6% oz.

6 Pk 12 e- Cans
32 oz.

Sunflower Plain or Self Rising

SALMON

Coffee 1 Lb Can

Chicken of the Sea
Oil or Water Pack

$L42

JELLY

FLOUR

16 or

TUNA

*40,/

Sweetner

22 oz.

Bush Great Northern

I

2 Liter

89 ORANGE JUICE
89' VEG-ALL 602/89'
$
"
2
OIL
SCO
CRI
"
3/$1
99
'2
FOLGERS
55
3/$1 CAT FOOD
99'
5 Lb

•

Welch Grape

Prices Good
09-04-86 thru
09-10 86

I.

We Accept
Food Stamps

We reserve the right
to limit quantities._
1407 Main St.
753-4682
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Owen's Best
Family Pack

Fresh Fryer

LEG
1 QUARTERS

$ 1 19 49

GROUND
BEEF
3 4 II) pkg

WHOLE HOG
SAUSAGE

•

$ 1 79

affeciaLf

41lecighti

+dal,

Owen's Best Deli

Crisp Head

59° & 69°
5/$ 100
CUCUMBERS
5/$ 100
PEPPERS
89°
POTATOES
69°
GRAPES
s 1 39
APPLES
LETTUCE.

U.S

Fancy Green

SHOULDER STEAK

Fancy Green

Russet 5 Lb.

White Seedless

Red or Yellow Delicious

3 Lb. Bag

Choice Boneless

ROAST BEEF

$

69

$

49

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

CHUCK STEAK
Extra Lean

STEW MEAT
EXild

L oar)

GROUND CHUCK
Boneless

CHICKEN BREAST

$ /59

lb

Owen's Best Deli

• lb

CORNED BEEF
Owen's Best Deli

PEPPERED BEEF

lb

Baby

$329

SWISS CHEESE

lb
Owen's Best Deli Made Hot or Reg.

$ 69
PIMENTO- CHEESE,-..
9 Owen's Best
r27176

BBQ BEEF.

est • • •

$429
$429
$429

lb.

$269
$329

•14

I
4
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Matisse
French artist's works
open at Murray State
"Henri Matisse
Lithographs and
Bronzes from the Cone
Collection" is on display
at Murray State University through October 5 in
the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
This exhibition of 50
lithographs and six
bronzes comes to
from the Weatherspoon'
Gallery at the University of North Carolina in
Greensboro. It displays
works collected during
the early period of
modern art by the Cone
sisters, Claribel and Etta, who met Henri
Matisse for the first
time in Paris in 1906. At
that meeting the Cones
made their first purchases, a drawing and a
watercolor. The sisters
collected works
together until the death

of Dr. Claribel Cone in presented in this
1929, with additional exhibition.
purchases made in the
The Eagle Gallery,
1930's by Etta Cone.
located on the fourth
The collection was be=-7181k• oT the Doyle Fine
queathed to the Arts Center, is open
Baltimore Museum of Monday through Friday
Art with the duplicated from 7:30 a.m. to 9
going to the Weathers- p.m.: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
poon Callery.
Saturday and 1-4 p.m.
These are the works Sunday.
C

ostello to present
slide show Friday
on artistic form

Professor Henry
Costello will present a
slide lecture titled
"Tradition in Theme
and Innovation in
Form," Friday evening
at 7 p.m. in lecture room
423 of the Price Doyle
Fine A*.tq oPntpr

Costello is a member
of the MSU faculty and
teaches courses in art
history. A reception will
follow the lecture. The
event is open to the
public and admission is
free.

They agree on little else
Murray State art students Hershel Cook, Scottsville, and
Kim Pierce bf Benton observe some of the Henri Matisse
lithoghraphs now on display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery

gr-

at Murray State University. An opening for the exhibits
planned in the gallery for 7 p.m. Friday.
Staff ptsoto by Dark,Tuck

Quarterflash group hoping for comeback
SAN DIEGO (AP)- —
No longer the flavor of
the week," in pop
music; the rock—'n'
band Quarterflash_ is.
hopeful, ot a xomeback
from a iii-ra"ppointing
third album. But it's no •
obsession.
"I don't feel that
either one of us are-.
slaves to the system,"
said Mary Ross, who
writes most of the
band's material and
plays lead guitar for
wife Rindy's vocals. "I
don't want to live my
life that way. We either
do what we want and it
works or we do
something else."
Quarterflash's first
album, "Quarterflash,"
went platinum four
years ago on the smash
hit "Harden My Heart."
Three other singles
from the album made
the pop charts as the
album sold 1.3 million
copies.
It was a hard debut to
follow.
The band's second
album, "Take Another
Picture," was released
in 1983. It sold about

400,000 copies, in part who were really our
based on momentum diehard fans," she said.
from the first record. "It was quite an educaThe- title cut and the— tion and I'm not sorry
single "Take Me To we did it that way. ... We
Heart" helped.
will probably use those
But Quarterflash's tools a little bit more
two-year absence from sparingly."
circulation and a
"We were the flavor
myriad of promotion of the week for awhile,
problems has left the and now somebody else
current "Back Into is," Mary Ross said.
Blue" album lagging "That's just the nature
with 250,000 copies sold. of the business."
It has had no hit single.
Rindy Ross' vocals
"The (third) record combined with her alto
was disappointing for us and tenor saxophone
on a number of levels," play is the band's
Rindy Ross said in an in- signature. Synthesizers
terview before a recent and sequencers are now
concert at the San Diego
Wild Animal Park. "It
was really the first time
we had seen the process
break down for us."
NEW YORK (AP) —
With „Steve Levine,
who has produced The ratings numbers
Culture Club, as the are growing as the new
guiding force, the third season nears, which is
album, recorded in good news for "CBS
France, took on a more Evening News" as well
synthesized sound — as the industry.
With the news aumaybe too much of one,
dience
increasing as
Rindy said.
"Some people have summer ends, "CBS
wondered if this last Evening News" handily
album wasn't a little bit beat its competition last
too techno for the people week without Dan
Rather, according to
figures released
Wednesday by the A.C.
Nelsen Co.
CBS, with substitute
anchor Bob Schieffer,
had an average rating of

WANTED
5 HOMES

For All Brands

1. Install new sparkplugs
2. Sharpen the chain
3. Adjust carburator
4. -Clean & inspect air filter
5. Clean & inspect gas filter
6. Clean & inspect the bar
7. Inspect oiler
All For Only

995

5 homeowners in the general
area will be given the opportunity to hove new Coronodo
Stone oppiled to their home
with optional decorative work
(siding trim, shutters, replacement windows, storm windows
and doors) of a very low cost.
This amazing new stone has
captured the interest of home
owner's throughout the United
States who ore fed up vioffh the
constont painting ond other
maintenance costs. It provides
insulation summer and winter,

as well as fire protection. Our
new product con be used on
every type of home, including
frame, aluminum, vinyl and
steel sided home. Also concrete
block, asbestos, stucco, etc.
You have a choice of 11 different earth tones. It is now going to be introduced to the
Calloway County area. Your
home can be a show place ir
the county, and we wilt make
worth your while if we con use
your home for advertising
100% bank financing available
with no down payment. For an
appointment with our professional exterior designer, mail
within 5 days name and od
dress to
COW\ A1[1)
-

Through Sept. 15
s.

Also gone is second
lead vocalist Jac
Charles. Quarterflas
concert now fe
res
two backup singers,
Leslie Carter and Linda
Hornbuckle, and drummer Brian David Willis
and bassist Rich Gooch
remain with the band.
If album No. 4 doesn't
work out, the Rosses say

they will go-Wadlito their
hometown of Portland,
Ore., and return to
teaching.
"We'll have good
fulfilling litres whatever
we do, whether we're
rock musicians or
teachers or whatever,"
Mary Ross said. "I
think we're grounded
very well, the two of us,
and there's an attitude
that we're going to do
the music that we want
to do and have the
schedule that we want to
and if it works, it works,
and if it doesn't, it
doesn't."

CBS News tops Nielson ratings

Chainsaw
iCheckup

la

AU Seasons
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

:

part of the sound with
the addition of keyboardist Daniel Brandt in
-p1 a e eof Rick
DiGallionardo, who _left
the band after the second album.

STONE

Box 5083
Evansville, Ind. 47715
Name:
.
j
.....Aminit
r. •
City:

State:
Phone,

give directions
Morning, noon. or evening
NO OBLIGATION

11.1 for the week, well
ahead of "ABC World
News Tonight" with
Peter Jennings at 10.3
and ''NBC Nightly
News" with substitute
Garrick Utley at 10.0.
"There were more
people watching the
news last week than the
week before, and the
new viewers were going
to CBS," said David
Poltrack, CBS' vice
president for research.
CBS also won the
prime time race for the
first time since April
with a strong Sunday
schedule up against a
flop NBC movie.
Although NBC again
had the top four shows,
all from Thursday
night, CBS was ahead
with a 12.0 average
rating for the week,
followed by NBC at 11.7
and ABC at 10.9.
Each rating point for
that week equals about
859,000 homes. Starting
this week, however,
each Nielsen point will
equal 874,000 homes,
reflecting a new, higher
estimate of the number
of households with
television.
For the networks,
that's worth about $1,000
extra per commercial,

multiplied by about 285
commercials per week
per network, said
Gerald Jaffe, NBC's
vice president for
research projects.
NBC was hurt by two
conspicuous losers: A
pre-season football
game on Friday between the Los Angeles
Rams and the Denver
Broncos which managed an 8.5 rating and 55th
place out of 63 shows for
the week of Aug. 25-31,
and "The Man with
Bogart's Face," a Sunday night movie which
finished 59th with a 6.6
rating.

4
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will continue writing
reviews and comentary
for the newspaper and
its syndicate twice a
week. Ebert has been
with the Chicago SunTimes Ku 19 years and
in 1975 became the only
film critic to win the
Pulitzer Prize for
distinguished criticism.
The rivalry is such
that they asked to be interviewed separately.
Siskel, who is tall, slim
and has a receding
This month they begin hairline, was first. Then
their ninth season on the came Ebert, who is
air with a new version of shorter and rounder,
their movie review has a mop of curly hair
show, called "Siskel & and wears hornrim
glasses.
Ebert & The Movies."
"Our professional
"The success of the
show still astonishes competition has been a
us," said Siskel. "None fact of life since 1969.
of it was planned. I think We were not really on
it shows that newspaper speaking terms," Ebert
people who are given a said. "We were film
beat andgiven time to critics tor rival morning
develop expertise can newspapers. We'd go to
become very effective the same screenings,
communicators on but we wouldn't speak.
People talk about our
television.
chemistry, but that had
"Roger and I are in- nothing to do with our
tense competitors. I original selection to do
think it's this rivalry this show."
and competition that
In 1977, a Chicago
fuels the show. The key public television station
is that we're two asked Siskel and Ebert
newspapermen who sit to participate in a weekaround and argue about ly show reviewing the
movies."
arts. At first the show
Chicago has always was distributed free
been a city of intense around the country,
newspaper rivalry. then it was bought by a
Siskel was the daily film majority of the PBS stacritic for the Chicago tions. "Sneak
Tribune for 17 years and Previews" went on to
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— One of the few things
Gene Siskel and Roger
Ebert agree on Is that
their rivalry sparks
their movie review
show.
Siskel and Ebert
agree on little else, and
that keen sense of competition has helped
make stars of two
Chicago film critics who
still consider
themselves just working
newspapermen.

WKMS Highlights

ART LESSONS
8 Oz. NEW YORK STRIP
Includes choice of
potato, tossed salad
& French breed
Thurs , Fri & Sat Sept 4th-6th

$425

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$4.50 -Every Thurs.. Fri

Classes.
phillippowell
Call
489-2881

& Set Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

Wildlife
Landscape
Still Life
Evening & Day

759-1864

Read the
want ads

become the highestrated half-hour weekly
show in the history of
PBS.
In 1982 their new
show, "At the Movies,"
was syndicated to Commercial stations by
Tribune Entertainment.
Beginning this season
their new show will be
syndicated by Buena
Vista Television. Both
said they felt the show
was being pushed
harder by the new syndicators — and in many
cities it was moving to
higher-rated stations or
getting a better time
slot.
After the move to
Buena Vista was announced the Tribune
replaced Siskel as daily
critic. He now writes
twice a week for the
newspaper and is syndicated by Tribune
Media Services. "They
said he was overexter.:17
ed," said Ebert. "During the four years we
were with Tribune
Entertainment they
never said he was
overworked."
Siskel and Ebert seem
to have spawned a cottage industry of television film reviewing in
Chicago. "Sneak
Previews," continues on
PBS with Jeffrey Lyons
and Michael Medved.
"At the Movies" will be
taken over by Rex Reed
and Bill Harris,

91.;FM

Friday, September 5. through Thursday. flopessiker II
Moaday•Frid4
5 30 a m Morning Edition
CIO a m Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news
headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4 00 p m All Things Considered National Public Radio's news magazine
of the air
6 00 p m Radio Reader
Friday. September 5
6 30 p m Evening Classics Classical Encore with C 13 Hunt
8 30 p m Nightbeat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the 'tios through the '70s
11 00 p m Soulflight
Saturday. September
6 00 a m Our Front Porch
7 00a m Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's newsmagazine for
weekend listeners
8 00 a m Music from the Front Porch Folk and bluegrass music from
the WFCMS record library with Linda Morgan and Lynn Jarrett
12 Noon The Flea Market, Jim Peet welcomes Bob Gibson and Hamilton
Camp. Rich and Maureen DelOremle. Gemini and O'Reilly's Rouges.

Please

205 N. 4th Murray 753-4110

Siskel, Ehert's -rivalry
boosts review program

-

2 00 p m Potluck with Sandy Bradley and the Small Wonder String
Band
3 CO p.m The Times. They Are A-Changin. with John Griffin
and Jim
Carpenter
4 00 p.m All Things Considered The hourlong weekend version.
5 00 p m A Prairie Home Companion Garrison KeWor welcomes
Johnny
Glmble and other guests
7 00 pm Marian McPartlancls Piano Jazz John Bunch is
guest
8:00 p m Jazz Saturday Night
9:00 p m Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams
Sunday. September 7
6 00 a m Music from Interlochen
7 Si am Opus 86 with Margaret Hunt
9:30 a m Saint Paul Sunday Morning New York Cornet
h Sacbut
Ensemble
It 00 am Chamber Music
LOO p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1986 Bobby Bryan features the music
of Harry James. Guy Lombardo, Lionel Hampton and others
4 00 p.m. All Things Considered
500 p.m. Our Times with Kent Jenkins, iNKMS news director
6 00 p m Tell Me a Story Awarcl•winning writers read
their own stories
and chat with host Herbert Gold Wallace Stegner. "Beyond
the Glass
Mountain."
6:30 p m New Sounds with John Schaeffer New music
from the
Southwest with Ben Tavera King, Richard Pierce Milner,
John McCutcheon. others
7 30 p m Audiophile Audition John Sunier presents
a program on pre
recorded tapes and Interviews Bob Sellman, Direct-to-Tape
Co
8 30 p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins Musk by Budd
Johnson, Shorty Rogers. Helen Merrill. others
10 00 p m Music from the Hearts of Space Electronic
and meditative
space music
Monday, September II
6:00 p m. Radio Reader Estell begins reading The
China Card by John
Ehrlichman
6 30 p m Evening Classics Symphony Orchestra of
Montreal with
Charles Dutolt, conductor and Yo YoMa. cello
Mendelssohn Schone
Melustrie, Schumann cello concerto, Mahler Symphony No
5
30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Jay MrShann,
Lucky Thomp•
son Mel Torme, others
Tuesday. Set:demi:ter 9
6 30 p m Evening Classics - The Saint Louis
Symphony Orchestra.
Leonard Slatkin conduct! Fine Notturno for strings and
harp, Sibelius'
Symphony No 3, Brahrrui Plano concerto no I with
Alfred Brendel.
pianist
pm Easy Street MIC Clayton Hank bones Gerry
Mulligan
Wednesday, September ie
6
p m Evening Clamors - New 1' ilmighamber Music
Series The
Aripso Trio perform works by Beethoven, Ravel and
Schumann
•
• P•rop'm Easy Street Robby Bryan features Earl Hines
Harry' tTcilion
Wright. others
Thursdas. September II
30 p m Evening Classics - New York Philharmonic
Rudolf Sorkin
celebrates his Golden Jubilee Concert with the orchestra ins
performan.
of Beethoven's Plano Concerto no 4
30p m Easy Street Coleman Hawkins Monty Alexander Lou
Rawls
others

•I
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Iranians stop two Soviet vessels
and force one to port for search

*

.•

MANAMA, Bahrain 1AP) —
Iranian warships forced one
Soviet vessel to port for a search
and briefly stopped another in
the Persian Gulf, shipping
sources said, the first such action by Iran against Iraq's main
arms supplier.
According to reports from the
sources, the freighter Pyotr
Yemtsov was searched Wednesday at the Iranian port of Bandar Abbas after it was seized the
previous day during a voyage
from the Black Sea port of
Nikolayev to Kuwait.
The shipping executives, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said the second vessel was
stopped briefly Wednesday and
identifiedronly as the Tutov.
Despite the Soviet role in supplying Iraq during its8-year-old
war with Iran, shipping sources
said that weapons or other
military goods were unlikely to
be shipped on Soviet freighters
through the gulf.
"We believe the Pyotr Yemtsoy was loaded with construction material, but the Iranians
consider such commodities to be
an asset for the Iraqi military effort," said an executive based in
Kuwait.
In Moscow, Foreign Ministry
spokesman Gennady I.
Gerasimov confirmed that the
11,750-ton Pyotr Yemtsov was
"detained" off the coast of the
United Arab Emirates but did
not mention the Tutov. Bandar
Abbas is about 120 miles east of
the United Arab Emirates.
CLerasimov said he believed
the freighter was carrying a
load of cement. He gave no information on the size of its crew.
Shipping executives said an

average of two Soviet or East
European freighters a day ply
the gulf waters.
They expressed surprise that
Iran would harass Soviet ships
while the Kremlin is trying to
improve relations with
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's
fundamentalist Shiite Moslem
government.
"Knowing the Soviets, they
are unlikely to create any fuss
about the seizure of their vessel,

NEW NERE IN THIS
SCHOOL .. I SHALL NOW
INTRODUCE MYSELF...
.,

.,
.

I
I

.̀4..

however," a Rahrsoin shipping _
agent said.
It was the first time the Iranian navy had stopped Soviet
vessels since Iran began intercepting freighters early in
1985.
Most detained ships are allowed to resume their trips after
searches. Others have been
taken to Bandar Abbas, where
their cargoes have been unloaded and confiscated.

.
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WHAT WOULD
'YOU RECOMMEND?

Assistant Attorney General
John R. Bolton wrote Wednesday that the FBI usually
responds only to committee requests, and noted that Senate
Judiciary Chairman Strom
Thurmond, R-S.C. — and Majority Leader Bob Dole- R-Kan. •
— considered the matte/. closed.
The nomination of Frehnquist
to lead the nation's court system

•

is to be considered by the SenVe
next week, along with the selection of Antonin Scalia as a
Supreme Court associate
.
justice.
The trust fund, drawn up by
Rehnquist at the request of the
justice's father-in-law, was to
help Cornell during his struggle
with multiple sclerosis.
BEETLE BAILEY
Some family members
reportedly have said they
A NEW SPY
WHAT'S
followed the father-in-law's
THAT?
GIMMICK
wishes to conceal the trust
because Cornell spent money
carelessly. Rehnquist has not
commented, but Cornell said he
lived in poverty while unaware
SEEP
the trust existed.
SEEP
A limited probe of Rehnquist's
SEEP
handling of the trust already has
been conducted by the FBI,'and
it found no merit in C,ornell's ac-3
cusations, according to Mark.
Gootin, spokesman for
glirT17111
Thurmond.

Non-aligned movement slammed
by Gadhafi as useless, spy-ridden

THE FAR SIDE

States bombed Libya April 15 in
retaliation against Gadhafi's
alleged support of international
terrorism.
1
Gadhafi, taking the rostrum
on the fourth day of the
weeklong summit of the
101-member group, declared he
had come to put the material
and moral resources of his
revolutionary state at the
disposal of guerrillas fighting
South Africa.
"I did not come for the nonaligned movement ... because I
don't believe there is any use in
this movement," declared
Gadhafi. "It is not befitting for
(a) revolutionary like myself to
sit beside these puppets who
recognize Israel."

By GARY LARSON
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TRUST ME
I KNOW
MY
CO6TOMERS

TRY THIS ONE. ITS
GOT PICTURES AND
LOTS OF NICE,
SOFT PAGES

IF I CAN FIND MY WAY
OUT OF THIS NEWSPAPER

I'M HOMESICK.I THINK I'LL
USE MY NATURAL,UNCANNY
eENSE OF DIRECTION 10 FIND
MY WAY HOME

Four Democratic senators
sought the new probe into accusations by Harold Dickerson
Cornell of San Diego that Rehnquist failed for 21 years to inform him of the trust.

\

..

Justice Department refuses
a request for a renewed FBI 11=321:11
investigation of Rehnquist
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Justice Department says it will
not permit a renewed FBI investigation into allegations that
Chief Justice-designate William
H. Rehnquist mishandled a trust
fund for his disabled brother-inlaw.

BEETLE WEARS
, A COLLAR AND
FAR ,
I CAN ALWAYS
1
OUT,/ t
TELL WHERE
HE IS
43
•

A
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SEEP
SEEP
SeEp

0 0

11.§.01.11110
8116,

41

4-4

BRING ME ONE
O 11-40SE AND
I'LL BUY IT

ENG DEAL! I'D BUY
ONE OF THOSE
MYSELF

AND.4ews

"In this hall, there are puppets and there are spies. Those
who recognize Israel are
enemies of this movement," the
Libyan Mader told the
gathering.
He named,Zaire. Cameroon
and Ivory Coast, three of four
black African countries which
have restored or agreed to
restore diplomatic links with
Israel since June 1082.
The other country to reestablish links with Israel was
Liberia, not mentioned by
Gadhafi.
Most black African countries
severed ties with Israel following the 1973 Middle East war.

THE PHANTOM

BOAT AUCTION
.15

Complete
Sell-Out
on
ALL USED
Boats
Motors
Trailers

Absolutely
NO
Buy Bidders!

Dirk brings his family tree to class

NOTICE
is hereby given that a meeting of the members
of Burley Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association of Lexington, Kentucky, residing
in Calloway County, Kentucky, will be held at
the Court House at Murray, Kentucky at 10:00
a.m., prevailing time, Saturday, September 20,
1986.
The purpose of the meeting will be to elect
delegates to cast in convention the vote of the
members residing in said county for the election of a director, whose term of office will expire in September, 1989, to represent the
district in which the county is located.
BURLEY TOBACCO GROWERS
COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
By: A.R. Beckley
Executive Secretary
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tVW DAD 15
IN LICENSING!

i

I wANT op.ke-r1-4ING
TkAT mcws,
IRONS COOKS

ZimbabWe-(AP) —
Col. Moammar
leader
Libyan
Gadhafi today slammed the nonaligned movement as useless
and threatened to withdraw
because some of its members
recognize Israel.
"Gadhafi also claimed more
than 50 American vessels and
tens of thousands of U.S. troops
were threatening his north
African country, but said he was
not intimidated.
"This ... will never make
Libya stop from the continuation
of the battle of freedom and
liberation in the world — until
final victory," Gadhafi said.
The Harare summit was
Gadhafi's first known foreign
appearance since the United

WITH MY NAME, MY
BLOND 4-IAIR AND MY
SMILE, MY DAD SAYS WE CAN MAKE A !
MILLION DOLLARS.. 3

MY NAME i5
TAPIOCA PUDDING

PAGE 19

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1988

SAT., SEPT. 6
INSPECTION 10 AM • AUCTION 2 PM

N CO.
DAN MILLER AUCTIO
on Highway 94
Located 3 miles east of Murray
at the old Livestock Trailer Sales location.

1ST-ANNUAL
WEST KENTUCKY BOAT DEALER AUCTION
HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAY!'•MACK & MACK MARINE•VARNELL MARINE
MURRAY
AURORA
MURRAY

,
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CLASSIFIEDS
WEATHERIZATION INSPECTOR to work
in the Purchase Area. Qualifications: must
work out of the Central Office; must have
good carpenter skills; be good in figures
- math; be able to take measurements
and read ruler; be good in making
estimates of materials and cost; be neat
in paperwork. Must have good personality and be able to communicate with
clients. Starting salary $4.00/hr. and
fringe benefits. Applications/resumes
should be sent to:
Thelma Sayre, Weatherization Director
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
P.O. Box 736, 400 N. 5th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066
Applications/resumes accepted until,
September 8, 1986 at 4:30 p.m. EOE

2

Notice

WANT someone to take
over payments on Lake
Barkley Resort Deal..
753.3781

PAMS CAKE HUT.
Have you got an anniversary or wedding
coming up? Then stop
by and check out our
cakes. Plus receive a
10(,
1 discount during
Sept. All our cakes are
made fresh. Nothing is
made ahead then frozen
and we use scratch
made butter cream
icing. We put that extra
effort into our cakes to
make them something
special to remember.
Call 759-4.492, 410 Main
St. or 437-4455.

PUBLIC
NOTICE

a.

In accordance with KRS 424.220, the
City of Murray financial statements
have been prepared and are available
to the public at no cost at the City
Clerk's Office, South 5th and Poplar
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Copies
have been provided to each local
newspaper of general circulation,
each news service, and each local
radio station which has on file with
the City of Murray a-wiltten re-quest
to be provided such information.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Psychologist
Western State Hospital
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
Minimum education: Masters degree in
psychology from an accredited university.
•

Job requirements: Knowledge of
psychological testing, psychotherapy,
behavior modification.
Starting salary with no experience:
$18,200.
Write: Dr. Caftil Ruff,
Western State\l-tospital
P.O. Box 2200, Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240
or Call: (502) 886-4431 ext. 315

2

Notice

RN'S NEEDED
Full-time, part-time and
weekend

Answer to
Previous Puzzle

1 Men
6 Stratum
11 Father or
mother
12 The Beaver
State"
14 Dillseed
15 Hazards
17 Tantalum
symbol
18 Those
holding office
19 Disguises
20 Cut of meat
21 Neon symbol
22 Wanderer
23 Carry
24 Theatrical
groups
26 Ceremonies
27 Employs
28 Surfeit
29 Classifies
31 Caused to
flow out
34 The sweetsop

•

3

2

1

DOWN
1 Normal
behavior
2 War god
3 Permit
4 Printer's
measure
5 Labors hard
6 One defeated
7 Wooden
vessels
4

6

5

7

8 Affirmative
9 For example
abbr
10 Spin
11 Coloring
substance
8

9

10

12

11
15

14
18

OU 00000 0 MI
810000 0 R0
pejfJOU D 0 moo
millpg goal
0000 00U 000
MU0U0 UOM 000
00 0W0 M00 MO
UMM 000 MUDOM
0000 M0U U0O0
pop D opium
000000 P 0MUMO
00 00000 000
OU OMUDO M00

riiiu

17

16

pi

20

21

NU

.
ill

II
24

il

1111
27

il
29

30
WIN

ill
34

dSU•i
ill
38
39

37
•
1111111
NU
47

t..

ill
UUU

42
45
48

48

13 Appoints
16 Roman date
19 Fond desires
20 Hostelry
22 Tricks
23 Heading
25 Exterior
26 Promotion
28 Goblins
29 Burghoff role
30 Makes
amends
31 Guaranteed
32 Diners
33 College
officials
35 Awaits
settlement
38 Prefix for
aircraft
39 Cry of
Bacchanals
41 Hindu
symbols
42 Bungle
44 Depart
46 Artificial
language

availability.

Contact Manor House

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
35 Pocketbook
36 Diphthong
37 Click beetle
38 Eagle's nest
39 Greek letter
40 Article
41 Doctrine
42 Level
43 Esteem
45 Mistakes
47 Pieces for
one
48 Painful spots

6

Help Wanted

19. Farm

Equipment

MURRAY Company now A Farmer's friend A
taking applications for Blaze King Wood Stove
NURSING HOME
sales persons for Murray, and his chain saw, Save
INSURANCE
t. Paris area. Will consider 1/3 the work with our
some part-time. Must catalytic. Morgan's
No age limit to apphave transportation. No Fufniture, 503 E.
ly. Our most comexperience necessary, Washington, Paris, Tn.
prehensive policy
will train. Hourly salary 901-642-4179.
pays for Skilled, In$7 per hour when on ap- BLAZE King Fireplace
pointment plus commis- inserts. Make that
termediate
Or
sion for those who fireplace energy efCustodial Care.
qualify Please call for ficient While still being
With Medicare's
able to watch the fire.
appointment 753-0229.
new guidelines for
NOW training highly Contractors inquiries
hospital confinemotivated people for welcome. Morgan's
sales position, $500 to Furniture, 503 E.
ment,
Nursing
$1000 per week income Wasington, Paris, Tn.
Home Insurance is
901-642-4179.
potential, Aurora area
more important
CUT your own
474-2300.
than ever. For free
SALES GOLDMINE. firewood? Blaze King's
information call:
National music & video for you. Our catalytic
company need top dis- saves 1/3 the work.
Jerry McConnell
tributors & sales reps. Morgan's Furniture, 503
Insurance
Excellent income & E. Washington, Paris,
753-4199
repeat business. 702-831- Tn. 901-642-4179.
"free leeal claim service"
4682 11-4 .m.
Musical
SALES GOLDMINE. 22,
Gold
Nugget,
THE
west National Music and
PIANOS Spinet used.
side of square, Video Co. needs Top
Used Grand pianos.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762. Distributors and Sales
New used organs.
Diamonds,• black hills Reps. Excellent income
Pra•ctice pianos.
gold, 14kt. gold chains- and repeat business. Lonardo Piano Co. next
"We sell for less!" "We (7021831-4680.
to Penney's, Paris,
guarantee it." Jimmy
SECRETARIAL posi- Tenn.
Thompson Jeweler.
tion. Full-time. USED Spinet piano, like
Typing/office skills a new, $800. Call 437-4432
1986 MEDICARE
must, shorthand a plus.
INFORMATION
Send resume to P.O. 24 . Miscellaneous
Medicare is again
Box 596, Murray, Ky.
ATTENTION comchanging the PartShell Bulk Plant Station
mercial van owners- 2
on S. 4th St. is accepting
A deductible and
metal side racks, 1
male
&
female
apco-payment
metal, plexiglas divider
plications for station
& 1 captains chair. Call
amounts. You will
attendant. Applicants
after 6p.m. 753-8393.
be required to pay
MUST be neat, clean &
BLAZE King... For
courteous. Interested
even more of the
your wood heating
persons should apply in
bill. In fact, if you
needs. Stoves, fireplace
only. No phone
person
go to the hospital,
inserts and the new
calls will be accepted.
you will have to -- WANTED- tenor singer, Royal Heir. Morgan's
--Furniture, 503 E.
pay the first $492.00
drummer and bass
Wahington, Paris, Tn.
player for a prominent 901-642-4179.
before Medicare
southern
gospel
local
pays anything. For
15RAPES, carpet, orquartet. Mast be a
gan, couch, bed,
free information
dedicated Christian.
springs, mattress, occall:
Call 762-6106 or 759-9649.
cupied Jape!' dishes,
Jerry McConnell
misc. Small AMC car,
9. Situation Wanted
Insurance
$950 After 5p.m. 753ATTENTION working
753-4199
5292.
mothers- responsible, LARGE, large,
"Free local claim sem lee"
large
loving care given to
selection of storage
your child, at my home. buildings in stock
for
3. Card of Thanks
Call 753-1468..
immediate delivery
CARPENTER availaAcree Portable
ble. Need 'anything built Buildings, Mayfield,
CARD OF THANKS
or repaired? Please call Ky. 502-247-7831.
after 5p.m. 753-4197.
The Family. .of
CRYTES Used OfficeFOR all of your Furniture, 1016 JefferLouisa Cunningham
fireplace repair work- son St., Paducah, KY.
would like to thank,
dampers, gas pipes, 442-4302. Desks, chairs,
the second floor
firebox, chimney files and much morecleaning. For estimates Good- quality used
nurses, the nurses in
-Rick- 753-0953.
furniture.
Critical Care, and
I will keep an elderly PROTECT your inJohn R. Quertermous
lady in my home, in vestment put a rubber
for the care given to
Hazel. Good references. bed mat in your new
her while in the
$750 a month. Call pick-up truck. Also,
492-8510.
hospital.
have tool boxes for
MOTHER of two, will compact pick-ups.
We deeply apbaby sit, very good with Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
the
preciate
children of all ages. SEASONED firewood.
thoughtful expresPlenty of love and space. Oak, hickory, mixed
sions of sympathy of
Call 759-4104.
hardwoods, min. orderWILL sit with elderly or 2 ricks- $30,! rick
all our friends and
sick. Good references. delivered. For a full
neighbors,.. which
Call after 5p.m. in the measure- call John
were of the greatest
eve. Phone 753-4590.
Boyer at 753-0338.
comfort to us in our
ITSED aluminum
sorrow.
irrigation pipe, 3- thru
14. Want to Buy
I.
10", plastic roll-out
WANT to buy- very old pipe. Brannan Irriga5. Lost and Found
furniture- old baby tion 314-246-2240.
POUND! A way to save items. Call 753-3642 WHIRLPOOL
1/3 the work or 1/3 the days, 753-5738 nights.
microwave oven, only
cost on heating wood. A
$4 per week. Rudolph
new Blaze King Cata- 15. Articles for Sale
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
lytic wood stove's the 1 ADMIRAL refrigera- 753-0595.
answer. See at Mor- tor, light cream color,
gan's Furniture, 503 E. $150. Call 753-2995 or 2 6 . TV -Radio
Washington, Paris. l'n. 759-4620.
MAGNAVOX console
901-642-4179.
GOOD used dryer, sided color TV., only $7 per
LOST: gold nugget by side freezer re- week. Rudolph
bracelet Reward. Lost frigerator. Call 753-4684.
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
over the weekend. Call WHIRLPOOL re- 753-0595.
753-0967 or 753-1456.
frigerator, only $8 per
week. Rudolph 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Help Wanted
6
Goodyear-Whirlpool,
753-0595.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

ACROSS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Dover. Dover, In,
615-232-6902
of

3000 GOVERMENT Jobs
List. $16,040 -$59,230 year.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155.
$60.00 PER Hundred
paid for remailing letters from home! Send
self-addressed, stamped envelope for intOrniation/ application. Associates, Box
95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203.
ARTIST model. Department -of Art. Part
time. Salary $5.00 per
hour. Experience in
artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for fall
semester 1986. Contact
Department of Art,
Murray, Ky. 42071 502762-3784. ECIE, M/F.
BABYSITTER needed
in my home 3:30 to
midnight. Must have
own transportation.
Mature lady preferred.
Call 8a.m. to 3p.m.
489-2529 in Stella &
Kirksey community.
150 you need a job and
hope for the future?
You may qualify if you
DON'T have a GED or
High School diploma
and have been out of
school 9 months or more
and are between ages of
16 & 22. You must live in
Calloway County. Call
us at JTPA 753-9378
Monday-FridAy
,
AST ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales, Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
HURRY! Need parttime help now till
December. Call Susan
at 247-4456 9a.m.-5p,m.
or 753-7888 after 6p.m.

r
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-
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16. Home Furnishings
4-PIECE BR set, $275,
very -good condition.
Living room set, $100,
fair condition. Anyone
interested can inquire
after 4p.m. 436-2106.
IRON bed, $55. Also,
some pieces of wicker
Call 753-5389.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer, only $6 per
week. Rudoph
Goodyear- Whirlpool,
753-0595.

PRICE
REDUCED!
MUST SELL!

1983 Buckaneer
doublewide like
new, on 1 acre
lot with storage
building.
Phone
759-1293

SPECIAL
Square Dance
Friday Night, Sept.'5, 1986
RONNIE'S PLACE

The Wagoneers Will Be Appearing
These are professional square dancers
THEY ARE GREAT!
Come join us and have a good time!

PAPER
CARRIER

needed for
city delivery
(Mur-Cal Apts.-Murray
Manor-Riviera Courts
Area).

Apply in person at
the Murray Ledger &
Times.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
12x60, 2 BR trailer.
excellent condition. Call
489-2611
1969 10x50, 1 BR. Groga.n's Trailer Park. Call
before lla.m. or after
8:30p.m. 753-0204
198/ TRAILER, 14x70
with a 9x22 pull-out, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, furnished, dishwasher, 8 ft.
ceilings, central air,
underpinning, 8x10
front porch. Call 4374890.
NOLLYPARK 1973
12x65, 2 BR, good
condition, insulated for
Northern zone. Refrigerator, stove, ceiling fan, underpinning,
a.c. included. Must be
moved, $4500. Call 7539873 or 436-5836.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished, AC.
Negotiable. 753-5209.
VERY nice 2 bedroom
trailer with refrigera.tor. dishwasher, burners & double oven,
washer 8i dryer, out
building on 2 beautiful
lots- Hamlin, Ky. on
Blood River. Price is
right,Call 487-4193.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.
NICE big mobile home,
Central heat & air. No
children or pets. T.V.
tower. Call 492-8348.
TRAILER for rent.
Dills Trailer Court.,
29. Heating and Cooling
BLAZE King's new
Royal Heir available at
Morgan's Furnitue, 503
E. Washington, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-4179.
WOODSTOVEQS for
sale. Blaze King stoves
and fireplace inserts.
Furniture,1,tzaenatio
wn3.
Itorgan
Wilnlber's
E. Washington, Paris,
Tn. 901-642-4179.

4 1 . Public Sales

4 1 . Public Sales

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

BACKYARD
SALE

Saturday,
Sept. 6th
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
(4% miles south
of Murray on
Hwy. 641)

1505 Story Ave
Saturday
8-?
Gun rack, clothes,
books, Bridesmaid
dress with matching shoes-lilac,
prom dress-white,
household items,
crafts, asst. misc.
Something
For Everyone!
MUST SELL
EVERYTHING!

Household items,
books, toys, mens &
ladies
coats,
women's clothes,
and many, many
more items.
(Rain or Shine)

GARAGE
SALE

5 Party
Yard Sale
Sat., Sept. 6
8 am - 5 pm
208 S. 11th St.
Adult & Children fall &
winter clothes, new bunk
bads, twin beds, toys,
books, encyclopedias,
other odds and ends.
Cancelled in case of rain.
No early sales

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
Sept. 4, 5, & 6
8-?
Corner S. 9th
& Goodman
Big & tall mens
clothes,
ladies
clothes, recliner,
chairs, misc. items.

AUCTION SALE
- Fri., Sept.Sat 4 p.m.803 Main St. in Murray, Ky.
Electric organ • pictures • old church
bench • wicker chair • platform rocker •
couch & chair•odd chairs• coffee and end
tables • refrigerator • hand-made wall
hangings • day bed • set of encyclopedias
• maple bedroom suite • floor larnp`ctilid
chest • water bed frame • golf clubs• arrow heads • rollaway bed • wicker head
board • 2 window air conditioners • sled •
fruit jars •, hand garden tools •
miscellaneous items. Sale held rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents.

----Dan Miller, auctioneer

-

Liscensed & Bonded in Ky. and Tenn.
Auctioneers Terry Paschall and Darrell Beane

12. Apts for Rent
2 BR, 1 1/2 bath
duplex. Clean, attractive, newly painted,
carpeted throughout,
range, refrigerator,
fireplace. No pets. $200
per month. Deposit
required. Call 436-2755.
DI.TPLEX, new 3 BR,
double carport, appliances furnished,
central heat & air. Close
to campus. Call
753-5114.
EXTRA nice 2 BR
duplex. Must see to
appreciate. $325 per
month. No pets. Call
492-8885 daytime, after
7:30p.m. 753-9874.
FEMALE wanted to
share furnished house.
Nice place Very close
to campus. Call
753-4101.
MUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR apt, appliances furnished, $245
per month. Call
759-4406.
NICELY furnished 1 & 2
bedroom apts. Located
near campus. Call 7536111 days or 753-0606
evenings.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 8, Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
E qual Housing
Opportunity.
TOWN house duplex on
Southside, quiet, priv.
ate area. Appliances
furnished. Central heat
& air. 1 1/2 bath,
grounds kept. Call 7533343.
Houses for

34

Sat., Sept.6 at 10:00 a.m. at the home of
Dr.& Mrs. William T. Doss. From Murray,
Ky. take Highway 94 West to 783 to 1550.
Turn right on 1550, 2nd house on left. Mr.
and Mrs. Doss have sold their home and
moving closer to town. Will sell good used
furniture, appliances, antiques, collector
Items,tractor, equipment, truck and cars.
Maple bed & dresser • maple bookcase
• bedroom suit • odd chest • fancy lamp
tables • vanity lamps •smoke stand • bar
stools • parlor wood heating stove • portable TV • portable sewing machine •sectional couch • walnut stereo with 8 track &
stereo•recliner•odd dresser & chest•odd
chairs• plaid couch •2 long marble top coffee tables•end tables•black couch & chair
• table lamps • wall plaques • fine
Cloisonne vases • set of fine china service
for 12•other miscellaneous china figurines
•nice stereo and records•beaded evening
bags • lining • kerosene lamp • old wash
board • bookcase • some sterling peices •
old pocket watch • old glass door pie safe
• small drop leaf table • costume jewelry
• mink stole • party coats•ladies golf clubs
and bag• world books•chest deep freezer
• lawn furniture • vacuum cleaner •
fireplace screen with heat exchange •fruit
jars • kerosene lantern • .wri mower •
wash kettle •220 space heater•2 new rolls
of woven wire • new 12' gates•new rough
lumber • used tires and wheels • double
barren shotgun with rabbit ear • hand &
garden tools • 1952 • Ford tractor in good
condition •plow • disc•cultivator •3 point
blade •boom pole • 1974 Chevrolet pick up
S/B/A • 1976 Electra 225, 4 door, S.B.A. •
1978 Chevrolet Caprice, 4 door, S.B.A.•1973
Bonneville, 4 door, S.B.A.
Many other items not listed. Sale held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accident.
Lunch available.

Auctioneer

Din Miller,
Liscensed & Bonded in Ky.& Tenn. No. 1281
Terry Paschall, Auctioneer

Rent

3.11R, 2 bath home, in
county, on 121 N near
Graves County line.
Den with fireplace &
Iwood stove, garage,
extra lot for large
garden. Very nice
place. Will rent by
month or lease. $325 per
month, deposit required. Ca11489-2882 or
435-4338 anytime.
3 BR house, 209 S. 13th,
carpeted, air conditioned. No pets.
Available now. Gas
heat. $275 a month. Call
753-4882.
NICE roomy brick
house in Hazel, Ky..
unfurnished or partially
furnished. Available
immediately. Call 4374193.
REDECORATED wall-towall carpet, 5 room
house, bath utility, near
Murray. No pets, Responsible couple-. $185.
References, 753-7551.
40

PUBLIC AUCTION

Produce

APPLES
FOR FREEZING
& DRYING

McKentie
Orchard
753-4725

22)+1

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate Auction
Sat. Sept. 10, 1988 at 10 a.m. at the late
Mrs. Nannie Beach farm. From Murray,
Ky. take Highway 121 to Stella, Ky. Turn
on to Highway 299 through Kirksy, Ky., 1st
black top road to left, follow to sale site. See
auction signs.
Will sell 37.523 acres in 3 tracts.
Tra& no. 1 - 28.439 acres
Tract no. 2 - 8.084 acres
Tract ho. 3 - has tobacco barn with 1.000
acres.
The
seller reserves the right to combine
any or all tracts.
Terms and conditions: 20% down selling
price day of sale. Balance in 30 days with
passing of deed. 1986 taxes will be prorated.
1986 crop will be kept by seller. Possession
will be as crop is harvested. Possession of
tabacco barn when tobacco is stripped or
by Dec. 31, 1986. This property has been
surveyed and a plot of survey can be obtained by contacting Mr. Max Parker at 104
Street.
Ky. or phone
153
753-3153.
Mr. Max Parker. administrator, W.W.A.

.,auctioneer.
Dan Milie_irt
435-4144

Lynn Greve, Ky.
'

4
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38

Livestock -Supplies

SIMMENTAL and
Slmbrah bulls. PerJormance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz.
Ky. 522-8794.
41

Public Sales

Pets-Supplies

Pets Supplies

38

ARC poodles, Toy and TWO male beagles, 2
miniature, 7 weeks, yrs old, running. One
$150. ARC Labradore male setter, registered,
puppies, $125. Groom- 2 yrs. old. One male
ing & boarding. Para- Brittany Spaniel, 8 yrs
dise Kennels. 753-4106.
old. Day 753-0405, night
436-2132.
41 . Public Sales

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Hwy 121, 2
miles from New
Concord
Fri., Sat., Sun.

A-2 Coach
Estates
Sat., Sept 6
7 am til 3 pm

Furniture, collectibles,
glass, iron pots. and
dolls, small appliances,
infant to adult clothes,
peens, nick necks, much
more

Baby bed, 2-14 kt
necklaces,
gold
stanley products,
half price and less,
range hood, double
bed, stereo, lamps,
clothes

Public Sales

41 .

Yard Sale

KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality home in the city
& in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying 8r selling Real
Estate easy for you.
46

Fri., Sat. & Sun.'

7 a.m. til ?
First house on left on
Hwy. 444 past New
Concord Store.
Flea market merchandise, some furniture,
small appliances, tires,
clothes, silk & plastic
baskets,
flowers,
jewelry, lot of new merchandise, odds & ends.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 5 & 6
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
809 Broad St.

Carport
Sale

Men, Women &
Children clothes
of
lots
plus
aoodies

806 Minerva Place

Big Garage Sale

Garage
Sale

Friday, Sept. 5
8:00. 5:00
Children's clothes,
sheet music and
misc. items.

Fri. & Sat.;8.?
Rain or Shine

Sat., Sept 6
8 am.ti! noon__
Large variety of
good tiems. First
house south of Uncle Jeff's on 641.
Look for signs

Curtains, bedspreads,
adult
&
children
clothes, dishes, some
Ken Holland pictures &
frames, flower -arrangements, etc.
121 N. to Coldwater
Baptist Church turn N.
1 2 mile
on 1836 /

Yard
Sale
- Fri. & Set.
Sept. 5 & 6
Feather pillows,
clothes, dishes &
miscellaneous

1103 Vine St.
Cancelled in case
of rain

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat. -5
1011 Olive
kitchen
Antique
cabinet, milk cans,
set,
dinette
refrigerator, all types
of household items.
Everything will be
sold
Saturday is MakeAn-Offer Day

Carport Sale
Friday
Saturday'
Office at Shady
Oaks Trailer
Court
Clothes,
Baby
maternity clothes,
10-14, lots of
other items.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 406.20
Opened
404.50
Today
1.70
Down

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-Noon
1904 Gatesborough

2_Party
Yard Sale
Fri., 8 to 2
905 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Clothes, odds &
ends, lot of
household items.

Garage Sale
Saturday, Sept 6
1103 Olive St.
6 am to 4 pm
Treed/nil, portable whirlpool,
turntable, amplifier, record
player, jewelry, women's
clothes (small & medium),
men's clothes (large and 'large), shoes, loather chair and
Harrington ottoman.
Richardson 11940'sl. 12 guage
single shotgun. l&e new glass
showcase, much more
Rain or Shine

43. Rea( Estate
ACRES more or less,
at Coldwater on
blacktop road with 3 BR
mobile home plus 4
rooms added on. Also, 2
BR mobile home, outside buildings, shade
trees, good well &
septic. $14,000. Phone
489-2220.

44. Lots for Sale

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
5.42
Yesterday
Opened
5.34
Today
.08
Down

Compliments of:
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver B. Diamonds
We loon money on anything of value
Moms: 10-6 Daily. Closed Sunday

Homes for Sale

Sat., Sept. 6
8am-No early sales
804 South 9th St.
Furniture, small appliances, ceiling fan,
Carolina fireplace ir1sert, clothing toys
and much more
Cancelled in case of
rain.

3 Party

YARD SALE

Real Estate

43

tiON'T miss this opportunity to own 5 wooded
acres only 1/2 mile
from lake. The location
is on KY 1918 near
Hamlin and Pine Bluff.
All it takes is a small
down payment and $141
per month for 36
months. This is at the
low interest rate of 8%
owner financing. Ken
Shores Estates.
753-7531. ,
WOODED lots. various
sizes, Oakwood subdivision, restrictions, city
water available. Fire
protection. 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-7551

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 6 at 1 p.m.
, Rain or Shine-

FOR SALE
2 Bedroom
House
(House must be
moved off present location

Call 753-1265

49

Motorcycles

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689

Are you tired
of birds
building nests
in your
chimney?

Rex Camp

Phone 753-3480
after 5 p.m.

city
Installing
sewer, water lines
& septic tanks. All
backhoe
types
work.

ROOFING

Free Estimates

-

1.

SALES • RENTALS
Chemicals•Maintenance

753-9224

Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates.
759-1600
Call
--

Shelter Insurance Company will offer for sale to
the highest bidder a 1980 Oldsmobile Cutlass 69,000 miles, automatic, p.s., pb., air condition,
cruise, tilt wheel, power seats, AM-FM radio, rear
window defroster.
The vehicle will be available for inspection from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri. at The Shelter Insurance Office on North 5th Street in Murray.
All bids should be clearly marked as "Auto Bid"
and mailed to Shelter Insurance, P.O. Box 823, Murray, Ky. 42071. Bids will be accepted thru 9-13-86
and the high bid notified prior to 9-17-86. Shelter Ins.
Co. reserves the right to reject all bids. Buyer will be
responsible for all sales tax & transfer fees

ROOFING, Siding,
Concrete work, Additions. Painting.
General Carpentry.
PA'. Molony • 753-8628.
Free Estimates.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models. Home 8r Industrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharVotning. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
SUMMER is the time to
either deadwood; or
remove diseased and/or unwanted trees.
For all your needs- call
Bover's Tree Servicethe professionals at
753-0338.
'T&D FIRE EXTINGUISHER SERVICE. Sales- serviceinstallation of all types
of fire extinguisher dr
range hood fire suppression systems.
Licensed & bonded.
753-9260.
TREES, limbs, bushes
pruned or removed.
brush clean-ups. etc.
Call Jerry at 759-4808 or
759-9661 7 eves.

o

TOMMY SANDERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
BROWN & BIGELOW

Specialty Advertising
(502) 753-3299
Norman Rockwell Calendars - Balloons
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
4000 Specialty items to choose from

Lovely Gatesboro Tr -level
Residence in immaculate condition. Newly carpeted throughout,
new central heating and cooling
system, built-in hot tub, attractively
decorated. Large backyard with
trees, garden area and covered
patio. Just reduced to $72,500.
Owner will consider trade.
Contact

SMALL
CARPENTRY

Kopperud Realty

753-9440

753-1222

Grandparents Week...
September12, 1986
Show off your grandchildren by inserting their
photo in The Ledger and Times on Friday, Sept.
12, 1986.
Name of Grandparents
Photo
$5.00 each
Cost
Name of Child

Property Includes. 3 Bedroom remodeled home and 48 acres
M/L. Milking barn and milking equipment, 2 silos with augers,
80 stall free stall barn, loafing barn and tobacco barn.
Terms 10% down day of sale Balance within 30 days with
deed

Conducted by Terry Shoemaker - Auctioneer

-

Used Trucks

1975 FORD 1/2 ton
pickup with topper. V-8.
ps. Good shape, runs
well. $1650. Call
753-6487.
1977 DODGE ham
Charger. 4 wheel drive
Also, diamond ring. Call
753-6129.
'78 CHEVY van, black
with tan interior, new
front tires, chrome
wheels, partially in.
sulated & paneled ins'
ide. Can be seen at
Shady Oaks Trailer 045
after 6:30. Asking $2200.
price negotiable.
Boats-Motors

1982 PROCR AFT 17
bass boat, 150 Mercury
motor, temp. gauge. 2
locators, trolling motor,
turbo prop, ski ladder &
other extras Custom
made for crappie fishing at factory 753-1323.
after 5p m 753-5763
1983 BAJA, 260 Mercruiser 1.0 • walk-thru
windshield Call 436753-1935
53511

53. Services Offered
DirC4 Hui irre-r44,- tr-perienced builaers of
houses, garages &
storage braildings. Call
474-8000.

1

to,
MURRAY
HOT TUBS

-30-Years Experience

A

McKenzie. Tn
Call Collect
901 352-3671 or
901-352-570r'
Free Estimates

53 Services Offered

115 South 13th Street
Murray. Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492

Backhoe
Service

Irrigation-Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
. DRILLING

Offered

Colurrs

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753-7528.
JOINER'S complete
tree service, 32 yrs.
experience. Also,
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753-0366
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet ,& upholst.
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
Installation and repair.
Phone 753-721)3.

Used Cars

Services

53

FENCE sales at Sears •M1TCHELL Paving. SURE-Way stump re- WE buy, sell dr repair
now Call Sears 753-2310 •Cornmereial, re-7 moval. No lawn dam- -air concietioners Dill
for free estimate for sidential. Large of age. Low, inexpensive Electric 759-1577
small. 30 years ex- rates For free es- WILL do bushhogging
your needs.
perience. Call 753-1537.
timates call 753-5484 or ,and order gardens. Call
"IEN-E-IIAL -ROME
MOBILE HOME 437-4752.
753-8590.
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry, Specialist Repair and WET BASEMENT? We WILL do bushhogging.
basements
preventative
maintenwet
make
concrete, plumbing,
Call 753-7746 or 753-9615.
ance. Roofs, floors, dry. Work completely
roofing. siding NO JOB
WILL'do concrete work,
or
Call
wiring.
plumbing,
guaranteed
TO SMALL. Free esroofing, siding and
hurricane straps 759- write Morgan Contimates. Days 753.6973.
carpenter work, odd
Box
2,
Rt.
Co.
4850.
struction
"lights 474-2276.
jobs. Call 753-2887 AE
Paducah, Ky.
409A,
Mower
MOODY'S
GENERAL Building
Ballentine.
Repair, pickup and 42001 or call 1-442-7026 Repair- 20 years exAll
delivery
work
perience. Roofing &
guaranteed Call 753painting, indoor & .out5668.
door. Odd jobs. No job
MOWING, hauling,
to small. 474-8057.
pruning. plantings. Call
GUTTERING by Sears.
Jerry at 759-4808 or
Sears continuous gut759-9661 7 eves. .
ters installed for your
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
ODD job specialist,
specifications. Call
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
ceiling fans, electrical,
Sears 753-2310 for free
OVER
plumbing. fencing. You
estimate.
name it. I do it,. You
20 YEARS
HAMILTON Cultured
buy. I install
You
EXPERIENCE
Marble, tops- sinks.
1 000 CABINETS & •
SOLID 1.
break. I fix. Call 436RAISED PANEL DOORS
panels, custom made
2888 evenings.
Such • Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
vanities. Free Est. 753•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • ElpOKCASES •
PAINTING = Paper •
9400.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VIMITIBIS
hanging, commerical or
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REF1 SHING •
residential, Free es•
•
COMM-7111V! MOS Drop Dr IL Soo Our D441.y
timates. References. 25
753-5940
years experience. • 409 Sunbury Circle
••••••• Tremon Farris 759-1987

APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 75324872, 4365848 (home).
APPLIANCE repair•
washers- dryers refrigerators, ranges.
air cond. George Hodge
& Son, 10 Dixieland
Shopping Center 7534669.
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it :all.
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489.2663.
YREATED decks- for
less, precision built, any
size. 10% discount for
retired citizens. Free
estimates. L.E.
Williams 489-2663.
g Window
A.V
Cleaning Residential,
commercial, one & two
story. References. 10%
Senior Citizen discount.
753-9873 or 434-5836.

1957 2 DOOR Chevy
Belair, new paint &
interior, Keystone mags
& tires. 642-2458.
1967 MGB Roadster,
white, Convertible, over
drive, many extras.
Excellent engine.
Partly restored. Good
investment. Lots of fun
at $2150. Call 753-6487.
1976 NOVA, ps, pb, air,
automatic, good condition, good tires, 66,700
miles. $1100. Call 7533337 after 5p.m.
1977 CADILLAC. Katherine Lax. Call 489-2802
after 6 pm or 753-3142.
081 DATSUN B-210,
very good condition.
Call 753-0822.
1982 BUICK Regal, 6
cylinder, 2-dr., vinyl
top, ac, ps, pb, 91,000.
$4250. Call 750-1826.
1982 OLDSMOBILE
Regency. Fully equipped. 4-door. 49,000
miles. Excellent condition. 753-7878.
1984 CAMERO, excellent
condition, over $700 worth
of new tires, struts.
shocks, Pioneer Stereo.
$7,700 firm. Call 753-0390.
'74 CHEVY Impala,
2-door, hard top, like
new, 39xxx miles. 1
owner. $3450. Call 7537457.
'79 TRANS AM, gold,
T-tops, a/c. p/s. p/b.
$3500 or best offer.
753-9792 or 753-0459 ask
for Jimmy.

52

^

2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming,
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
yards, light hauling 8r
wood 'for sale. Free
estimates. 753-0680 or
759-1683.
ALL type masonry
work,. block, bri,
concrete, driveliays,
sidewalks, patios, 'house
foundations, new
chimneys or chimney
repalr 25 years experience. Free estimates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis•
hwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

'80 MALIBU Sports
wagon, blue with blue
interior, power & air.
Nice family car. $2500.
Call 4374807.

Dwaine Arnett Farm
2 miles
/
Directions: Turn onto Highway 1890 off Hwy. 121 11
NW of Farmington and proceed 1 mile to property.

753-1222

53

Services Offered

53

1981 HARLEY Davidson Low Rider, always
garaged, 13,000 miles, 1
owner. $3950 firm. Call
759-4063 8a.m.-5p.m.
1984 V-65 MACNA, 20015
miles. Call 753-8555.
1086 HONDA 250-R 3wheeler, like new. Call
after 5p.m. 753-5624.

50

Kopperud Realty

Meirray Ledger & Times

2 BR modern frame in
country, washeli/dryer
hook-up, carpeted, well
insulated, deep well,
utility shed, new roof &
new foundation. Nice
for retired couple.
Ready to move in. Must
sell. $12.500. Call 4365439.
2 BR, new vinyl siding,
heat pump/AC. 1 acre
lot, city water,
workshop, storage
building, $29,000. Lynn
Grove 435-4432.
3 BEDROOM house in
Panorama Shores, lot
size, 90x150. Owner
moved, must sell. Price
reduced to $24,000.
1-443-9960 after 5:30p.m.
SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
2 bath, brick home on 15
acres east of Murray.
$79,900. Phone 436-5574.
Super insulated 2 or 3
BR home with passive
solar green house, 2
baths, large kitchen &
dining area. Also, central heat & air. Nice
corner lot. $48,500. 7530563 Tripp Williams,
Broker & SOLAR
HOME BUILDERS.
47
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Jessica Nan Miller
Granddaughter of
Mr & Mrs Robert M Miller
Mr & Mrs Norville Cole

Brandon Dale James
Grandson of
Rev & Mrs Richard Hon I
Mr & Mrs Charles James

COUP
Please insert my Grandchild(s) photo in your paper (Photo
Enclosed).
Name of Child

Samantha Gibbs
Granddaughter of
Mrs Louise Hill
Mr & Mrs James Gibbs II

Name of Grandparents

Enclosed is $5.00 per photo or bill me at the following
address.
Name:
Address:
Mail To: The Murray Ledger &
.P.O.-Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071

_
I -

Extra copies of paper
available to send to relatives.
Original photo returned
after page appears In papir
...._
Deadline for copy - 12 limn
Sept. 10, 1986.

'
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Memphis lawyer takes show on the road as 'Cousin Bubba'

•

MEMPHIS,Tenn. 4AP) — But
seriously, folks, Wayne Emmons thinks lawyers are a joke.
Or ought tOThe. He's giving up
his legal practice to become a
comic.
"They're using lawyers in
laboratory experiments now,"
he says when he doffs his suit
and dons overalls to become
Cousin Bubba, the bumbling
good ole boy from Ash Flat, Ark.
"They're more plentiful than little white mice and you don't get
near as attached to 'em."
Emmons, a lawyer for 16..
years and a preacher before
that, is going into show business
full-time, with plans to

videotape and market the skits
he has been performing parttime before conventions and
meetings.
Emmons, 48, as alter ego
Cousin Bubba, looks at the world
with wide-eyed country innocence. His targets are two
areas he knows well, lawyers
and preachers — and just about
everybody else.
For a while last year, Emmons ran a comedy nightclub in
downtown Memphis. But it closed when a companion restaurant
was sold.
Emmons grew up in Sheffield,
Ala., where his father was a
Church of Christ preacher, and
•

Cyanide found in man's
body and soup he ate
RUNNEMEDE, N.J. (API —
The cyanide death of a man who
ate Cup-A-Soup was almost certaini a case of product tampering, a spokesman for the
manufacturer said today.
Larry Hicks, a spokesman for
Thomas J. Lipton Inc., said
authorities found the mix's
envelope was slit and the box
was punctured.
-It all points to a product
tampering," Hicks said. "The
evidence would appear to point
exactly to that and only to that."
Lipton said ,it planned to
remove all its Cup-A-Soup
packages from stores in the
Camden area of southern New
Jersey today as a precaution.
Louis Denber, 27, of Runnemede, became ill shortly after
eating chicken noodle Cup.ASoup on Monday and died at
Kennedy Memorial Hospital in
Stratford, said Hicks and
Camden County Prosecutor
Samuel Asbell.
He said his office was
"investigating this matter as a
homicide only."
Investigators found cyanide in
Denber's body fluids and in
powdered residue in the soup
packet, said Health Department
spokeswoman Leigh Cook.
Asbell said he received confir-

••••...1"
••• (to
)

/nation Wednesday from Dr.
Robert B. Goode, a state
medical examiner, that Denber
died from cyanide poisoning.
Asbell said "there was enough
Icyanide) in his system to kill a
horse."
He said there was no evidence
of tampering with other
packages from the Shop 'n' Bag
store in Runnemede where the
soup was purchased. Police confiscated soup from the store
Wednesday.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration scheduled overnight tests of other Cup-A-Soup
boxes pulled from shelves at the
Shop 'n' Bag in Runnemede,

he became an evangelist himself
at the age of 16. But he gave up
preaching in 1968 after divorcing
his wife of 10 years.
"There's not Priuch market for
a divorced Church of Christ
preacher," said Emmons, who's
been divorced a second time
since then.
Emmons attended night law
school while he was pastor of a
Memphis church, and became a
lawyer in 1970.
He said he's still interested in
evangelical subjects and Cousin
Bubba hopes one day to set up an
organization for TV preachers
called the IDM Club.
The initials, he said, stand for
"It Dora_Matter."
"Bubba loves television
evangelists," he said. "He says
the only difference between
them and Wink Martindale is
Wink is giving money away
while' they're taking it in. Keep
sending them cards and letters,
folks, but especially the letters
'cause the cards don't hold
nothin'."
Emmons, who has been a prosecuting attorney and defense
lawyer, successfully challenged
the City of Memphis three years
ago over an ordinance outlawing
the public diaplay.._ of bare
breasts. He said the ordinance
was an unconstitutional attempt
to shut down the city's topless
nightclubs, and a federal judge
agreed.
In one of Bubba's skits, he
comes to Memphis looking for a
topless nightclub but ends up at
the opera. "He decides if he's
going to see naked women he

has to hang around with a better that he's tired of dealing with
the day-to-day frustrations of
class of people," Emmons said.
Emmons said he may have to - guiding his clients' cases
go back to practicing law if his through the courts:
attempt at comedy fails, but
"It seems like it's all geared

gcys
Silk Screening
Fast Delivery'

Next to Pagliai's

753-7743

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
GOMM MOTORS CON1011ATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

GMAC Finacing
On all 1986 Passenger Cars. El Caminos; C/K 10-20
Pickups, 2 & 4 Wheel Drive, S 10 Pickups, 2 & 4 Wheel
Drive, S-10 Blazers, 2 & 4 Wheel Drive, C/K Blazers, Subrbans and G Cargo Vans
If you decide not to take advantage of the GMAC Financing You May Qualify For Rebates from

300 to '1000

toward just pushing people
through the system," he said.
"It's sort of like a rocking chair.
There's some activity but it's
not getting anywhere.

Please Be
Patient
We've begun our carrier delivery in Calloway
unty. We are--very
excited about giving all
our county subscribers
same clay delivery.
_ „Please be patient and
work with us to ensure
everyone gets their
paper.,
If you have
•
any questions call 753-1916.
Read the want ads daily

Nudist sues_ over
sex diAcritnination
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
man who says he was charged
more than a woman was charged to take off his clothes at the
Elysium Institute has sued the
private Topanga Canyon mitlist
club for alleged sex
discrimination.
The suit filed Wednesday in
Superior Court alleges that Alejandro Crespi, 56, of Pasadena,
and other men are charged $175
to join the nudist colony, and
women can join for $125, and
that men pay more for seminars
and workshops.
The suit seeks unspecified
damages and a court order requiring Elysium to charge both
sexes the same fee.
"This case is about equal
rights for men and women — not
whether nudity is right or
wrong," said attorney Gloria
Allred, who is representing
Crespi.
Elysium charges women less
because they have less earning
power and are more affected by
stigmas attached to nudity,
Elysium attorney Stephen
Rohde said.

HARDWARE

New Cambridge
blows away
generic competition!

sioaes

.27thi-Vaiue
OF THE MONTH
•

EvEREADY
Our Price
Mir's
Rebate

Final

Regular& Menthol,
Kings &100's

9,99

—100

6.99

While
Supplies
Last
Mtr suggested retail price
Energizer' 7-Way Light
features a spotlight, fluorescent
light and emergency flasher.
Long-lasting krypton bulb to
•

12 mg 'tar 09 mg nicotine at per cigarette by FTC method

C Otlohp Morns Inc 1986

QUANTITIES UNITED

MURRAY HOME
AND AUTO
753-2571
Chestnut St. Murray

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.

•••

I
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-

-

•

JCPenney

Sale 14.99ea
OUR T-BODY SWEATER AT $3 SAVINGS.
Misses Marvel at our 1-body sweater paired
with our Silk 'N Wonder" top. Add the
magic of Slender MagicTM pants for the looks
that are right on target.
Reg.
Sale
Silk 'N Wonde*" blouse . .120
$18
T-body sweater
Slender Magic'" pants
. $18
(not shown)

We've paired the most spirited,
essential basics for you this fall.
Mix and match these Santa Cruz'.
coordinates any way you need, and
you'll be pleased. Women's sizes.
Shaker knit cardigan
Straight-leg
twill pants
Long sleeve
solid shirt
Sleeveless vest
32" shaker knit skirt

14.99

Our challis skirt
or pleated pants.

$38

Sale 17.99ea

$31

19.99

$25
t29
$-29-

15.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Reg.$24 ea. Choose from printed challis
• Skirt with front pleats or our belted pleated
polyester/cotton pants in solid colors.
Misses' sizes.
Reg
Sale

Crew-neck sweater . $38
Long sleeve
$25
plaid shirt

C JCPenney

14.99
-14.99

Sale
24.99

Reg.

••••••

Long sleeve georgette
blouse

$24

17.99

15.99

Co., 1988 P8 W32 GSE

25% off
OUTERWEAR IN A CHOICE OF STYLES.

$40 off
OUR STAVFORDTm 2-PIECE SUIT FOR MEN.

Girls' hooded
walkman jacket.

Sale 23.25
A. Reg. $31. Deluxe jacket with all the
extras. Sewn-in vest and hood, outside is a
cotton shell with velcro front pockets. Big
.WrIs' sizes.
Sale
Reg.
Little girls' nylon jacket
(not shown)
Girls' down-look jacket
(not shown)

$25

18.75

$32

24.00

Boys'parka.

Sale $24
B. Reg. $32. Polyester/cotton survival
parka with detachable hood, velcro pockets, snap and zip front. Little boys' sizes.

Save on fleece.

6.00
D. Basic pants
E. 2-pc. terry jog set . . 13.99

Sale
7.50
3.75
4.50
10.49

For boys:
F. Zip-front hood jacket . 10 00
7.00
G.Sweat pants

740
5.25

For girls:
C. Basic jacket
Crew-neck top

H.Jog suit
,

Reg.
10.00
5.00

'

25% OFF ACTIVEWEAR FOR BOYS AND GIRLS.
,,•--.---.01te
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Stafford"'2-pc.

Coburn Squarelm

StaffordTM blazer.

Sale 139.99

Sale 99.99

Sale'76

Reg.$180. Classic quality and Styling. Polyester/wool fine tailored suits
in assorted solids and fancies.

Reg. 119.99. Men's 2-piece handtailored polyester and wool suit is
traditionally styled with back center
vest and flap side pockets
Men's sizes

Reg. $100. The indispensable blazer
of polyester and wool. Timeless styling with brass-look buttons, back
center vest and side flap pockets.
Men's sizes

$4 off Stafford"'
dress shirts.

-

Sale 13.99
Reg. $18. Enjoy a choice of Stafford'"
broadcloth or oxford cloth long sleevo. -dress shirts. Single p-fittailoring
in assorted solids and fancies.
Men's sizes

•

Only 19.99e.
A. Basic is pretty when it's our 100% nylon
pullover waltz gown. One size fits all.
Assorted pastels.

Coordinate a new look, starting with a
choice of ramie/cotton or ramie/acrylic
sweaters and vests or poly/cotton plaid
shirts. Elastic-waist cotton corduroy pants or
corduroy skirts make the perfect accent.
Misses sizes.

ROV-- Sale
Tiered baby doll pajamas $15 11.25
8.25
Tricot tailored pajamas:. A11

Sale 11.9
A CHOICE OF MEN'S WOVEN SPORTSHIRTS.
Reg.$10 ea. Work out in total comfort
in our long sleeve pullover sweatshirt
or elastic waist and elastic-cuffed
pants. Solid colors in soft cotton/
acrylic. Sizes S,M,L.

A. Reg. $18 ea. Long sleeve polyester/
cotton woven shirts with the punch of plaid.
Classic windsor collars and single-needle
tailoring are the mainstays of these buttonfront shirts. Assorted plaids in men's sizes.
<

The JCPenney
Sports Slack;*4 off.

Sale 19.99

B. Reg. $24. Enjoy the forgiving comfort
of 1000/0 polyester slacks. Made for movement without sacrificing style. Comes with
coordinated elastic belt and straight-cut
legs. Men's sizes.

Daks® hi-blend
slacks,*6 off.

4

Ilbur ChOillte

Sale 19.99

a

Reg. 28.99 and 27.99. For aerobics
pick a pair of Pony* Attitude leather
shoes. Or on the courts, choose
Horizon no soft leather shoes. Both
are padded and supported for tots0
comfort.

Sale 21.99

C. Reg. $28. The fabrics are polyester,
acrylic and rayon, the style and exceptional
fit are all men's. Belted slacks tailored in
the Daks' tradition of fine quality. Solid
colors in men's sizes.

JCPenney

Our JCPenney Satisfaction Policy:
Your satisfaction is our goal To serve the public
as nearly as we can to its satisfaction That's the
Penney idea If you're not satisfied with your
purchase, come in and explain the problem
We'll do our best to satisfy your concern and
make you happy
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